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ABSTRACT

Rhythmic muscle contractions underlie a number of behaviors, such as respiration, ingestion, and locomotion, which are necessary for survival. Though in many cases motor
neurons (MNs) themselves do not generate the basic motor rhythm, research suggests
that the intrinsic properties of MNs may shape the timing of the final motor output. In particular, potassium (K+ ) currents can affect MN excitability and firing in a number of ways,
including action potential repolarization, firing frequency, dendritic integration, repetitive
firing, and burst termination. The roles played by K+ currents, therefore, make them
ideal candidates to shape MN firing output during rhythmic activity. Just how crucial MN
K+ currents are in shaping rhythmic motor output, which currents are crucial and what
genes are responsible, and how these currents affect MN firing are areas of active investigation. Unfortunately, many previous studies attempting to answer such questions
have relied on manipulations that affect large, and often unidentified, populations of neurons simultaneously. To effectively determine the role of MN currents in shaping rhythmic
motor output we must target manipulations of specific ion channels to MNs. We used
the Drosophila larval model system because the genetic tools available allow us to do
just that. We targeted manipulations of specific calcium (Ca2+ )-activated and voltageactivated K+ currents to identified populations of MNs. We hypothesized that MNs are
not simply followers of network drive, but that MN firing output is further shaped during rhythmic motor activity by these K+ currents. Overall, our results show that though
aspects of the motor output changed, such as burst duration, the system was remarkably robust in the face of K+ channel manipulations. Larvae expressing manipulations
of the Ca2+ -activated K+ channel, Slowpoke, and voltage-gated K+ channels Shal or
eag/Shaker, continued to produce rhythmic motor output. Most manipulations had the
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strongest effect when expressed in cells other than just MNs, while restricting expression
to smaller subsets of cells suggested that many of the effects were not intrinsic to the
MNs. Even those manipulations which resulted in the strongest effects only changed
burst or cycle durations by a few seconds, and did not affect the incidence or regularity
of the rhythm. These results suggest that either these MN K+ currents minimally shape
rhythmic motor output in this system, or compensation for the loss of K+ currents occurred. In sum, this work sheds light on the role of K+ currents in MNs during rhythmic
activity, and points to a number of future directions examining the role of compensation
in maintaining crucial rhythmic motor behaviors.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Rhythmic muscle contractions underlie a number of behaviors, such as respiration, ingestion, and locomotion, which are necessary for survival. These rhythmic contractions, often called rhythmic motor patterns, are typically controlled by synaptically connected sets of neurons within the central nervous system called central pattern generating (CPG) networks (for reviews see [81, 135, 137]). Motor neurons (MNs), which
ultimately control the muscles involved in a given behavior, may or may not be part of
the classically-defined CPG network responsible for generating a given motor rhythm. In
the crustacean STG [137] and in at least one vertebrate system [40], MNs clearly participate in generating the basic rhythm. In many other systems, however, MNs do not themselves generate the rhythm, but receive rhythmic input from other neurons [135, 137].
Since MNs represent the direct connection between the nervous system and the muscles, an important question in the study of motor control has been, what do MNs do with
the synaptic input they receive? Do they simply passively receive input from other cells
and transmit signals to the muscles relatively unchanged? Or, do MNs respond to inputs in much more complex ways and ultimately shape the final timing of rhythmic motor
behaviors?
Work by Eccles and others in the 1950’s promoted the idea that MNs respond only
passively to synaptic inputs and that the timing of motor behaviors was determined by
neurons upstream of the MNs, and not by the MNs themselves [119]. With the work
of Schwindt and Crill in the late 1970’s [181], and a number of studies by researchers
such as Hounsgaard, Kiehn, and Hultborn in the 1980s (e.g. [99–101]), came the realization that MNs in fact display a number of active membrane properties. In particular,
MNs were found to display persistent inward currents (PICs) that permitted ’bistable’
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behavior, promoting the generation of plateau potentials and firing that outlasted initial
depolarizing inputs. By the 1990’s, many researchers in motor control had concluded
that “the concept of vertebrate motoneurones as purely passively driven followers...must
be discarded” and that MNs “need to be considered as more actively involved in the
shaping and timing of normal motor behaviour” (pg. 73, [119]). In the following years,
the idea that ionic currents in MNs, and PICs in particular, crucially shape motor output became the majority opinion, and continues to be today. However, even the very
researchers who argue the importance of such currents admit “it remains unclear what
[the persistent inward current] itself contributes specifically to motor function and how
this contribution is regulated during real motor behaviour” (pg. 4, [98]).
In short, few direct tests of the role of specific MN currents in shaping endogenous
motor activity have been conducted under circumstances where it is clear that only the
currents of interest in MNs were affected. A few notable exceptions include work in the
crustacean STG, where the well-mapped circuitry, ability to isolate cells from synaptic
input, and knowledge about the specificity of channel blockers lends itself to such investigations (e.g. [200]). However, the very organization of the rhythm-generating network in
the STG means that certain questions may be ill-posed in this system and the answers
of little generalizability to systems in which the network organization is very different.
Unlike many other systems, MNs within the STG are part of the network responsible
for generating the basic motor rhythm; very few interneurons are involved [137]. Asking
about the relative contributions of intrinsic MN currents versus rhythmic synaptic inputs
to MNs in determining the timing of motor output may result in very different answers in
such a system, as opposed to a system in which rhythmic synaptic input comes from
neurons outside the MN population. In the few cases in vertebrate systems where attempts have been made to isolate the manipulation of specific currents to MNs, the
results have demonstrated the importance of separating effects on MNs from those on
premotor neurons. For example, recordings from the spinal cords of neonatal rats have
shown that bath application of the persistent Na+ current blocker, riluzole, alters the lo-
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comotor rhythm. Restricting riluzole application to portions of the spinal cord containing
the premotor neurons thought to be involved in generation of the rhythm mimics this effect, while application to regions containing the MNs has little effect on the rhythm [198].
These results illustrate the caution that should be taken when interpreting the role of
ionic currents in MNs from studies involving bath application of channel blockers. Yet
many studies purporting to investigate the role of MN currents have used this technique.
Even in those cases where focal application of pharmaca has been used, questions often
remain as to the specificity of the drugs and what channels have been targeted. Genetic
techniques confer the advantage of targeting specific ion channel proteins. However,
mutations are often done at a whole-system level, affecting channel function in a variety of cell types. Mosaic expression of ion channel manipulations, and other genetic
techniques for targeting MNs and excluding other populations of neurons [53], present
promising ways to assess the role of MN currents in shaping rhythmic motor output, but
these studies are still in their infancy.
Therefore, we are left with a number of open questions, including: (1) How crucial are
MN currents in shaping rhythmic motor output?, (2) Which currents are important and
what genes are responsible?, (3) How do these currents affect MN firing during rhythmic activity?, and (4) What is the relative contribution of such currents versus rhythmic
synaptic input in determining the final timing of motor behaviors? To effectively answer
these question we must be able to target manipulations of ionic currents to specific populations of neurons, including identified MNs. In this work we use Drosophila as a model
system to do just that.
Drosophila melanogaster is a commonly used model organism because of the many
valuable genetic tools available. One of these tools, the GAL4/UAS expression system,
allows cell-specific targeting of proteins and genetic manipulations [22, 154]. Briefly,
GAL4 is a transcription factor derived from yeast which can be combined in a construct
with cell-type specific promoters. GAL4 then binds to Upstream Activating Sequence
(UAS) to initiate transcription of a desired gene. A number of GAL4 promoter fly lines
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are available that allow gene expression to be restricted to sets of MNs, cholinergic
neurons, GABAergic neurons, and sensory neurons, among others. In addition, a number of UAS constructs exist with genetic manipulations that can cause the knockdown
or overexpression of specific ion channel genes. Using these tools, we can effectively
investigate the roles(s) of specific MN ion channels in shaping rhythmic motor output.
We hypothesize that MNs are not simply followers of CPG network drive, but that MN
firing output is further shaped during rhythmic motor output by specific potassium (K+ )
currents. K+ currents are major regulators of neuronal excitability and firing patterns,
and have been implicated in the etiology of diseases characterized by abnormal motor
output including epilepsy, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, episodic ataxia, and Parkinson’s
disease [16, 41, 115, 158, 209]. K+ currents have thus been proposed as therapeutic
targets in the treatment of such diseases. Therefore, it is important to understand how
the manipulation of K+ currents affects neural firing, and specifically what role these
currents play in motor circuitry. If K+ currents are involved in shaping MN firing output
during rhythmic activity, which in Drosophila larval MNs is characterized by bursting [12,
31, 38, 43, 65, 188, 204], then knocking down these currents in MNs will result in either
altered bursting or the cessation of bursting. If MNs exhibit altered bursting, the resulting
pattern will be either (1) regular, with changes only in the duration of bursts and/or cycles,
or (2) irregular, with large variability in burst and/or cycle durations. Alternatively, if MNs
do not burst as a result of reduced K+ currents, it will be because either (1) MNs are
firing sustained trains of spikes, or (2) because spiking has stopped altogether.
We will test the effect of knocking down two major types of K+ currents in MNs:
(1) calcium (Ca2+ )-activated K+ currents (IKCa ), and (2) voltage-activated K+ currents,
focusing specifically on transient (also known as A-type [37]) K+ currents (IA ). We hypothesize that IKCa acts in MNs to limit intraburst firing frequency and interspike interval
variation, and plays a role in burst termination. Therefore, if MNs with reduced IKCa
exhibit regular bursting, we predict that burst duration will be increased due to impaired
burst termination. Alternatively, reducing IKCa in MNs may result in increases in firing
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frequency and interspike interval variation that are severe enough to lead to irregular
bursting or sustained spiking. We hypothesize that IA acts in MNs to limit intraburst firing frequency and keep interspike interval variation low. Therefore, we predict that MNs
with reduced IA will exhibit increased spike frequency and large variation in interspike
intervals that will ultimately cause either irregular bursting or sustained spiking. Alternatively, MNs with reduced IA may exhibit regular bursting. In this case we would predict
that IA plays a role in allowing WT MNs to fire repetitively, for example by releasing
sodium (Na+ ) channels from inactivation, and therefore knockdown MNs would show
shorter burst durations. To test these hypotheses we propose the following aims:

• Aim 1: Create a database of wild-type rhythmic motor patterns by measuring the activity of abdominal MNs, and develop analysis tools to quantify
the motor pattern. Semi-intact wild-type (WT) Drosophila larvae exhibit rhythmic peristaltic waves of muscle contractions similar to those observed in intact
larvae during crawling. MNs active during these contractions will be recorded at
a population and single-cell level using extracellular and intracellular recordings.
Quantitative features of the motor pattern, such as burst duration, cycle duration,
duty cycle, and quiescence interval, will be calculated using software developed
specifically to extract these features from the recordings. Additional features, such
as intraburst firing frequency and interspike interval, will be measured by recording
intracellularly from the muscle targets of MNs. The activity of WT MNs will be used
as the baseline against which the activity of genetically manipulated larvae will be
compared.

• Aim 2: Test the hypothesis that Ca+ -activated K+ currents shape MN firing during rhythmic activity by limiting intraburst firing frequency and contributing to burst termination. IKCa has been shown to affect firing rate and
mediate burst termination in many types of neurons. We will knockdown a IKCa
in Drosophila MNs using RNA interference under the control of MN promoters.
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We hypothesize that IKCa limits intraburst firing frequency and contributes to burst
termination in WT MNs. Therefore, we expect that knockdown MNs will display
regular bursting with an increase in intraburst firing frequency and burst duration.
Alternatively, changes in spike timing could be drastic enough to cause knockdown
MNs to exhibit irregular bursting or cease bursting. If irregular bursting is observed
in knockdown MNs, we hypothesize that there will be large variation in interspike
interval and burst duration. If cessation of bursting is observed in knockdown MNs,
we hypothesize that it will be due to sustained spiking.

• Aim 3: Test the hypothesis that transient voltage-activated K+ currents
shape MN firing during rhythmic activity by limiting intraburst firing frequency and reducing interspike interval variation. IA has been shown to
regulate firing frequency and interspike interval in a variety of neurons. We will
knockdown IA currents in MNs using RNA interference and dominant negative
constructs under the control of MN promoters. We hypothesize that IA currents
act to limit firing frequency and variation in interspike interval. Therefore, we expect that knockdown MNs will show increased firing frequency and large variation
in interspike interval, and that these changes in spike timing will result in irregular
bursting. If the knockdown is severe enough to cause cessation of bursting, we
hypothesize that it will be due to sustained spiking. Alternatively, if knockdowns
show regular bursting, we hypothesize that burst duration will be decreased in
knockdown MNs because IA contributes to sustaining repetitive firing.
We hope that our work will further general understanding of the contribution of MN
ionic currents to the production of crucial motor behaviors, and the specific role(s) Ca2+ activated and voltage-activated K+ currents play in MNs in shaping the timing of rhythmic
motor output underlying locomotion. In the long run, this type of basic research can
also contribute toward understanding pathologies arising from disruption of K+ channel
expression and motor control.
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The subsequent chapters are organized as follows. Chapter 1 is a literature review
on the generation of rhythmic motor patterns by the nervous system, including how MN
ionic currents may shape rhythmic motor output and specifics on the K+ currents examined in these studies, genetic tools to manipulate ionic currents, and larval Drosophila
as a model system for studying rhythmic motor behavior. Chapter 2 describes the materials and methods used in these studies. Chapter 3 describes the results of studies in
WT Drosophila larvae, including studies to determine the experimental conditions under
which rhythmic motor activity could most reliably be elicited, and a full characterization
of the WT motor pattern (Aim 1). Chapter 4 describes the results of studies examining
the role of Ca2+ -activated K+ currents in rhythmic motor behavior, progressing from the
elimination of one such current in the whole animal with a mutation to the expression of
a RNA interference construct in identified groups of MNs (Aim 2). Chapter 5 describes
results from similar studies examining the role of voltage-activated, A-type K+ currents
(Aim 3). Finally, Chapter 6 includes a summary and interpretation of all the results, as
well as questions and future studies that arise from this work. Appendices, including a
draft for publication and all custom-written program codes used for data analysis, are
included after the discussion.
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CHAPTER 2

Literature review

2.1

The generation of rhythmic motor behaviors by the nervous system

Rhythmic motor behaviors such as those involved in feeding, locomotion, and respiration
are vital to the survival of organisms. The timing and sequence of muscle contractions
underlying a rhythmic motor behavior is known as a motor pattern and is generated
by collections of synaptically connected neurons called central pattern-generating networks (CPGs) [4, 81, 134–137, 159]. In most cases, CPGs consist primarily of interneurons (INs) that generate the rhythm and then transmit this information to motor neurons
(MNs), which send commands to move the muscles involved in a given behavior [137].
In other cases, MNs themselves participate in generating the rhythm. Regardless of
which neurons participate, work in many invertebrate and vertebrate preparations has
demonstrated that rhythm generation depends on both intrinsic membrane properties of
the neurons involved and synaptic interactions between neurons in the network. Furthermore, neurons outside the CPG network, such as sensory cells, can shape the final motor output of the nervous system. Network and cellular mechanisms underlying
rhythm generation are reviewed herein with illustrative examples from both invertebrates
and vertebrates included wherever possible.

2.1.1

Network properties underlying rhythm generation

Cells within any network do not function in isolation, but receive signals from, and transmit signals to, other cells to which they are connected. The local circuitry is important to
pattern generation [4, 134–137]. Examples of relevant neural interactions are discussed
below.
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Figure 2.1: When uncoupled, two neurons of a half-center oscillator network fire tonically. When
coupled, reciprocal inhibition produces alternating bursting. (From Marder & Bucher, 2001.)

Reciprocal inhibition
Reciprocal inhibition (RI) refers to synaptic connections between neurons that allow a
cell, A, to decrease the likelihood of firing in another cell, B, while A is active, and vice
versa. Thus, a rhythm can be generated by alternating phases of inhibition and excitation
in two neurons, or groups of neurons, that only display tonic activity or silence when
synaptically isolated (see Fig. 2.1). RI is a common network feature of many CPGs,
but differs in its importance depending on the system and behavior being examined
[4, 134–137]. In some instances, RI is essential for rhythm generation [135, 136]. Such
systems are termed ’half-center oscillators’ because both groups of neurons are required
to make a whole functional network [135, 136]. In other cases, RI acts only to stabilize
an existing rhythm generated by other mechanisms [136, 137].
For example, the leech heartbeat is generated by the rhythmic contractions of muscles that drive blood through a series of tubes to reach the tissues [42,125,136,137]. The
MNs controlling these muscles are in turn controlled by sets of heart INs (HNs) which
share inhibitory connections. Early recordings from HNs using intracellular electrodes
found that blocking the synaptic connections caused HNs to fire tonically, indicating that
RI was crucial in this system to sustain rhythmic bursting [42, 136]. Later studies using
extracellular recording demonstrated that the tonic firing was caused by the introduction
of a leak current due to electrode penetration, and that HNs could sustain rhythmic bursting in the absence of inhibitory connections [42]. While bursting in synaptically isolated
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HNs does occur, HNs with functional intact inhibitory connections show bursting over a
larger range of conditions. Thus, RI ensures the continuation of the motor pattern even
in the face of environmental perturbations [42].
In contrast, in the case of lamprey swimming, muscles on the right and left sides
of the body are required to contract in alternation to produce motion [24, 47, 78, 79].
Within this network at the level of the spinal cord are inhibitory INs (IINs) that are reciprocally connected [78]. When one side of the body is stimulated to contract the IINs
fire and inhibit the contralateral network of neurons so that opposing movements are not
produced. Through cellular properties, the contralateral side of the network eventually
overcomes inhibition and fires, thereby inhibiting movements of the initially active side.
Thus, alternating movements are achieved in part because of the RI between players in
the network [78].
So, in the case of the leech heartbeat RI serves a stabilizing role in rhythm generation, while lamprey swimming appears more dependent on RI to produce the necessary
alternating movements. Still, in both cases RI is an important mechanism that aids in
generating the behaviorally relevant motor output.

Electrical coupling
Electrical coupling between cells is mediated by gap junctions (GJs), which are channels
formed by the joining of hemichannels found in the membranes of adjacent cells. GJs
allow for the passage of electrical, as well as some chemical, signals between cells.
Electrical coupling between CPG neurons as been shown to be important for rhythm
generation in some systems.
Within the crustacean stomatogastric ganglia (STG) neurons interact to produce alternating contractions and dilations of stomach muscles known collectively as the pyloric
rhythm [145, 182]. The anterior burster (AB) neuron of the STG pyloric CPG is electrically coupled to two pyloric dilator (PD) MNs [136, 137, 145, 182]. The endogenous
activity generated in the AB neuron (discussed in more detail in section 2.1.2) is trans-
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mitted to the PD neurons, which then inhibit the rest of the cells in the network to produce
one of the alternating phases of activity [136, 137, 145, 182]. Studies have shown that
cycle frequency and the response to several modulators which affect the motor pattern
can be different depending on whether the electrical connections between the AB and
PD neurons are intact [10, 97].
GJs may also play a role in generating mammalian locomotion. The isolated partial
brainstem and spinal cord preparation of the rat displays rhythmic motor output resembling that involved in locomotion when NMDA and serotonin are added to the bathing
medium [203]. A study by Tresch et al. (2000) showed that this oscillatory activity occurs at the level of the MNs and continues even when chemical synaptic transmission
was blocked by TTX and low extracellular Ca2+ [203]. Further examination showed that
oscillations in single MNs were dependent on NMDA-mediated currents, but that the
synchronized activity across a population of MNs was dependent on electrical coupling.
Pharmacological blockage of GJs confirmed that electrical coupling contributed to the
generation of locomotor-related activity in the spinal cord [203].
Thus, GJs contribute to rhythm generation in both the crustacean pyloric system and
mammalian spinal cord by allowing signals generated in single cells to be transmitted to
populations of cells. An advantage of such coupling may be the speed of transmission,
which is faster than that mediated by chemical synapses. Also, signals may be less likely
to suffer failure or distortion.

Input from cells outside the CPG
Although according to the classical definition of a CPG neurons must be capable of
generating the rhythm in the absence of external inputs, a wealth of studies have shown
that input from cells outside the basic rhythm-generating network can shape the final
motor output of the system. Perhaps the most well-studied example is the role sensory
feedback can play in shaping motor patterns.
Swimming in the leech is generated by a CPG that produces alternating movements
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with phase lags between activity in different body segments (for review see [125]). Although rhythm generation persists in the isolated nerve cord, the timing of the pattern
is altered by sensory input from stretch receptors (SRs) located in the muscles of the
body wall. Strong excitatory and inhibitory connections have been identified between
these SRs and oscillatory INs belonging to the swim CPG. Weak connections have also
been identified between SRs and swim MNs. Stretching muscles within the body wall
can affect the firing of MNs such that burst duration, cycle period, and intersegmental
phase lags are all affected [124, 125]. Kristan and Calabrese (1976) noted that although
sensory feedback from body wall muscles would often be in agreement with activity dictated by the CPG, a discrepancy would exist in cases like an obstruction that prevented
the body wall from moving in the way commanded. Thus, one important function of sensory feedback to the leech swimming CPG might be to change the rhythm in the face of
environmental obstacles [124].
Lamprey swimming is accomplished in a very similar way to that of the leech with
alternating movements and segmental delays [78]. In addition, the body walls of the
lamprey also contain SRs that provide sensory feedback to the swim CPG. These SRs
come in two types: inhibitory (SRIs) and excitatory (SREs). When SRIs are activated by
stretch on the ipsilateral side of the body, they inhibit contralateral muscles. In contrast,
SREs increase excitation to ipsilaterally stretched muscles. Although neither SRIs or
SREs are necessary for rhythm generation, they can affect the frequency of the rhythm
(see Fig.2.2). When one side of the body is active its muscles shorten and the contralateral muscles stretch. The responding SREs boost excitation to the stretched side so that
its muscles can shorten, and meanwhile the SRIs inhibit the initially active side. In this
way SRs contribute to burst termination and initiation and aid in producing alternating
activity. [78].
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2.1.2

Cellular properties underlying rhythm generation

Though the interactions between neurons are clearly crucial to create a functioning network, the intrinsic membrane properties of neurons participating in rhythm generation
are also vital for producing the desired motor output [4, 81, 134–137, 159]. Important
properties of cells include those common to all players in a network, and those unique
to subsets of cells. A handful of these properties is discussed in the following sections.

Endogenous bursting
Many CPGs include cells that are capable of firing rhythmic bursts of action potentials
(APs) autonomously as a result of regular changes in ionic conductances [4, 81, 134–
137, 159]. Such networks are often referred to as pacemaker-driven, implying that the
endogenously bursting cells are the primary source of the rhythm [4,135–137]. However,
in many cases, the activity of these cells is neither necessary or sufficient to generate the
motor pattern due to the requirement of synaptic interactions or the existence of alternate
pathways that can produce the rhythm [137, 159, 182]. Still, the endogenous activity of
cells should be viewed as an important mechanism contributing to pattern generation.
As discussed in section 2.1.1, the pyloric CPG in the crustacean STG produces alternating contractions and dilations of stomach muscles [145, 182]. The anterior burster

Figure 2.2: Motor pattern of lamprey swim CPG recorded from right ventral root (RVR) can
be altered by artificially moving the tail region (Mvt., see diagram at right) to stimulate stretch
receptors. (From Grillner et al., 1995.)
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(AB) IN is the only neuron within the pyloric network that continues to fire periodic
bursts of APs when isolated from all known synaptic input (see Fig.2.3) [145]. The
endogenous activity of the AB neuron is produced by sequential changes in specific
ionic conductances [74]. The bulk of the depolarization, often called the slow wave, depends on cationic currents carried mostly by sodium (Na+ ) and calcium (Ca2+ ). The
post-burst decrease in the membrane potential (Vm ) occurs via increased potassium
(K+ ) conductance through Ca2+ -dependent channels. The K+ conductance eventually decreases, followed by a gradual depolarization during the interburst interval. This
depolarization triggers the entry of Na+ and Ca2+ to generate another slow wave.
Thus, the combination of ionic conductances allows the AB neuron to enter a selfsufficient cycle of changes in Vm that can set the rhythm of the rest of the pyloric network [74, 134, 136, 137, 145, 182].

Figure 2.3: Activity of the AB neuron within the crustacean STG pyloric CPG. Left: AB neuron bursts both in the presence (before) and absence (after) of synaptic input. (From Miller &
Selverston, 1982.) Right: Proposed currents underlying AB endogenous bursting. (From Gola &
Selverston, 1981.)

Some mammalian CPG neurons also display endogenous activity. A subset of neurons in a region of the medulla known as the Pre-Botzinger complex (PBC) have been
implicated in respiratory pattern generation (for a review see [161]; see also [111, 186]).
A percentage of PBC neurons continue to burst when synaptically isolated. The ionic
mechanisms underlying burst generation in PBC neurons have not been fully elucidated,
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but several ionic currents seem to be important. Bursting can be eliminated in PBC neurons by addition of TTX to the medium, indicating that a Na+ current is necessary for
rhythm generation in these neurons [199]. In some, but not all PBC neurons, bursting
can be disrupted by blocking Ca2+ currents with cadmium, demonstrating heterogeneity
of PBC cells [199]. Other studies using riluzole suggest that a persistent Na+ current
(IN aP ) contributes to PBC cell bursting [45, 46]. However, IN aP does not work alone
to generate activity [45]. Del Negro et al. (2002) found that while both bursting and
non-bursting neurons in the PBC possessed measurable IN aP , it was the ratio of the
Na+ conductance to a K+ leak conductance that distinguished the two cell types [45].
Models have suggested that within a narrow range the ratio of these two currents generates bursting, while values outside this range generate tonic spiking or silence in the
neuron [29].
Although the currents present in the cases of the invertebrate pyloric rhythm and the
mammalian respiratory rhythm may not be the same, a general principle holds: neurons
can use combinations of key ionic conductances to endogenously generate activity that
is transmittable to other neurons within or outside the CPG network. This rhythmic activity can simply aid in the generation of motor input under some circumstances, while
serving as the primary source of the rhythm in other conditions.

Plateau potentials
Some neurons are able to generate plateau potentials (PPs), or long-lasting depolarizations that continue after the initiating stimulus has ceased [137]. PPs can increase
cellular excitability, thereby augmenting incoming synaptic signals from partners in the
network. This augmentation may be required for normal generation of the rhythm or
may serve as a failsafe mechanism when some inputs to the network are rendered nonfunctional [137, 182]. The duration of a PP can influence the rhythm by determining the
period of bursting in a cell and/or the duration of activity in its downstream targets [137].
For instance, one of the MNs within the STG pyloric CPG is the ventral dilator (VD)
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neuron. Unlike the AB neuron, the VD neuron does not endogenously burst in the absence of synaptic input [182]. When the AB and other neurons are functioning, the VD
neuron is not necessary for proper rhythm generation. If the endogenous bursters are
inactivated, however, activity in the VD cell is required to maintain the rhythm. Selverston et al. (1980) conclude that the VD neuron aids in rhythm generation by producing
PPs when stimulated by external ganglionic inputs [182]. The authors did not explore
the ionic conductances underlying the PPs in VD neurons. However, similar potentials
are produced in other cells by the activation of various Ca2+ currents [81].
As first mentioned in section 2.1.1, the swim CPG of the lamprey produces alternating movements of different body segments [24, 47, 78, 79]. Neurons within the network
are capable of generating PPs. Reticulospinal (RS) neurons receive sensory input from
various sources and synapse on both MNs and INs in the swim CPG [47]. When stimulated by strong sensory input RS neurons produce sustained increases in Vm . The
ionic basis for these PPs is a sustained influx of Ca2+ through N-methyl-D-aspartate
(NMDA) receptors [24, 47, 78, 79]. Results from a semi-isolated preparation show that
NMDA-mediated PPs are associated with swimming-like movements of the tail region.
Such motor activity does not occur if the PPs are absent, suggesting a vital role for these
potentials in generating the motor rhythm underlying swimming [47].
In summary, in the crustacean pyloric CPG PPs appear to serve a supporting role
in generating the motor pattern, only necessary when other players in the network are
not functional. In contrast, lamprey swimming seems to depend strongly on PPs under
normal circumstances. Although the dependence is quite different, both networks are
able to use this cellular property to produce a final rhythmic motor output.

Post-inhibitory rebound
Neurons within CPGs can display post-inhibitory rebound (PIR), or membrane depolarization above their resting potential (VRest ) following release from synaptic inhibition [4,96,135,137,155,182]. PIR can influence rhythm generation by increasing cellular
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excitability at certain times in a motor output cycle. If cells displaying PIR are induced
to fire and inhibit other neurons, this can cause partners in the network to oscillate in
alternation [96,147,182]. Under other conditions cell may synchronize their bursting due
to PIR [147].
Feeding in the pond snail Lymnaea stagnalis consists of a repetitive sequence of
three phases and is accomplished by the activity of three class of INs (N1, N2, N3) that
synapse on MNs [58]. Neurons within each class are only active during one phase of
the feeding cycle and their alternate firing is crucial to generation of the proper motor
output. Elliott and Benjamin (1985) summarize the phases of the feeding cycle (see
Fig.2.4) [58]. During Phase 1 and Phase 2 N1 and N2 fire in sequence, inhibiting N3.
During Phase 3 N3 fires due in large part to PIR. The presence of ionic currents that
produce PIR in N3, and the lack of such a phenomenon in N1 and N2 INs, allows N3 to
win out in the final phase and complete the feeding cycle [58].

Figure 2.4: Feeding CPG in Lymnaea. Left: Current injections displaying PIR in N3 INs. Right:
Phases of the feeding cycle showing activity of N3 due to PIR in the final phase. (From Elliott &
Benjamin, 1985.)

Like Lymnaea feeding INs, cat medullary respiratory neurons display PIR that initiates AP firing [155]. PIR in these neurons is dependent on the influx of Ca2+ through
T-type channels. ICaT is inactivated at VRest and only is released from such inactivation
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when the Vm is decreased below VRest . Thus, inhibition of the cell pushes Vm down
and when the inhibition is removed, T-type channels activate to depolarize the membrane. Depolarization serves to briefly activate other currents leading to AP firing and
can initiate a sequence of events that allows for bursting in the cell [155].
In both Lymnaea feeding and cat respiration, PIR serves to increase the excitability of
cells in the network such that they can begin to fire at the appropriate time in a rhythmic
cycle. PIR is mediated in both cases by ionic currents that are activated by a decrease
in Vm .

Other cellular properties
Although there is not sufficient space to discuss them all in detail here, many other
cellular properties contribute to rhythm generation. These include: (1) spike-frequency
adaption, which facilitates phase transitions [78, 135, 136], (2) subthreshold oscillations,
which can result in the release of neurotransmitters [182], and (3) input resistance, which
in part determines how strong an incoming stimulus must be to elicit a response in a
cell [45, 157].

2.1.3

Overview

The nervous system uses a variety of mechanisms to generate rhythmic behaviors, many
of which must be combined to generate the final desired motor output. For example, ionic
currents underlying endogenous bursting allow neurons to set the rhythm of networks of
cells. However, without chemical and electrical connections between cells endogenous
activity will have no effect. In networks that do not contain endogenous bursters reciprocal inhibition between cells may serve as the basis of the rhythm. Alternating activity
between groups cannot occur, though, if none of the cells possess cellular mechanisms
to escape or rebound from inhibition. This combinatorial approach is a common feature
of many, if not all, CPGs [4, 134–137].
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2.2

The participation of MNs in the production of rhythmic motor behaviors

As mentioned previously, MNs may or may not be part of the classically-defined CPG
network responsible for generating a given motor rhythm. In the crustacean STG and in
at least one vertebrate system, MNs clearly participate in generating the basic rhythm.
In many other systems, however, MNs do not themselves generate the rhythm but only
receive rhythmic input from neurons within the CPG. In either case, though, the direct
connection between the MNs and the muscles means that MNs represent the final output
stage of the nervous system and so are crucial to producing the desired motor output.
Furthermore, MNs, like any other type of cell, possess intrinsic membrane properties
like those discussed in section 2.1.2, that shape their responsiveness to inputs and their
firing output. Thus, MNs could play a crucial role in shaping the final motor pattern
produced by the nervous system.

2.2.1

Ionic currents in MNs may shape motor output

As seen in section 2.1.2, the intrinsic membrane properties of cells include the bouquet
of ionic currents that underlie responses such as plateau potentials or firing upon release
from inhibition. Therefore, it makes sense to ask what currents MNs express that may
shape their responsiveness and/or firing output. The following is not an exhaustive list,
but rather an overview of two general types of ionic current expressed in MNs that may
be important for shaping rhythmic motor patterns.

Persistent inward currents in MNs
A lot of work in recent years has emphasized the importance of persistent inward currents (PICs) in shaping MN responsiveness to synaptic input and MN firing output. PICs
are defined as currents carried by inwardly-moving cations, such as Na+ and Ca2+ ,
which do not inactivate or deactivate very slowly (for reviews see [86, 87]). Work in molluscs first demonstrated the presence of PICs in neurons [55]. However, the seminal
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work done by Peter Schwindt and Wayne Crill (1977; [181]) crucially demonstrated the
existence of these currents in vertebrate spinal MNs. Schwindt and Crill observed that
in a large percentage of recorded MNs, a slow depolarizing ramp of injected current
resulted in what they called a ’N-shaped’ current-voltage (I-V) relationship. Initially the
cell would display a net outward current, resulting in a positive I-V slope. However, as
Vm approached between 3 and 30 mV above VRest ) the I-V relationship would develop
a negative slope, often reaching into the negative (i.e. net inward) current range. Later,
as delayed outward currents increased the slope became positive again, completing
the N shape. When the authors injected square pulses of current into these MNs they
recorded a net inward current which, when activated, did not decrease during current
injections up to 300 ms in duration. Later studies by the same authors revealed the true
inward nature and magnitude of these PICs by blocking simultaneously active outward
(i.e. potassium) currents. Later key studies by the groups of Kiehn and Heckman demonstrated that PICs were carried by Ca2+ and Na+ ions [88]. Since those studies Ca2+ and Na+ -based PICs have been found in a variety of other vertebrate and invertebrate
MNs.
The physiological role of PICs in MNs remains hotly debated and an area of active
research. In their 1977 paper, Schwindt and Crill noted that many of the MNs which
displayed PICs fired action potentials spontaneously and stopped firing if PICs were observed to diminish as a result of electrode impalement. They suggested that features
of PICs, including their ability to activate at membrane potentials below those where
unclamped cells usually spiked and the long-lasting nature of the currents, could ’influence subthreshold cell behavior’ and cause sustained firing in the absence of continued
synaptic input [181]. Later work confirmed the role of PICs in allowing MNs to generate
plateau potentials and repetitive spiking (e.g. see [130]; for reviews see [86, 87]). Other
recent work has argued, albeit indirectly, that PICs are dendritic in origin and emphasized the importance of these currents in the integration of synaptic inputs to MNs (for
reviews see [86, 88]). Work by Hultborn and colleagues has shown that MN respon-
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Figure 2.5: Original demonstration of persistent inward currents in spinal MNs from Schwindt &
Crill, 1977. A-C. Current (I)-voltage (V) plots obtained from MNs in response to a depolarizing
ramp of current. B, C. Characteristic N-shaped !-V relationship; maximum inward current is
marked in each with double arrows. D. Example in which the activation of an inward current by a
step pulse resulted in spiking in a previously quiescent MN.

siveness to both synaptic excitation and inhibition is markedly enhanced when PICs are
activated [104]. Others have argued that under certain conditions PICs may provide as
much as 40% of the current necessary to depolarize MNs during motor behavior [86].
Though the focus of the following chapters will be on the role of outward MN currents
in shaping rhythmic motor output, it was important to discuss here the research being
conducted on inward MN currents for two primary reasons. First, the membrane potential
of a cell changes not as a result of a single current, but due to the interaction of various
currents, both inward and outward. Specifically, the relationship between inward and
outward currents can be thought of as ’push and pull’, with one set of currents pushing
the membrane potential up (inward) and the other pulling it back down (outward). Thus,
to understand how outward currents may change the firing output of MNs it is crucial
to understand the inward currents with which they interact. Secondly, the research on
PICs has strongly promoted the idea that MNs are not passive receivers of input, but that
intrinsic currents shape MN responsiveness and may in turn shape the final output of the
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nervous system at the level of motor behaviors (e.g. [86, 87]). Researchers in the field,
however, admit that the relevance of these currents in vivo remains undetermined [98],
and few studies directly testing the role of these currents in MNs in shaping endogenous
motor activity exist. Therefore, though the PIC research has been, and continues to be,
instrumental in raising questions regarding the role of MN ionic currents in shaping motor
output, many questions remain unanswered and are the motivation for this work.

Outward currents in MNs
Neurons express a number of outward currents, particularly K+ currents, which could be
important for shaping responsiveness and firing output (for general reviews of K+ channels in vertebrates and invertebrates see [50, 92, 106, 139, 156, 214, 224]; for reviews of
K+ channels in MNs see [82,143]). Of particular interest are two types of K+ current: (1)
large conductance Ca2+ -activated K+ currents (IKCa ), and (2) voltage-activated, specifically transient, K+ currents (IA ).
Large conductance Ca2+ -activated K+ currents Large conductance (usually around
200-400 picosiemens) IKCa are carried through ’maxi K’ or ’B (Big) K’ channels (for
reviews on these channels see [60, 168, 169, 171, 205]). BK channels require both
an increase in cytosolic Ca2+ and Vm depolarization to activate. They open rapidly
when Ca2+ rises and close quickly when the Ca2+ goes back down. In some cells,
BK channel activation is determined only by the time course of changes in Vm and
the concentration of Ca2+ , while in other cells BK channels show inactivation causing
currents to be transient [2, 80, 131, 169, 171, 176, 183, 194]). BK channels have been
shown to play a role in action potential repolarization, fast afterhyperpolarization, highfrequency firing, spike frequency adaptation, dendritic excitability, and neurotransmitter
release [2, 17, 18, 80, 82, 131, 171, 183, 194]. Importantly, BK channels have also been
implicated in enhancing or preventing bursting (depending on the system), and in regulating intraburst firing frequency, interspike intervals, interburst intervals, burst duration,
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and burst termination [75, 80, 108, 193, 202, 222]).
BK channels are encoded by the Slowpoke (Slo) gene, which was originally cloned in
Drosophila [7,57,184]. Slo in Drosophila has been shown to be responsible for transient

IKCa measured at both the whole cell [5, 6, 23, 56, 57, 184] and single channel [123] level
in larval and adult muscle. In contrast, Slo appears to contribute to both transient and
sustained IKCa in Drosophila giant cultured neurons [170]. Reduction or elimination of
Slo currents in Drosophila causes slow spike repolarization, spike broadening, changes
in firing patterns, and abnormal synaptic transmission [5, 6, 23, 56, 57, 73, 129, 170], and
can disrupt behaviors such as habituation [59] and circadian patterns of locomotion [32].
Work in the laboratories of Dr. Richard Levine (University of Arizona) and Dr. Carsten
Duch (Arizona State University) indicate that Drosophila MNs do display Slo-mediated

IKCa currents (personal communications from Subhashini Srinivasan and Stephanie Ryglewski of the Levine and Duch laboratories, respectively), though the role of these currents in MN firing has not been reported. Locomotor phenotypes are observed in adult
Slo mutants, such as reduced ability to fly, semi-paralysis in response to heat or bright
light and shaking under ether anesthesia [5, 6, 23]. Interestingly, these studies showed
that specific locomotor phenotypes could be isolated by manipulating either neuronal or
muscle Slo gene variants, emphasizing the importance of targeted genetic manipulations [5, 6, 23]. However, these studies did not go further to identify which subsets of
neurons may utilize Slo variants and thereby be responsible for the neural-based locomotor phenotypes.
Several different Slo genes in invertebrates and vertebrates have been identified with
varying sequence homology and functional characteristics (for review see [171]). Specific mammalian variants are also known as Slick (Slo 2.1) and Slack (Slo 2.2) [171].)
Deletion of a Slo gene in mice resulted in tremor, abnormal locomotion, and a number
of other motor impairments, as well as impaired eyeblink conditioning, indicating cerebellar dysfunction. Mutations in the human Slo1 gene have been linked to epilepsy and
paroxysmal dyskinesia [52].
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Transient voltage-activated K+ currents Transient voltage-activated K+ currents,
also called A-type currents (IA ) [37], are usually non-conductive at rest, activate rapidly
(within 1-10 milliseconds) in response to depolarization, but decrease quickly due to
rapid inactivation (see Fig. 2.6). IA currents affect firing output of vertebrate and invertebrate neurons by contributing to spike repolarization, after-hyperpolarization currents, spiking onset, interspike interval, firing frequency, spike frequency adaptation, and
synaptic transmission (see reviews [50,82,92,106,143,156,214,224]; see also [85,91]).
In addition, changes in the number of available IA channels can allow cells to regulate
the effectiveness of inward currents in generating depolarizations, such as those underlying plateau potentials and bursting [85, 91]. For example, in lamprey spinal MNs
hyperpolarization of Vm , caused by simultaneous activation of a number of IA channels, allows voltage-gated Na+ channels to quickly recover from inactivation, which in
turn enables MNs to sustain Na+ -dependent repetitive firing [91]. Blocking IA currents
in this system during rhythmic motor activity causes MNs to fire only single spikes per
cycle, the cycle duration decreases and the locomotor pattern becomes irregular. Modeling studies also indicate ways in which IA currents may play a role in triggering and
terminating bursts [165, 201]. Thus, the population of IA channels in a neuron can regulate activity that happens on a time scale longer than the activation of a single channel.
Multiple genes are responsible for IA currents in vertebrate and invertebrate neurons.
Discussed in detail below are IA currents carried by Shaker and Shal channels. Additionally, though eag channels are not typically thought of as IA channels, the finding
that they contribute to transient K+ currents in some systems, and particularly in larval
Drosophila MNs makes their discussion appropriate here.
The Shaker gene was first identified in Drosophila [11, 107, 172]. Studies show that
Shaker -mediated IA in Drosophila plays a role in spike repolarization, spiking onset,
firing frequency and synaptic transmission in muscles and neurons. Reduction or elimination of Shaker currents pharmacologically or genetically causes slow spike repolarization, spike broadening, reduced firing frequency, and prolonged large-amplitude exci-
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Figure 2.6: A-type potassium currents. Left: Original recordings from Connor & Stevens (1971)
showing the transient nature of the current, and the amplitude and kinetics of the current as the
membrane potential is stepped to different levels, Vc , from a holding potential of -92 mV. Right:
A-type currents recorded in Xenopus oocytes expressing Drosophila Shaker or Shal channels.
Currents were recorded in response to 10 mV steps to -80 through +20 mV from a holding
potential of -90 mV. (From Salkoff et al., 1992.)

tatory potentials at the neuromuscular junction [56, 71, 107, 129, 146, 152, 197, 204, 214,
223]. Shaker channels have also been identified in a number of different invertebrates,
including lobster and Aplysia, where they play similar roles in spike timing and synaptic
transmission [14, 114]. In vertebrates, Shaker homologues belong to the Kv1.x family of channels. Kv1-mediated IA has been found in a variety of vertebrate neurons,
with Kv1.x variants showing more (Kv1.4) or less (Kv1.5) similarity with invertebrate
Shaker channels with respect to their activation/inactivation kinetics and pharmacological sensitivities [50]. Also, whereas most K+ channel subunits in Drosophila form only
homomultimers [39], the situation is further complicated in vertebrates by the finding
that Kv1.x subunits can coassemble with one another to form functional heteromultimers [50]. Combinations of these different pore-forming subunits, in addition to assembly with a number of accessory beta subunits which can regulate the kinetics of these
channels [1, 50], makes identifying the precise role of a Kv1.x subunit difficult. However, in general Kv1.x-mediated currents have been proposed to play a role in spike
timing, synaptic transmission, prevention of reentrant excitation at axon terminals, and
conduction failure [34, 160, 185, 189]. Deletion of Kv1.1 and 1.2 channels in mice leads
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to seizure susceptibility and epileptic-like phenotypes. Mutations in the gene encoding
Kv1.1 channels have even been identified as contributing to Episodic Ataxia-Type I, a
disorder in humans characterized by uncoordinated movements, spasms, tremors, and
other motor disturbances (for review see [158]).
The Shal gene was first identified in Drosophila and expressed in Xenopus oocytes to
determine that it underlies IA similar to that mediated by Shaker but with slightly slower
kinetics [212] (see Fig. 2.6). Subsequently, work in a variety of organisms, including
lobster, C. elegans, zebrafish and mice, has identified Shal genes, also known as Kv4.x,
with high degrees of sequence homology and similar electrophysiological properties to
Drosophila Shal [13, 61, 148, 149]. Though few studies in Drosophila have been done
directly targeting Shal, either pharmacologically or genetically, some experimental and
modeling work has shown an important role for Shal-mediated IA in spike initiation in this
system [35, 89, 152, 177]. In the lobster STG, 4-AP-sensitive IA , known to be mediated
by Shal [82], has profound effects on the pyloric motor rhythm. Decreasing IA with 4AP shortens cycle and burst durations, increases intraburst firing frequency, and alters
phase relationships between cells in the motor network [200]. In mammals, where Kv4.x
channels are often localized to the dendrites, the levels of Kv4.x expression can alter the
magnitude and attenuation of back-propagating APs, subunit composition of NMDARs,
inhibitory input, synaptic transmission and plasticity, firing frequency, and firing patterns
[3,20,102,113,120,156,224]. Studies in Drosophila [167] and lobster [200] MNs indicate
that Shal may also be localized to the dendrites in these systems. Thus, it is likely,
though it has not been tested directly, that Shal could play a role in synaptic integration
and neuronal responsiveness in invertebrates in ways similar to those already seen in
vertebrate systems. On a clinical level, Kv4.2 knockout in mice leads to heightened
nociception [102], and changes in expression of Kv4.x channels have been implicated in
epilepsy and Alzheimer’s disease [20].
The ether a go-go (eag) gene was first identified and cloned in Drosophila [116,211].
Subsequent work demonstrated the presence of this gene and two others, eag-related
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gene (erg) and eag-like K + channel (elk ), in a number of invertebrates and vertebrates
(for reviews on this family of genes see [15, 69, 70, 214]). However, determining the precise function of eag and its related genes in many of these systems has proved difficult.
Expression of cloned Drosophila and Manduca sexta eag genes in Xenopus oocytes
has shown that eag-mediated currents contain both transient and sustained outward
components [118, 163]. Work in Drosophila muscle shows that mutations in eag reduce,
but do not eliminate, four different K+ currents, including Ca2+ -dependent and Ca2+ independent transient and sustained currents [225]. This work led to the suggestion
that eag may coassemble with other K+ channel subunits to form functional heteromultimers [225,226], though tests of this hypothesis in heterologous expression systems have
so far yielded mixed results [33, 196]. Most recently, work has shown that both transient
and sustained K+ currrents are mediated by eag in larval MNs (S. Srinivasan, Levine
laboratory, personal communication). In contrast, expression of cloned mammalian eag
has demonstrated that this gene(s) mediates only sustained outward currents and may
underlie the muscarinic (M) current [163,190,191]. In many systems, eag-mediated currents have not been recorded despite the presence of abundant eag mRNA [15]. Other
studies have suggested a role for eag in contributing to resting membrane potential, repolarization of APs, and spike-frequency adaptation [15]. Phenotypically, Drosophila eag
mutants display hyperexcitability, including leg shaking when exposed to ether anesthesia and erratic, uncontrolled flight activity at high temperatures (for review see [69, 70]).
At the neuromuscular junction the frequency of spontaneous potentials as well as EPSP
size and duration are increased in mutants [72, 223]. In C. elegans mutations in an
eag-like channel cause sensory and motor defects [213].

2.2.2

Overview

In summary, MNs express a number of outward and inward currents that can shape their
responsiveness to synaptic inputs and their firing output in a variety of ways. In a few
examples, we have even seen how these currents may affect rhythmic motor behaviors,
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such as locomotion. However, in many cases the role of these currents in shaping rhythmic motor output has been tested in ways which do not allow for conclusions about their
precise function in MNs. In many studies pharmacological means are used to enhance
or inhibit these currents, but the application of the drugs is such that many neurons in
addition to MNs are exposed to the treatment. Thus, any cells in the vicinity that express
receptors for the drug will respond and could therefore contribute to any change in motor
output. Likewise, the use of mutant animals is problematic for determining the role of
a specific ion channel gene in shaping motor output. Mutation of the gene of interest
occurs in every cell of the animal, and so attributing any observed effect on motor output
to a specific group of cells is impossible. Furthermore, in many mutants it is likely that
the observed phenotype(s) results not from a simple effect in one group of cells, but from
a number of different effects in many groups of cells that interact with one another. If we
want to determine the role of specific currents in shaping MN firing output during rhythmic motor behavior we must be able to selectively target identified MNs. Fortunately,
there are genetic tools which allow us to do just that.

2.3
2.3.1

Genetic manipulations of ionic currents
The GAL4-UAS expression system

GAL4 encodes a protein, originally identified in yeast, that acts as a transcriptional regulator of other genes by binding to a sequence of basepair sites in those genes which
comprise an Upstream Activating Sequence (UAS) [53]. In 1988, Fischer [64] demonstrated that GAL4 could activate protein transcription in Drosophila and in 1993 Brand
and Perrimon [22] expanded on this work, formally introducing the GAL4-UAS expression system (for reviews see [53,141,154]). In this system, GAL4 is fused to any one of a
variety of promoters, which have characteristic tissue expression patterns. The parental
line of flies whose genome contains this construct is known as the ’driver line’. Separately, another parental line contains a UAS construct fused to the gene of interest. When
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the two parental lines are crossed, it results in progeny in which GAL4 is expressed in
the tissue in a pattern determined by the promoter and consequently drives expression
of the UAS-linked gene of interest in the same tissue-specific pattern (see Fig.2.7). In
this way, a variety of genes and gene manipulations can be expressed in a number of
desired tissues while leaving other tissues unaffected. In addition, a variety of methods
used in concert with the GAL4-UAS system now allow researchers to further restrict the
spatial and temporal expression of genes and gene manipulations [53]. For example, the
GAL4 inhibitor, GAL80, can be combined in the driver line to further restrict expression
to only a subset of tissues or cells originally targeted by the promoter. The use of heatsensitive GAL4 drivers can permit researchers to control the time at which expression is
turned on.

Figure 2.7: From Brand & Perrimon (1993) introducing the GAL4-UAS system. Flies from separate GAL4 and UAS parental lines are crossed to create progeny in which GAL4 is expressed
in a tissue-specific pattern. GAL4 then binds to UAS, activating transcription of the downstream
gene only in the specific tissues.
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Use of the FLP/FRT system to create mosaics
One such tool to restrict the spatial and temporal expression of genes/manipulations is
the FLP/FRT system, introduced by Golic and Lindquist [76]. FLP is a recombination
enzyme derived from yeast. FLP induces recombination events to occur between FLP
recognition target (FRT) sites. A STOP codon sequence flanked by FRT sites can be
placed in between the promoter and GAL4 or between UAS and the gene to be expressed (for reviews see [53, 141]). If the sequence is not excised by FLP, then either
the GAL4 or UAS construct will remain essentially inactive and the gene of interest will
not be expressed. If instead FLP recombination occurs and the sequence is excised
GAL4-mediated gene expression can occur as described previously (see Fig.2.8). The
expression of FLP itself can be controlled by a heat-shock promoter, allowing additional
temporal control of gene expression, or by tissue-specific promoters. Because FLPmediated recombination occurs with probability less than 1, however, gene expression
occurs only in a subset of the potentially targeted cells and this pattern randomly differs
from animal to animal. In other words, mosaic animals are created in which some of the
cells targeted express the gene of interest while others do not and remain wild-type. The
efficiency of recombination can be increased by increasing the temperature at which animals are raised, allowing the experimenter to control the degree of mosaic expression.
Thus, the FLP/FRT system can be invaluable for experimenters wishing to look, for example, at cell lineages or those wanting to examine the effects of manipulations on cell
types by comparing wild-type and knockdown cells in the same animal.

2.3.2

Overview

The GAL4-UAS system allows targeted expression of genes and gene manipulations
in identified subsets of cells. Additional tools now allow researchers to further refine
spatial and temporal expression to isolate smaller groups of cells, or even single cells,
at different times in development. Though the GAL4-UAS system can be used to target
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Figure 2.8: The FLP/FRT system. In this system the presence of a FLP-cassette separates the
promoter and GAL4 regions of the construct and prevents expression. However, when FLP is
activated, cuts at the FRT sites lead to excision of the cassette, and GAL4 can be expressed.
GAL4 can then bind to UAS to express the green fluorescent protein (GFP) reporter. (From Duffy,
2002)

gene expression in a variety of organisms (e.g. C. elegans, mouse), by far the largest
toolbox of characterized GAL4 driver lines, UAS constructs, and ways in which to refine
expression exists in Drosophila, making it the ideal organism in which to perform targeted
gene manipulations.

2.4

Drosophila larvae as a model system for studying rhythmic motor activity

Having determined that the experimental tools exist in Drosophila to perform targeted
manipulations of specific ion channels, it remains to identify a model rhythmic behavior
that can be studied to determine the effect of these manipulations on rhythmic motor
output.
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2.4.1

Larval anatomy

Before discussing rhythmic motor activity present in Drosophila larvae it is essential to
understand some basics of the larval anatomy. The body of a Drosophila larva is comprised of 3 thoracic and 8 abdominal segments, which contain the muscles necessary for
movement [90, 93, 105]. The body can be further divided down the midline into right and
left hemisegments, which are essentially mirror images of one another. In the abdominal segments, each hemisegment contains an identical set of 30 muscles which can be
divided into dorsal, ventral, and lateral groups. The central nervous system of the larva
consists of the brain and the ventral nerve cord (VNC).1 The VNC is located caudal to the
brain, and organized into multiple thoracic and abdominal segments which correspond
to the body segments [93]. The VNC also contains hemisegments with repeated sets
of motor neurons, interneurons, and other neuron types. A main nerve, known as the
hemisegmental nerve, exits from each side of the VNC carrying the axons of at least 30
MNs which target the 30 muscles located in the corresponding body hemisegment (see
Fig.2.9A). The hemisegmental nerve later branches into several different nerves carrying the subset of MN axons that target separate dorsal, ventral, and lateral muscles with
identified innervation patterns [93].
Each muscle group is innervated by a Type Is MN, so called due to a characteristic
branching and varicosity morphology at the neuromuscular junction (’Type I’ designation; [109]), and small synaptic boutons (’s’ designation; [8]). Type Is MNs innervate
between 5 and 9 muscles, all within a single muscle group [93], with small boutons that
contain large synaptic vesicles [117]. Individual muscles are additionally targeted by a
single Type Ib MN. Type Ib MNs innervate only one (or in a few rare cases two) muscles [93] with big (’b’ designation) boutons that contain small synaptic vesicles [8, 117].
Ib MNs are typically easy to recruit, produce small postsynaptic excitatory potentials
(EPSPs) and show evidence of synaptic facilitation [126]. In contrast, Is MNs are harder
1

There is also an extensive peripheral nervous system consisting of a variety of sensory cells which

will not be discussed here.
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Figure 2.9: Extracellular recordings from Drosophila larvae during rhythmic motor activity. A.
Larval preparation for recording. Of note are the ventral ganglion (VG; also known as the ventral nerve cord) and the brain (B). Muscles are innervated by MNs in the VG whose axons exit
through the hemisegmental nerve (lines to muscles). Muscles have a characteristic arrangement
which is repeated throughout the abdominal segments (segments 2-7 are shown). B. Placement
of suction electrodes on the hemisegmental nerves innervating abdominal segments 3 and 7. C.
Sequence of images and schematics showing progression of peristaltic wave of muscle contraction from posterior to anterior segments. D. Bursts recorded from the left nerve to segments 3
(L3) and the right one to segment 7 (R7) during wave cycles. Numbers correspond to the phases
shown in C. (From Fox et al., 2006.)

to recruit, produce larger EPSPs, and display much less facilitation [126]. Due to their
characteristics, Ib MNs have been likened to ’tonic’ MNs, while Is neurons are compared
to ’phasic’ MNs [126], a distinction made between types of muscle fibers in other invertebrate and vertebrate systems [9].
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2.4.2

Crawling in the intact larva

Crawling behavior in wild-type larvae
Like many insects, mature (3rd instar) Drosophila larvae have a wandering phase during
which they crawl out of their food source and search for a place to pupate [187]. Such
crawling is mediated by rhythmic peristaltic waves of muscle contractions that propagate to adjacent body segments in the posterior to anterior direction (forward crawling)
or anterior to posterior direction (backward crawling) [19, 195, 207, 208]. Video analysis
of freely-moving wild-type larvae has shown that activity can be divided into episodes
of locomotion and pausing, with larvae spending roughly 70% of the time in forward locomotion and making only few changes in direction [207, 208]. The stride frequency is
around 1.0 Hz, i.e. the number of waves per second in freely-moving larvae is approximately one [175].

Crawling behavior in mutant larvae
A number of K+ channel mutations have been shown to alter crawling behavior in larvae.
Mutations in Shaker and the Shaker/eag accessory beta-subunit, Hyperkinetic, cause
larvae to spend more time in forward locomotion and change direction less often when
compared to WT larvae [207]. In contrast, eag mutants spend less time in forward
locomotion and change direction more often. Interestingly, double mutants for Shaker
and eag spend a similar percentage of time in forward locomotion as WT. However,
double mutants had a significantly increased stride frequency relative to WT ( 1.2 Hz),
whereas the single mutants did not. Both single and double mutants displayed abnormal
segmental coordination of muscles, leading to problems in the advancement of body
segments during wave cycles [207]. Another study monitoring impression patterns left
in an agar surface during crawling noted that while WT larvae leave regularly-spaced and
fairly fixed-depth markings, Shaker mutant larvae leave irregularly-spaced markings of
widely varying depth [204].
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Though there are reports of locomotor phenotypes in adult Slo mutants (see section
2.2.1), no published studies to our knowledge have yet investigated the effects of manipulating Slo on larval locomotion. We are not aware of any studies examining the role of
Shal in adult or larval motor behavior.

2.4.3

Crawling patterns recorded in situ

Crawling patterns in wild-type larvae
The firing output of MNs active during peristaltic waves can be recorded from the
hemisegmental nerves using suction electrodes [38, 65, 188, 204] or from single muscle
fibers using extracellular and intracellular techniques [12, 27, 31]. Posterior to anterior
(P to A; forward crawling) waves are observed as well as anterior to posterior (A to P;
backward crawling) waves, with most studies reporting a higher incidence of the former than the latter. The motor pattern underlying these waves is comprised of regular
bursts of action potentials, each corresponding to a single wave as it moves through the
recorded segment. Left and right hemisegments display coincident bursting, while different segments show a characteristic delay that increases the farther apart the recorded
segments. Burst durations (BDs) are on the order of seconds but vary widely. Many
studies do not report averages or ranges, while others report average BDs of 5 seconds (s) [188]. Still other studies report different BDs depending on the activity pattern
observed, with an average BD of 12.4s ±1.4s for P to A waves and an average BD of
1.61s ±0.12s for A to P waves [31]. BDs during P to A waves tend to be relatively longer
in the posterior than the anterior segments, while the reverse is true for BDs during A
to P waves [65]. Cycle duration (CD; also known as cycle period in many references)
also varies widely. Some studies report an average CD of 6.5s ± 0.1s with a range
between 3.0s ±0.1s and 14.1s ±0.2s, and cite the sources of variation as coming both
from within and across larvae [65]. Other studies report that the primary source of variation was again the activity pattern, with an average CD of 14.1s ±1.5s representing P
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to A waves and 6.15s ±0.21s representing A to P waves, and that both activity patterns
were often observed in the same preparation [31].
Work has shown that the motor patterns underlying crawling are generated centrally,
somewhere within the ventral ganglia, and require initiating excitatory drive from centers
somewhere within the brain. Cutting the connections between the CNS and muscles (i.e.
deafferenting) does not abolish bursting activity recorded from the nerve roots, though
sensory feedback does appear to shape the pattern since bursting becomes more irregular under these conditions [65]. Severing the connection between the ventral ganglia
and brain causes bursting to cease. However, a normal rhythm can be reinstituted by
exposing the preparation to a muscarinic agonist, demonstrating that though the brain is
not required for generating the rhythm itself it does provide descending cholinergic drive
necessary to initiate, and perhaps maintain, the motor pattern [31].
In addition to nerve and muscle recordings, it is possible to record directly from
identified larval MNs using the whole-cell patch clamp technique. Though no systematic study recording from single larval MNs during crawling activity has yet been published, patch recordings do show the presence of spontaneous, sustained rhythmic currents/potentials (SRCs/SRPs) occurring with similar frequency as the motor patterns
recorded from nerve and muscle [35, 164]. Application of acetylcholine elicits similar
currents/potentials and SRCs/SRPs disappear in response to cholinergic antagonists,
demonstrating the importance of excitatory cholinergic drive to MNs in generating rhythmic motor output. Other studies have indicated a role for glutamate in modulating the
occurrence and frequency of these SRCs. Mutation of a specific glutamate receptor
found in both the periphery and the CNS causes fewer larval MNs to display SRCs and
those displaying SRCs to do so at a lower frequency [62]. Other than these studies, no
other data are available to date describing the inputs to larval MNs or how the putative
rhythm generating network in this system might be constructed.
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Crawling patterns in mutant larvae
As discussed in section 2.4.2 freely-moving Shaker mutant larvae show abnormal crawling behavior [204,207]. Motor output recorded from the hemisegmental nerves of Shaker
mutant larvae is comprised of irregular and disorganized bursting activity [204], which
presumably underlies the locomotor phenotype. In the Shaker/eag double mutant muscle fibers show an increased propensity for tonic firing rather than bursting when compared to WT [27]. However, since every cell in both the single and double mutants carries
the manipulated gene(s), it is unclear in what population(s) of cells Shaker and eag manipulations are most crucial. We are not aware of any studies investigating the role of
either Slo or Shal on rhythmic motor output in Drosophila larvae.

2.4.4

Overview

Drosophila larvae display crawling behavior, which is generated by repeated peristaltic
waves of body wall muscle contractions. These contractions can be recorded as regular
bursts of action potentials from either the abdominal nerves, representing the activity
of the entire population of MNs, or from muscle fibers, representing only the activity of
one to two innervating MNs. The rhythmic motor pattern, including features such as
burst and cycle durations, has already been partially characterized by several groups. In
addition, some studies have implicated K+ currents, such as those carried through eag
and Shaker channels, as important for producing the desired motor output. However,
questions still remain as to the role of these currents in identified populations of neurons,
and specifically what role they may play in MNs. Thus, the Drosophila larva represents a
good model system for studying the role MN K+ currents play in shaping rhythmic motor
behavior underlying locomotion.
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CHAPTER 3

Materials and Methods

3.1

Fly lines and rearing

Drosophila melanogaster were reared in an incubator (Thermo Electron Corporation,
model 818) at 25 ◦ C under a 12:12 light-dark cycle and on standard yeast-sugarcornmeal media. Wandering third-instar larvae were used for all experiments. Berlin
(wild) and w1118 , were used for all wild-type (WT) experiments. Except in the one case
where a mutant line was used, virgin female adult flies of a given GAL4 driver line were
crossed to males of a given UAS line to produce progeny expressing a K+ channel gene
manipulation in an identified population of neurons.

3.1.1

Cell-specific promoters

To control the expression of specific K+ channel knockdowns we used several different GAL4 drivers. To target transgene expression to the entire MN population we used
OK371-GAL4 and C380-GAL4. Both of these drivers express in all MNs and are commonly touted as MN-specific drivers. However, it should be noted that both drive expression in more cells than just MNs. OK371-GAL4 also drives expression in glutamatergic
interneurons in the ventral nerve cord and brain, neurons within the optic lobe, and
non-neuronal midgut epithelial cells [133]. In addition to MNs, C380-GAL4 also drives
expression in neurons within the optic lobe, sensory neurons in the larval body wall,
and non-neuronal epidermal and tracheal cells [26, 173, 174]. Some of this ’ectopic’
expression in the C380-GAL4 line was avoided by the presence of a choline acetyltransferase (Cha)-GAL80 construct, which inhibits GAL4 activity (and thus gene expression)
in cholinergic neurons [122]. Though non-MN expression in these driver lines was not
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ideal, they are the only drivers available which target the entire population of MNs. Additionally, because their ’ectopic’ expression is largely non-overlapping, we may still be
able to make conclusions about the role of expressing manipulations in MNs with the
use of these two drivers. Two other GAL4 lines were used to drive expression in a
small subset of identified MNs. RRA-GAL4 was used to restrict expression to just two
identified MNs per nervous system hemisegment, known in the larva as MN1-1b and
MNISN-1s, or by their embryonic identity as aCC and RP2, respectively [66]. An extra
copy of the Dicer enzyme was crossed into the RRA-GAL4 line to increase the strength
of UAS-RNAi constructs (see section 3.1.2; obtained from S. Srinivasan, Levine lab).
Similarly to RRA-GAL4, RN2-GAL4 drives expression in MN-1b and MNISN-1s [67]. (It
should be noted that both RRA-GAL4 and RN2-GAL4 also express in one interneuron,
pCC [66, 67].) The RN2-GAL 4 driver also included a FLP/FRT recombinase cassette
to produce mosaic animals in which MN1-1b, MNISN-1s, or both MNs in some ventral
ganglia hemisegments expressed the knockdown while others did not (see section 2.3.1
for a description of this technique). Cells expressing the knockdown were identified by
expression of a red fluorescent protein (RFP) tag attached to the promoter, and in some
cases co-expression of the RFP tag and a green fluorescent protein (GFP) tag attached
to the knockdown construct (see below).

3.1.2

Potassium channel gene manipulations

To manipulate the Ca2+ -activated K+ channel gene, Slowpoke, the following lines
were used: Slowpoke mutant, St1 Slo1 (Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center at Indiana University, stock number: 4587), and UAS-Slowpoke RNA interference (Vienna
Drosophila RNAi Center, transformant identification number: 6723). To manipulate the
transient voltage-gated K+ current mediated by Shal, we used UAS-Shal RNAi (Vienna
Drosophila RNAi Center, transformant identification number: 103363). An extra copy of
the Dicer enzyme was crossed into this line to increase the strength of the knockdown
(obtained from S. Ryglewski, Duch lab). To manipulate both K+ channel genes, eag and
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Shaker, we used a double dominant negative construct, w;UAS-eag 932 , USDT207/Cyo,
also known as ’Electrical Knock-In’ (EKI) [84]. The SDN portion of this construct includes
a GFP tag [146], which was used to identify larvae expressing the knockdown.

3.2
3.2.1

Larval preparations
Salines

Larvae were dissected and recorded in one of four saline solutions: standard saline
[105], Hemolymph-like solution 3 (HL3) [192], HL3.1 [63], and a modified HL3.1 solution
with a reduced concentration of sugar. The compositions of each of these salines is
presented for comparison in Table 3.1. If necessary, NaOH was added to the saline to
achieve a final pH between 7.1 and 7.3. All chemicals were obtained from Sigma (St.
Louis, Missouri). In some experiments preparations were perfused with a saline solution
at a rate of 0.5 to 1.5 ml/minute [65], while others were not perfused.
Table 3.1: Composition of Salines (in mM)
Ingredient
NaCl
KCl
CaCl2
MgCl2
NaHCO3
Trehalose
Sucrose
HEPES

Standard
128
2
1.8
4
35
5

HL3
70
5
1.5
20
10
5
67*
5

HL3.1 (modified)
70
5
1.5
4
10
5
67
5

HL3.1 (original)
70
5
1.5
4
10
5
115
5

*Though the concentration of sucrose in the original HL3 introduced by Stewart et al. (1994) was
115 mM, we used 67 mM because this was the concentration used by Fox et al. (2006) in their
characterization of crawling motor patterns in Drosophila larvae.
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3.2.2

Dissections

Dorsal midline dissection
This dissection is the same as used in all previously published electrophysiological studies of Drosophila larvae (e.g. [12, 31, 38, 65, 188, 204]). Briefly, larvae were pinned at the
head and tail in silicone elastomer (Sylgard)-lined dishes for dissection. A cut was made
up the dorsal midline and the dorsal-most body wall muscles pinned at four corners. All
organs and fat bodies were removed, while the muscles and nervous system were kept
intact (except in select experiments where deafferentation was necessary).

Off midline dissection
Because reliable access to intact dorsal-most body wall muscles was required for some
experiments, a preparation was developed in which these muscles did not risk damage
from cutting down the dorsal midline or pinning. Larvae were pinned at the head and
tail. A cut was made to the right of the dorsal midline, typically through muscle 4, which
left all muscles and the axons on one side of the larva intact for recording. The opposite
side suffered damage to the muscles through which the cut was made. In addition, the
peripheral nerves which lie in the muscle field were cut as a result of the incision, leaving
the majority of muscles in the dorsal group on the cut side without functional innervation.
Larvae dissected in this way were still able to generate rhythmic activity (see Results
section 4.3.2).

3.3
3.3.1

Electrophysiology
Extracellular recordings from nerves

Nerves carrying the axons of 30 motor neurons innervating body wall muscles [93] in abdominal segments 2-7 were recorded extracellularly by sucking a loop of the intact nerve
into the end of a suction electrode as described previously by others [38, 65, 188, 204].
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Suction electrode capillaries were pulled from thin-walled borosilicate glass (World Precision Instruments) using a laser puller (Sutter Instrument Co., P-2000) to a tip diameter
of 7-10 µm. Recordings were made using a Differential AC amplifier (A-M Systems,
Model 1700) at a gain of 1000x and filtered with a low cut-off at 100 Hz and a high
cut-off at 10,000 Hz. Recordings were digitized at a sampling rate of 10 kHz by Digidata 1320A (Axon Instruments) and stored using PClamp 8.2 (Molecular Devices). Files
were imported into Spike2 (Cambridge Electronic Design) where the voltage traces were
DC-removed and low-pass filtered at 1000 Hz. Select voltage traces were additionally
filtered using a band stop of 20-175 Hz, to remove any remaining 60 Hz oscillations.

3.3.2

Intracellular recordings from muscles

Intracellular recordings were made from ventral muscles 6, 7, 12, and 13 and dorsal muscles 1, 2, 3, and 4 in abdominal segments 2-6, as described previously by others [12,31].
Sharp electrodes were pulled from thin-walled borosilicate glass using a filament puller
(Sutter Instrument Co., P-87 Flaming/Brown) to a resistance of 30-50 MΩ. Using a long
and flexible electrode tip was crucial for allowing the electrode to move with the muscle
during peristaltic waves of contractions. To allow for additional flexibility the electrode
was fixed to the headstage using only molding clay rather than inserting it in to the part
of the holder which would normally screw into the headstage. For recordings examining electrical coupling between muscles, (see section 4.3.4) electrodes were pulled
only to a resistance of 10-30 MΩ, and electrode flexibility was not an issue because
the preparation was deafferented. Electrodes were filled with 3 M potassium chloride
or potassium acetate for recording. Recordings were amplified using a Axoclamp 2B
amplifier (Molecular Devices) in bridge mode and digitized at a sampling rate of 10 kHz
by Digidata 1320A (Axon Instruments). For the study of electrical coupling, current of
varying amplitudes (up to 4 nA) was injected into muscle fibers using the Axoclamp 2B.
Recordings were stored using PClamp 8.2 (Molecular Devices) and were imported into
Spike2 (Cambridge Electronic Design) for analysis.
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3.4

Data Analysis

3.4.1

Selecting episodes of rhythmic activity

Preparations were observed through an Olympus BX51WI microscope. The incidence
of observed peristaltic waves, including the direction of the waves, was recorded manually and/or marked with electronic timestamps so that analysis could be restricted only to
these episodes. In this way, activity such as tonic firing or bursts of action potentials associated with muscle contractions that were not coordinated into peristaltic waves were
not included in the analysis. Furthermore, when selecting bouts within a recording for
analysis the following criteria had to be met for the bout to be included: (1) the episode
was a minimum of 1 minute in duration, and bursts occurring more than 60 seconds
apart were considered to belong to separate bouts, (2) the bout consisted of a minimum
bursting frequency of 3 bursts per minute, (3) the activity was underlying posterior (P)
to anterior (A) waves, as this was the most prevalent type of activity, (4) the appropriate
phase relationships and segmental delays were present that again identified the activity
as underlying P to A waves1 , and (5) the activity was regular enough and did not include
too many ’extraneous’ bursts, such that only bursts belonging to the wave cycles could
easily be marked by hand.

3.4.2

Quantification of rhythmic activity

Burst start and end times were marked manually using cursors in Spike2, and these
timestamps exported to spreadsheets in Open Office (www.openoffice.org). Completed
spreadsheets were exported as .csv files to be read by Matlab (The Mathworks). Custom
software was written in Matlab to extract burst durations, cycle durations, duty cycles,
and quiescence intervals from the data (see Appendix 1 pg. 282). Burst duration was
1

This criterion could only be applied in cases where two segments were simultaneously recorded.

Though most of the recordings were dual, activity from a few single channel recordings were included in
the samples based on manual and electronic timestamping of P to A wave episodes.
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calculated as the time elapsed between the start and end of the burst. Cycle duration
was calculated as the time elapsed between start times of successive bursts. Duty
cycle was calculated as burst duration divided by cycle duration. Quiescence interval
was calculated as the time elapsed between the end of one burst and the start of the
next. As described in Results section 6.1.1 there were many issues with calculating
firing frequency from the muscle recordings, and so we could not perform a systematic
analysis of this aspect of the activity. However, we did perform basic visual comparisons
and manual peak counts of select 2 second windows from recordings in which the activity
of muscles innervated by WT and knockdown MNs was recorded in the same animal.
Because variation in firing frequency was extremely high in these recordings, we did
not attempt to do such comparisons or peak counts across animals. In addition, due
primarily to the fact that the activity recorded from muscles during bursting consisted
mostly of summating EPSPs, a meaningful analysis of interspike interval could not be
performed.

3.4.3

Mathematical review

Before describing the specifics of the data analysis performed herein, we briefly review
a few key concepts that are necessary for understanding the analysis methods. To start,
multiple measures of a random variable X , constituting a sample S , can be gathered to
obtain a distribution of the relative frequency of x over a range of values 2 [144,206,218].
Formally, the relative frequency rx is calculated as the number of times nx the value is
observed divided by the total number of observations N [144, 206, 218]:

rx =

nx
nx
=
N
Σx nx

(3.1)

Calculating rx for all x gives the relative frequency distribution of X for a given S . This
serves as an estimate of the probability density function of X [110, 144, 206, 216, 220]:,
2

Note that X is used to refer to the random variable, while x represents an observed value of X
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which has the following properties (list quoted from [121]):
1. fX (x) ≥ 0
2.

R∞
−∞

fX (x)dx = 1

3. FX (x) =

Rx
−∞

fX (α)dα

4. P r[x1 < X ≤ x2 ] =

R x2
x1

fX (α)dα

In other words, we can determine the probability that the random variable X will fall
within a given interval of values by taking the area under the curve of the probability
density function over that interval [49, 121, 144, 206]. If this in done for the entire range
of X , then the result is the cumulative distribution function3 [49, 94, 121, 206, 215], which
is formally given by:

Z

x

F (x) =

f (t)dt

(3.2)

−∞

and has the following properties (list quoted from [121]:
1. 0 ≤ FX (x) ≤ 1
2. FX (−∞) = 0, FX (∞) = 1
3. FX (x) is non-decreasing as x increases
4. P r[x1 < X ≤ x2 ] = FX (x2) − FX (x1)
5. P r[X > x] = 1 − FX (x)
The inverse of the cumulative distribution function FX is the quantile function [153, 221]:

Q(p) = FX−1
3

(3.3)

Note that sometimes this function is referred to as the ’probability distribution function’ and should not

be confused with the probability density function.
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where p is a probability value. Because the random variables measured herein are
continuous, we know that FX is continuous and increasing. Thus, it follows that [153]:

Q(p) = x if and only if F (x) = p

(3.4)

For example, evaluating Q(0.50) gives the value of x that half of the observations in S
equal or fall below i.e. the median. Evaluating Q(0.25) and Q(0.75) gives the boundaries of the middle 50% of the distribution of X , and taking the difference between these
measures provides the interquartile range [127, 206, 217]. The property of the quantile
function described in Eq. (3.4) is also the basis for techniques which ’reconstruct’ samples of a random variable X from a given cumulative distribution function (e.g. for use in
Monte-Carlo simulations) [153, 206, 221].

3.4.4

Specifics of analysis

The first issue we faced was how to handle data gathered from multiple animals within
a group. Many previous studies analyzing bursting activity in a population have simply
pooled all observations of a particular measure (e.g. all burst durations), irrespective
of the animal in which they were recorded, and performed analyses on these pooled
data (e.g. in Drosophila see [65]). This is incorrect, as most statistical tests performed
on data have as an assumption that the observations in the sample are independent of
one another [94, 128, 144]. Multiple bursts gathered from the same animal are clearly
not independent of one another. Treating them as such constitutes pseudoreplication,
and represents a prevalent problem in the scientific literature, particularly neuroscientific
studies [128]. To avoid this problem, we dealt with the data in the following way.
For each larvae in a given sample, we began by calculating the relative frequency of
burst durations, cycle durations, duty cycles, and quiescence intervals as given generally
by Eq. (3.1). We used the distribution of relative frequencies to estimate the probability
density function (PDF), and then used the PDF to calculate the cumulative distribution
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function (CDF) as given by Eq. (3.2). Finally, the quantile function (QF) was calculated
from the cdf as described in Eq. (3.3). To get estimates of these functions for the group,
we took a point-wise average over all larvae in the sample. In other words, we developed a common x-axis for the measure in question (e.g. for burst duration the axis was
1-50 seconds in intervals of 1 second), and for each point along the x-axis we averaged
the y-values over all animals. For example, to estimate the PDF of burst duration for a
group, we averaged the relative frequencies for each burst duration as calculated from
each animal. In calculating the average distributions, data from only one recorded segment per animal was included in each sample. For extracellular recordings, in which
anterior nerves (those innervating abdominal segments 2-4) and posterior nerves (those
innervating segments 5-7) showed clear differences in burst duration, duty cycle, and
quiescence interval (see Results section 4.2.1), recordings from the two locations were
separated for analysis of these measures. Therefore, if animals had two recorded segments, the anterior one was included in one group and the posterior in another. If animals
had two anterior or two posterior nerves recorded, one recorded channel was removed
from the sample at random. With regard to cycle duration, however, anterior and posterior nerves were not different (see Results section 4.2.1), and so recordings from both
locations were pooled for analysis of this measure. Again, we did not include more than
one recorded segment per animal in the sample. If animals had anterior and posterior
nerves recorded, usually the posterior one was kept for the analysis of cycle duration. If
two anterior or two posterior nerves were recorded, one was removed from the sample
at random. In this way, each animal was represented only once in the distribution, and
errors due to pseudoreplication were avoided. As an example, PDFs, CDFs, and QFs
calculated for each animal and compared to the average distributions calculated over all
animals are shown for one WT sample in Fig. 3.4.4.

Figure 3.1: PDFs, CDFs, and QFs calculated from intracellular recordings of off midline dissected WT larvae. (See section 4.3.2 for
more information on this sample.) Top row of plots shows the distributions of relative frequencies (rel. freq.) for burst duration (bd), cycle
duration (cd), duty cycle (dc) and quiescence interval (qi). Recall that the distribution of relative frequencies serves as an estimate of the
PDF. Each larva in the sample is represented by one thin colored line, while the average distribution is represented by black dashed line.
Second row shows plots for the CDFs (cum. prob.= cumulative probability) of each measure, and the third row shows the QFs.
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We used the average distributions to compare a particular measure across groups of
larvae. Specifically, we visualized shifts in the distribution of a measure for one group relative to another group by plotting their average PDFs against one another. By plotting the
areas of the PDFs with some degree of transparency, areas of overlap and non-overlap
between the two distributions could easily be identified (see Fig. 3.2 for an example of
such a comparison). For statistical testing, it was necessary to use a non-parametric
test, as the data were not distributed normally (confirmed by tests for normality in Matlab: lillie test and normplot; data not shown). We elected to use the Mann-Whitney U
test (also known as the rank sum test) due to its ability to test for shifts in one distribution
relative to another [83,94,144,219]. The alpha value for the test was set at 0.05. In other
words, the null hypothesis that two distributions came from the same population would
be accepted if the test returned a p value of 0.05 or greater, but rejected if the p value
was less then 0.05. Computationally, the values used in the rank sum test were calculated from the quantile function. Samples were ’reconstructed’ from the quantile function,
as justified by Eq. (3.4) and according to established methods [153, 206, 221], by evaluating the function for probability values 0 to 1 in intervals of 0.01. Thus, the resulting
sample was comprised of 101 values. Since most raw data sets had between 100 and
600 total bursts, 101 values represents a reasonable, and in most cases conservative,
reconstruction of a given sample.
To further address the issue of the selection of the interval (i.e. the number of resulting points in the reconstructed sample), we performed a sensitivity analysis as follows.
First, two groups of larvae were selected for analysis. Then, we reconstructed samples
from the quantile functions for each group consisting of 10 to 100 points with the aid of
a random number generator. Finally, a rank sum test was performed to compare the two
reconstructed samples and the resulting p-value recorded. This process was repeated
ten times for each sample size, such that for each sample size ten p-values could be
compared to determine the consistency of the results. An example of this sensitivity
analysis performed using two WT samples with different motor patterns (see Chapter
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A.

B.

C.

D.

Figure 3.2: Example of a comparison of the average PDFs for two groups. In this example, motor
activity was recorded in dorsal and off midline dissected WT larvae (see Chapter 4, section 4.3
for more information on these data sets). A.-D. Distributions of the relative frequencies of burst
durations (A.), cycle durations (B.), duty cycles (C.), and quiescence intervals (D.) for dorsal
(black) and off (white) midline dissected larvae. The gray areas in each plot represent the area
of overlap between the two distributions.

4, section 4.3 for more information on these data sets) is shown in Fig. 3.3. In this
example, the results show that for some measures (e.g. burst duration and duty cycle,
see Fig.3.3A and 3.3C) the p-values for sample sizes between 10 and 100 points are all
well below 0.05, and show so little variation over ten iterations that the points overlap.
In other words, for these measures the null hypothesis would consistently be rejected
regardless of whether the reconstructed sample contained 10 or 100 points. For other
measures (e.g. cycle duration and quiescence interval, see Fig.3.3B and 3.3D), sample
sizes consisting of only 10 or 20 points result in varying p-values over ten iterations,
with some falling above and some below p=0.05. However, with as few as 30 points,
all the p-values are less than 0.05. Thus, for these measures rejection of the null hypothesis will be the same whether the reconstructed sample contains 30 or 100 points.
Running the sensitivity analysis comparing other data sets yielded similar results (data
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not shown), with p-values being well-clustered with sample sizes of as few as 30 points
and showing little variation in the resulting decision regarding the null hypothesis with
samples containing up to 100 points. Given these results, and the previously mentioned
fact that most raw data sets contained more than 100 total bursts, we concluded that a
reconstructed sample of 101 points was a reasonable size.

A.

B.

C.

D.

Figure 3.3: Sensitivity analysis for method of sample reconstruction from the quantile function. Sensitivity analysis was performed as
described in the text. For this example, the data being compared come from intracellular recordings of dorsal and off midline dissected
WT larvae. Samples of 10-100 points were reconstructed from the quantile functions of each data set with the aid of a random number
generator, and a rank sum test was performed to compare the samples. This process was repeated ten times for each sample size to
compare the consistency of the results. Each iteration within a sample size is represented by a differently-colored dot. (Note that in some
cases where p-value variation was very low, these points overlap such that only a single color dot can be seen.) The significance level
of p=0.05 is marked by a horizontal blue line. p-values falling above the blue line would result in acceptance of the null hypothesis, while
p-values falling below the line would result in rejection.
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CHAPTER 4

Characterization of wild-type motor patterns

4.1

Eliciting rhythmic motor activity

The first objective of this work was to determine the conditions under which rhythmic
motor activity could be most reliably elicited in wild-type (WT) larvae. A number of approaches were taken, including varying the composition of the recording saline, perfusing, oxygenating the saline, and pharmacological induction of activity.

4.1.1

Effect of saline composition

Standard saline
One of the salines most commonly used in Drosophila preparations is known as ’standard saline’ and was first introduced by Y.N. Jan and L.Y. Jan (1976; referred to as
solution A) as a solution appropriate for physiological recordings from the Drosophila
neuromuscular junction [105]. Its composition can be found in Materials and Methods
Table 3.1. WT (Berlin wild; WTB) larvae were dissected and nerves recorded for 4 to
77 minutes to determine the incidence and persistence of spontaneous rhythmic activity.
Of the 12 larvae successfully recorded and monitored visually, only 5 (42%) showed at
least one spontaneous bout of rhythmic activity. Most (4 of 5) larvae displayed only one
or two bouts of activity. In 1 larva we could not determine the number of bouts because
it was not observed during all bursting activity, but the larva had at least two bouts and
could have had as many as 5. The length of a given bout was between 1 and 4 minutes. Overall, these 5 larvae spent a total time of 2-5 minutes (10 to 31% of the total
time recorded) in rhythmic versus non-rhythmic activity or quiescence. These results are
summarized in Table 4.1.
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The incidence and persistence of rhythmic activity in larvae recorded in standard
saline was thus very low. Studies have shown that larval preparations bathed in standard
saline, which does not match well the composition of larval hemolymph, have poor stability with regard to membrane potential and excitatory junctional potential (EJP) amplitude,
and muscle fiber deterioration as indicated by the presence of growing vacuoles [192].
Therefore, we sought to find a more physiological saline and determine whether this
would increase the incidence and persistence of rhythmic activity.

Hemolymph-like solution 3
In 1994 Stewart et al. introduced a solution designed to more closely mimic hemolymph
and improve the quality of the larval preparation. Known as hemolymph-like solution 3
(HL3), this saline includes a lower concentration of sodium, a higher concentration of
sucrose, and the addition of sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3 ) and trehalose. Its composition can be found in Material and Methods Table 3.1. Preparations bathed in HL3 show
more stable membrane potentials and EJP sizes relative to those bathed in standard
saline, and muscle fibers show few, if any, vacuoles [192]. WTB larvae were dissected
and nerves recorded for 4 to 55 minutes to determine the incidence and persistence of
spontaneous rhythmic activity. Of the 20 larvae successfully recorded and monitored
visually, 15 (75%) showed rhythmic activity. Most (12 of 15) larvae displayed only one or
two bouts of activity, while 2 larva displayed 4 or 5 separate bouts. For 1 additional larva
the bout number could not be determined and may have been as few as 1 or as many
as 3. Bouts ranged from 1 to 16 minutes. Overall, these larvae spent a total time of 1-21
minutes (5 to 70% of the total time recorded) in rhythmic versus non-rhythmic activity or
quiescence. These results are summarized in Table 4.1.
Though the incidence and persistence of rhythmic activity was clearly improved by
bathing preparation in HL3 rather than standard saline, two main concerns remained
regarding the saline conditions. First, we sought to increase the incidence of rhythmic
activity even more. Second, and perhaps more importantly, a number of studies have
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shown that larval preparations bathed in HL3 display electrophysiological properties inconsistent with both previous results from preparations bathed in standard saline and
behavioral phenotypes observed in intact larvae [63]. Among the observed problems
were EJP blockade at lower temperatures, impaired nerve conduction, and a severe
decrease in spontaneous EJP firing observed in K+ channel mutants known to display
hyperexcitable motor phenotypes. In 2004, Feng et al. hypothesized that these problems were caused by a high concentration of the divalent cation, magnesium (Mg2+ ), in
HL3. They lowered the Mg2+ from 20 millimolar (mM) to 4 mM and found a significant
improvement in membrane excitability without losing the increased stability conferred by
the original HL3 solution. They called the modified solution HL3.1.

Hemolymph-like solution 3.1
In our studies we used both the original HL3.1 and a modified HL3.1 with roughly half
the sucrose concentration. The composition of both salines can be found in Materials
and Methods Table 3.1. For HL3.1 with a sucrose concentration of 67 mM (modified
HL3.1) the results are as follows: WTB larvae and larvae of another WT strain, w1118 ,
were dissected and nerves recorded for 7 to 44 minutes to determine the incidence and
persistence of spontaneous rhythmic activity. Of the 24 larvae successfully recorded and
monitored visually, 16 (67%) showed at least one spontaneous bout of rhythmic activity.
Most (13 of 16) larvae displayed only 1 or 2 bouts of activity, while 2 larvae displayed
3 bouts. Bouts lasted anywhere from 1 to 10 minutes. Overall, active larvae spent
a total time of 1-12 minutes (5 to 73% of the total time recorded) in rhythmic versus
non-rhythmic activity or quiescence. For HL3.1 with a sucrose concentration of 115
mM (original HL3.1) the results are as follows: WTB and w1118 larvae were dissected
and nerves recorded for 6 to 40 minutes to determine. Of the 14 larvae successfully
recorded and monitored visually, 10 (71%) showed at least one spontaneous bout of
rhythmic activity. All larvae displayed only one to two bouts of activity ranging from 1 to
9 minutes. Overall, these larvae spent a total time of 2-9 minutes (13 to 69% of the total
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time recorded) in rhythmic versus non-rhythmic activity or quiescence. These results are
summarized in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Incidence and persistence of rhythmic activity in different salines
Extracellular
saline

larvae (n)

Standard
HL3
HL3.1 (mod.)
HL3.1 (orig.)
Intracellular
saline

12
20
24
14

HL3.1 (orig.)

20

larvae (n)

# of active
larvae
5
15
16
10

% of active
larvae
42
75
67
71

# of bouts

# of active
larvae
20

% of active
larvae
100

# of bouts

1-5*
1-5
1-3
1-2

N/A

bout duration (min.)
1-4
1-16
1-10
1-9

total time active (min.)
2-5
1-21
1-12
2-9

% of time
active
10-31
5-70
5-73
13-69

bout duration (min.)
1-9

total time active (min.)
N/A

% of time
active
N/A

*mod.=modified HL3.1 with 67 mM sucrose; orig.=original HL3.1 with 115 mM sucrose
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In addition to the extracellular recordings described above, intracellular recordings
from the abdominal muscles were gathered from WTB and w1118 larvae in HL3.1 with 115
mM sucrose. All 20 larvae analyzed showed rhythmic activity. Bouts lasted anywhere
from 1 to 9 minutes. Recordings were terminated after the first or second bout (see section 4.1.2 for reasoning) so bout number is not relevant, nor is the total time/percentage
of time spent in rhythmic activity. These results are summarized in Table 4.1.

4.1.2

Effect of preparation time

Once an animal is opened and the internal environment disturbed, there is a limited
amount of time for which the preparation will stay healthy enough for physiological
recordings. Therefore, it is important to minimize as much as possible the amount of
time needed for dissection and electrode placement. Though Drosophila preparations
can remain viable for up to two hours without perfusion, the incidence of rhythmic activity
is affected by time. It was observed that the majority of spontaneous rhythmic activity
occurred within the first 15-20 minutes of opening an animal. Therefore, if dissection
and electrode placement occurred within this time period, a bout of rhythmic activity was
more likely to be recorded than if preparation took longer. In addition, the first bout
was usually the longest. Of a total of 41 rhythmically active larvae recorded in the four
salines, the average length of the first recorded bout was 4.37 minutes, with a minimum
duration of 1 minute and a maximum duration of 16 minutes. Second bouts occurred in
only 13 (32%) of larvae, lasting an average of 2.77 seconds with a minimum duration
of 1 minute and a maximum duration of 6 minutes. Third bouts were observed in only
4 (10%) of the larvae. Of these, 3 (75%) showed bouts of 5 minutes or less, while a
single larva had a third bout lasting 10 minutes (thus reporting an average bout duration
is not appropriate here). Only 2 (5%) of larvae had a fourth bout, lasting 2-3 minutes.
Finally, only 1 (2%) larva had a fifth bout of activity lasting 4 minutes. These results are
summarized in Table 4.2. Though long recordings (up to 2 hours) were initially made
to try and maximize the amount of activity that could be recorded from one preparation,
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after determining that very little additional activity would be recorded during this time we
terminated subsequent recordings after the end of the first rhythmic bout.
Table 4.2: Incidence and persistence of rhythmic activity over time

larvae (n)
% of larvae
avg. duration (min.)
min. duration (min.)
max. duration (min.)

4.1.3

first bout
41
100
4.37
1
16

second bout
13
32
2.77
1
6

third bout
4
10
N/A
1
10

fourth bout
2
5
N/A
2
3

fifth bout
1
2
N/A
4
4

Effect of perfusion

One way to keep a preparation healthy is to continually perfuse with fresh saline. We
perfused select preparations at a rate of 0.05-1.5 milliliters/minute to determine whether
this increased the incidence or persistence of rhythmic activity. For the extracellular
recordings sample sizes were not high enough within one saline group to do a systematic
analysis of the effects of perfusion. However, intracellular recordings were made from 27
w1118 larvae prepared using the off-midline dissection (see section 3.2.2) and recorded
in original HL3.1 both with (n=12) and without (n=15) perfusion. All of the 12 perfused
larvae showed at least one bout of rhythmic activity. Bout durations ranged from 4-8
minutes with an average duration of 5.82 minutes. Of the 15 larvae not perfused, 13
(87%) were rhythmically active. Bout durations ranged from 2-9 minutes with an average
duration of 6.08 minutes. Thus, perfusion did not appear to dramatically affect either the
incidence or persistence of rhythmic activity. This result is likely related to the finding
described in section 4.1.2 that the majority of activity occurs within the first 15 minutes
after dissection. Thus, the determination of whether a larva is active or not occurs before
the saline environment has had much time to change or become unhealthy causing the
preparation to degrade. Since perfusion did not appear to increase rhythmic activity and
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preparations were only recorded for less than 20 minutes (to capture the first bout), later
preparations were not perfused.

4.1.4

Effect of oxygenation

Another way to increase the health and longevity of a preparation is to oxygenate the
saline. To test the effect of oxygenation we perfused and successfully recorded from
3 WTB and 2 RRA-GAL4 (homozygous controls for the driver line) larvae in modified
HL3.1 oxygenated with either 100% oxygen or room air (at an unknown concentration
of gases). 4 of 5 (80%) larvae were rhythmically active with bouts ranging in duration
from 2 to 6 minutes. Thus, the activity of these larvae did not appear to differ from larvae
recorded in the same saline but without oxygen (see section 4.1.1). This result is in
agreement with a review of previous studies of larval locomotor activity. Though some
studies did oxygenate the recording saline [31, 188], others did not [12, 27, 65, 204], and
there seemed to be no relationship between the amount of rhythmic activity reported by
the researchers and whether saline was or was not oxygenated. In addition, Stewart
et al. (2004) reported that oxygenation only improved the stability of the preparation
when it was rendered unhealthy due to bathing in standard saline. When preparations
were bathed in HL3, membrane potential was just as stable in non-oxygenated as in
oxygenated saline [192]. Therefore, we did not attempt to pursue oxygenation further.

4.1.5

Pharmacological induction of activity

In many model systems used to study rhythmic motor behavior drugs are used to induce
activity in semi-intact preparations. We tested two commonly-used drugs, crustacean
cardioactive peptide (CCAP) and pilocarpine, for their effectiveness in inducing rhythmic
motor activity in Drosophila larvae.
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CCAP
CCAP is an endogenous peptide which has cardiostimulatory effects and acts as a major
regulator of ecdysis motor behavior in insects, including Drosophila (for review see [48];
see also [54, 150]). Application of CCAP to semi-intact preparations induces rhythmic
motor activity in insects and crustaceans (e.g. see [68, 162]. Therefore, we decided to
test whether CCAP would also induce motor activity in Drosophila larvae. We recorded
from the nerves of WTB larvae in standard saline in the absence and presence of CCAP.
Of 5 successfully recorded and observed larvae, only 2 (40%) showed at least one spontaneous bout of rhythmic activity before the application of CCAP. Both larvae displayed
2 bouts each ranging in duration 1 to 4 minutes. Overall, these larvae spent a total of
2-5 minutes (10-30% of the total time recorded) in rhythmic activity versus non-rhythmic
activity or quiescence. In the presence of CCAP at concentrations ranging from 10−6 to
10−4 , 3 of 5 (60%) larvae showed rhythmic activity. However, 2 of these 3 larvae were
also active prior to CCAP application. All larvae active in CCAP displayed only 1 bout
of activity each, ranging from 1-2 minutes in duration. Overall, larvae active in the presence of CCAP spent 1-2 minutes (5-6% of the total time recorded) in rhythmic versus
non-rhythmic activity or quiescence. Thus, CCAP did not appear to increase either the
incidence or persistence of rhythmic activity. These results are summarized in Table 4.3.
In many model systems, sensory feedback is eliminated by cutting nervous innervation to the muscles (deafferenting) prior to applying a drug to induce motor activity.
Therefore, we asked whether deafferenting and then applying CCAP would increase the
incidence and persistence of rhythmic activity. We successfully recorded from the nerve
roots of 6 deafferented WTB larvae in standard saline in the absence and presence of
CCAP at concentrations ranging from 8 x 10−6 to 10−5 . Because the abdominal muscles
were cut off from nervous input, no contractions could be observed. So, we could not
say whether any recorded bursting coincided with peristaltic waves or confirm the wave
type. We could only say whether bursting at the minimum frequency of at least 3 bursts
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per minute was observed. Before the application of CCAP, 3 of 6 (50%) larvae showed at
least one bout of bursting. The bursting activity in most larvae was very irregular, unlike
what would be observed in an intact larva during rhythmic peristalsis. This irregularity
made it difficult to assess the number of individual bouts or bout length, therefore we did
not analyze this further. In the presence of CCAP, 4 of 6 (66%) larvae showed bursting
activity, but again most of this bursting was very irregular. In addition, 3 of the 4 active
larvae had also shown bursting in the absence of CCAP. We concluded two things from
these results. First, we confirmed that deafferentation leads to more disorganized motor activity, as previously reported in other studies of larval crawling [65]. Second, the
application of CCAP to deafferented larvae did not appear to increase the incidence or
persistence of rhythmic activity. These results are summarized in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Effect of CCAP on incidence and persistence of rhythmic activity
Nerves Intact
condition

larvae (n)

Before CCAP
After CCAP
Nerves Cut
condition

5
5

Before CCAP
After CCAP

6
6

larvae (n)

# of active
larvae
2
3

% of active
larvae
40
60

# of bouts

# of active
larvae
3
4

% of active
larvae
50
66

# of bouts

2
1

UD
UD

bout duration (min.)
1-4
1-2

total time active (min.)
2-5
1-2

% of time
active
10-30
5-6

bout duration (min.)
UD
UD

total time active (min.)
UD
UD

% of time
active
UD
UD

*UD=Value was undetermined
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Pilocarpine
Pilocarpine is a muscarinic receptor agonist commonly used in semi-intact preparations to induce rhythmic motor activity, including that associated with locomotion (e.g.
see [36, 112, 166]). Pilocarpine has been reported to induce a feeding motor pattern in
Drosophila [77]. Therefore, we decided to test whether pilocarpine would induce crawling motor activity in Drosophila larvae. We recorded from the nerves of WTB and w1118
larvae in three of the four salines in the absence and presence of pilocarpine. For each
saline the numbers of larvae active prior to pilocarpine application were as follows: In
HL3 5 of 6 (83%), in modified HL3.1 10 of 15 (67%), and in original HL3.1 3 of 6 (50%).
Larvae displayed between 1 and 3 bouts of activity ranging in duration from 1 to 9 minutes. Overall, these larvae spent a total of 1-9 minutes (6-73% of the total time recorded)
in rhythmic activity versus non-rhythmic activity or quiescence. After pilocarpine application, the numbers of rhythmically active larvae in each saline were as follows: In HL3 5
of 6 (83%), in modified HL3.1 15 of 15 (100%), and in original HL3.1 5 of 6 (83%). Many
of these active larvae, however, were also active prior to pilocarpine application. Only 8
of 27 (30%) larvae were not rhythmically active prior to pilocarpine application but were
active after. 1 larvae was active prior to pilocarpine application, but not after. Because
of the irregularity of the activity observed in the presence of pilocarpine, it was difficult to
systematically assess bout number or duration, or the total time spent in rhythmic activity,
and so we did not quantify this in most cases. The effects of pilocarpine are summarized
in Table 4.4.
In many model systems, the preparation is first deafferented to remove sensory feedback and then pilocarpine is applied to induce rhythmic activity. We recorded the nerves
roots of deafferented WTB larvae in two salines in the absence and presence of pilocarpine. Again, because the abdominal muscles were cut off from nervous input, no
contractions could be observed. So, we report whether bursting at the minimum frequency of at least 3 bursts per minute was observed in a given larva. Before applica-
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tion of pilocarpine, 8 of 14 (57%) larvae recorded in standard saline and 3 of 4 (75%)
recorded in HL3 displayed bursting bouts. Though in some larvae the irregularity of the
bursting made bout number and duration difficult to assess, most displayed 1 or 2 bouts
of activity ranging 1 to 2 minutes in duration. Overall, the majority of larvae spent a total
of 1-3 minutes (5-50% of the total time recorded) in rhythmic activity versus non-rhythmic
activity or quiescence. Following pilocarpine application in deafferented larvae, 13 of 14
(93%) in standard saline and 2 of 4 (50%) in HL3 were active. Most (10 of 15) of the
larvae active in the presence of pilocarpine had also been active before its application.
1 larvae was no longer active after application of pilocarpine. Again, the irregularity of
the patterns made it impossible in most cases to determine bout number or duration, or
the total time spent in rhythmic activity. The effects of pilocarpine in deafferented larvae
are summarized in Table 4.4.
Thus, pilocarpine did appear to induce motor activity in some cases. but the increase in the percentage of rhythmically active larvae overall was not large. In addition,
though many larvae did display long bursting bouts after the application of pilocarpine,
the bursting was often very irregular and much faster than that seen in the absence of
the drug (data not shown). Another concern was that in many larvae pilocarpine caused
a large increase in tonic firing. Sometimes the increase in firing became so dramatic
that the larvae ended up in a seizure-like state characterized by high-frequency firing,
the cessation of peristaltic waves, and visible tonic contractions and shaking of the muscles. This activity was never observed in larvae in the absence of pilocarpine, but was
observed in 19 of 33 (58%) larvae exposed to the drug. Attempts to lower the dose of
the drug to avoid seizure-like activity only resulted in a lack of induced rhythmic activity.
Thus, several features of the pilocarpine-induced activity in both intact and deafferented
preparations made the drug not appropriate to use in our studies.

Table 4.4: Effect of pilocarpine on incidence and persistence of rhythmic activity
NERVES INTACT
condition/saline
Before pilo
HL3
HL3.1 (mod.)
HL3.1 (orig.)
After pilo
HL3
HL3.1 (mod.)
HL3.1 (orig.)
NERVES CUT
condition/saline
Before pilo
Standard
HL3
After pilo
Standard
HL3

larvae (n)

# of active
larvae

% of active
larvae

# of bouts

bout duration (min.)

total time active (min.)

% of time
active

6
15
6

5
10
3

83
67
50

1-3
1-3
1-2

1-7
1-8
3-9

4-6
1-8
3-9

30-70
6-73
33-69

6
15
6

5
15
5

83
100
83

UD
UD
UD

UD
UD
UD

UD
UD
UD

UD
UD
UD

larvae (n)

# of active
larvae

% of active
larvae

# of bouts

bout duration (min.)

total time active (min.)

% of time
active

14
4

8
3

57
75

1-2
1-3

1-2
UD

1-2
UD

13-50
UD

14
4

13
2

93
50

UD
UD

UD
UD

UD
UD

UD
UD

*mod.= modified HL3.1 with 67 mM sucrose; orig.=original HL3.1 with 115 mM sucrose
*UD= value was undetermined
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4.1.6

Overview

We explored a number of variables in an attempt to determine under which conditions
rhythmic motor activity could be most reliably elicited, including saline composition,
preparation time, perfusion, oxygenation„ and pharmacological induction. We determined that HL3.1 saline was the ideal composition in which to maintain the health of
the preparation and record spontaneous bouts of activity. We noted that the majority
of activity occurred in the first 15-20 minutes after dissection and this first bout was the
longest and least variable. So, all attempts were made to prepare larvae quickly so as
to record this first bout. Perfusion with fresh saline and oxygenation did not improve the
incidence or persistence of activity. Induction of activity by CCAP was found to be fairly
ineffective, while pilocarpine did elicit motor activity. However, features of the induced
activity were dramatically different from endogenous activity and thus made it unsuitable
for our studies. Therefore, we focused later experiments just on the spontaneous activity.
It should be noted that because the conditions under which we recorded evolved several times and were not fixed until fairly late in our studies, some sets of animals were
tested under different conditions. Because saline composition could affect features of
the motor pattern such as burst duration, we initially compared only preparations run in
the same saline. Samples were only pooled later if it was determined that features of the
motor pattern were not different and these instances will be explicitly identified in future
sections. Conditions such as perfusion and oxygenation, which in theory should only
affect the longevity of the preparation, were considered trivial with respect to questions
about specific features of the motor pattern. Therefore, perfused and non-perfused and
oxygenated and non-oxygenated preparations within a given saline group were pooled
for analysis. Due to the ineffectiveness of CCAP and the small sample size, further
analysis on the features of the motor pattern in the presence of the drug was not performed. Analysis of the features of the motor pattern in the presence of pilocarpine was
performed only for a small subset of larvae to determine that the induced bursting was
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indeed much faster than endogenous activity (data not shown). In many cases, however, a systematic analysis of bursting induced by pilocarpine was difficult due to the
irregularity of the pattern and the high level of tonic firing.

4.2
4.2.1

Features of the spontaneous motor pattern from nerve recordings
Types of peristaltic wave

Two type of peristaltic wave were observed in agreement with previous studies. One
type of wave proceeded from anterior to posterior body segments and corresponds to
backward crawling in the intact larva. The other type of wave proceeded from posterior to
anterior body segments and corresponds to forward crawling. Representative recordings
of each wave type can be found in Fig.4.1. These two types of wave differed in their
frequency of occurrence and in measures such as burst and cycle duration.

A to P waves
Anterior to posterior (A to P) waves (see Fig4.1), those underlying backward crawling,
were the less frequently observed type of activity. The results are broken down by saline
group and are as follows. In standard saline, 3 of 5 (60%) rhythmically active larvae
displayed A to P waves. Of 6 bouts recorded from all active larvae in which wave type
could be determined, 3 (50%) consisted of only A to P waves. The length of a given bout
ranged from 1 to 4 minutes. In HL3, 8 of 14 (57%) active larvae in which wave type could
be determined showed A to P waves. Of a total 25 bouts recorded from all active larvae,
3 (12%) consisted of only A to P waves, while 12 (48%) consisted of a combination of
both wave types with only small stretches of 3 or 4 A to P waves. A to P bouts lasted
only 1-2 minutes. Combination bouts lasted 2-16 minutes, though again the majority of
that activity was not A to P waves. In modified HL3.1 8 of 15 (53%) active larvae in
which wave type could be determined showed A to P waves. Of 20 bouts recorded from
all active larvae, 9 (45%) consisted of only A to P waves and lasted between 1 and 10
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Figure 4.1: Extracellular recordings of spontaneous rhythmic motor activity in WT larvae. Left:
Schematic showing the preparation for recording. Larvae were dissected up the dorsal midline
(dashed line) and pinned out so that muscles (rectangles) and central nervous system (in solid
black) were exposed. Muscles are arranged in repeated segments. Abdominal segments A2
through A7 are shown. The main hemisegmental nerves exit the ventral nerve chord and innervate muscles in each segment. Recordings were made by sucking a loop of a nerve, typically
those innervating segments A3 and A7 on opposite sides (as shown), into a suction electrode.
Note that for clarity, not all muscles, segments, or nerves are shown. Right: Representative extracellular recordings of A to P and P to A waves in one WT larva. In both records the top trace is
from the nerve innervating A7, while the bottom trace is from the nerve innervating A3. Dashed
lines show the progression of the wave from A3 to A7 (A to P waves) or A7 to A3 (P to A waves).
Scale bars are 30 seconds.

minutes. In original HL3.1 2 of 10 (20%) active larvae recorded extracellularly showed
A to P waves. Of the 11 total bouts recorded from all active larvae, 1 (9%) consisted of
only A to P waves while 1 (9%) was a combination of both wave types. The single A to P
bout lasted only 2 minutes, while the combination bout lasted 3 minutes. These results
are summarized in Table 4.5.
It was easy to visually confirm previous findings that A to P waves are the faster form
of activity, with shorter burst and cycle durations and more bursts per minute than observed during P to A waves (see Fig 4.1). However, because A to P waves were not the
predominant form of activity and because they occurred so infrequently in later samples
that not enough observations were available to compare between WT and knockdown
larvae, we did not further quantify A to P wave activity.
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P to A waves
Posterior to anterior (P to A) waves (see Fig.4.1), those underlying forward crawling,
were the predominant form of activity. The results are broken down by saline group and
are as follows. In standard saline, 3 of 5 (60%) rhythmically active larvae displayed P
to A waves. Of 6 bouts recorded from all active larvae in which wave type could be
determined, 3 (50%) consisted of only P to A waves. The length of a given bout ranged
from 1 to 4 minutes. In HL3, 13 of 14 (93%) active larvae in which wave type could
be determined showed P to A waves. Of a total 25 bouts from all active larvae, 10
(40%) consisted of only P to A waves and 12 (48%) of a combination of both wave types
but consisting mostly of P to A waves. P to A wave bouts ranged from 2 to 7 minutes
long, while combination bouts lasted 2-16 minutes. In modified HL3.1 9 of 15 (60%)
active larvae in which wave type could be determined showed P to A waves. Of 20
bouts recorded from all active larvae, 11 (55%) consisted of only P to waves and lasted
between 1 and 8 minutes. In original HL3.1 9 of 10 (90%) active larvae showed P to A
waves. Of the 11 total bouts recorded from all active larvae, 9 (82%) consisted of only
P to A waves while 1 was a combination of both wave types. P to A wave bouts ranged
from 1 to 9 minutes, while the combination bout lasted 3 minutes. These results are
summarized in Table 4.5. Thus, P to A waves were the predominant form of activity and
so we restricted the following analysis of the characteristics of the motor pattern to only
that activity type.

Table 4.5: Wave type
saline

active
larvae

standard
HL3
HL3.1 (mod.)
HL3.1 (orig.)

5
14
15
10

larvae
with A
to P
waves
3
8
8
2

larvae
with P
to A
waves
3
13
9
9

total
# of
bouts

# of A to
P bouts

bout
duration
(min.)

# of P to
A bouts

bout
duration
(min.)

#
of
combo
bouts

bout
duration
(min.)

6
25
20
11

3
3
9
1

1-4
1-2
1-10
2

3
10
11
9

1-4
2-7
1-8
1-9

0
12
0
1

N/A
2-16
N/A
3

*mod.=modified HL3.1 with 67 mM sucrose; orig.=original HL3.1 with 115 mM sucrose
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Burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle, and quiescence interval were analyzed for
P to A waves recorded from WT larvae in modified and original HL3.1.1 As shown in
Fig.4.2, for each measure we examined the relative frequency of the observations for
each recorded channel to determine how similar the observations were or whether certain recordings were outlying with respect to the rest of the recordings. In addition, we
averaged over the relative frequency distributions for each channel to give an average
distribution for the population. Several things were immediately apparent from looking at
the data. First, the distributions for burst duration, quiescence interval, and duty cycle
were bimodal, meaning there were two distinct populations of recordings. One population consisted of small burst durations, long quiescence intervals, and small duty cycles.
The second population consisted of larger burst durations, shorter quiescence intervals,
and larger duty cycles. Dividing the recordings into those acquired from anterior (see
Fig.4.3), and posterior (see Fig.4.4) nerves, it was clear that recordings from one nerve
group clustered well and the distributions for burst duration, quiescence interval, and
duty cycle showed a single mode. Recordings from anterior nerves comprised the population with small burst durations, long quiescence intervals and small duty cycles, while
recordings from posterior nerves comprised the second population. In contrast, anterior and posterior nerves did not differ with respect to cycle duration (see Figs.4.2, 4.3,
and 4.4). However, to avoid pseudoreplication we included only one channel from each
larva in the analysis. Therefore, if a larva had anterior and posterior nerves recorded,
only the posterior was kept in the sample for analysis of cycle duration (see Fig.4.2). If
two anterior or two posterior nerves were recorded one was removed from the sample
at random. Plotting the average distributions for each measure revealed that they were
not normally distributed (this was confirmed by tests for normality in Matlab; data not
shown), nor were they Poisson. Thus, the distributions were not well described by a
1

Features of the motor pattern were not analyzed for recordings made in standard or HL3 saline be-

cause no knockdown animals were recorded in these salines, and therefore these measurements were
not required for later comparisons.
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single parameter such as the mean or median. So, for the purposes of describing the
distributions we will here, and in subsequent sections, report instead the minimum, the
maximum, and the quartiles 0.25 (Q(0.25)), 0.50 (Q(0.50)), and 0.75 (Q(0.75)) calculated from the average distribution. Though the mean and standard deviation did not
describe well the whole distribution for most measures, we will also report the coefficient
of variation (CV=standard deviation/mean), as a first approximation of the regularity of
the motor pattern.

Figure 4.2: Quantification of burst duration, duty cycle, quiescence interval, and cycle duration from extracellular recordings of all nerves.
Top row: Plots showing the frequency of observations for recorded channels 1-16. Cooler colors indicate less frequent observations,
warmer colors indicate more frequent ones. Middle row: Distributions of the relative frequencies for each measure. Distributions from
individual larvae are represented by thin colored lines, while average distribution is represented by thick black dashed line. Bottom row:
Average distributions on their own scale to better show shape. Note the multiple modes in the distributions of burst duration, duty cycle,
and quiescence interval (see text for further explanation).
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Figure 4.3: Quantification of burst duration, duty cycle, quiescence interval, and cycle duration from extracellular recordings of anterior
nerves. Top row: Plots showing the frequency of observations for recordings 1-7. Cooler colors indicate less frequent observations,
warmer colors indicate more frequent ones. Middle row: Distributions of the relative frequencies for each measure. Distributions from
individual larvae are represented by thin colored lines, while average distribution is represented by thick black dashed line. Bottom row:
Average distributions on their own scale to better show shape. Note that burst durations, duty cycles, and quiescence intervals now cluster
well around a single mode (see text for further explanation).
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Figure 4.4: Quantification of burst duration, duty cycle, quiescence interval, and cycle duration from extracellular recordings of posterior
nerves. Top row: Plots showing the frequency of observations for recordings 1-9. Cooler colors indicate less frequent observations,
warmer colors indicate more frequent ones. Middle row: Distributions of the relative frequencies for each measure. Distributions from
individual larvae are represented by thin colored lines, while average distribution is represented by thick black dashed line. Bottom row:
Average distributions on their own scale to better show shape. Note that burst durations, duty cycles, and quiescence intervals now cluster
well around a single mode (see text for further explanation).
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Burst duration For anterior nerves recorded from larvae in modified HL3.1, the minimum burst duration observed was 2.46 seconds (s) and the maximum was 7.73 s. The
quartiles calculated from the average distribution were Q(0.25)= 3.88 s, Q(0.50)= 4.20
s, and Q(0.75)= 4.44 s. CV was equal to 0.09. For posterior nerves, the minimum and
maximum burst durations were 5.27 s and 16.81 s, respectively. Posterior burst duration
quartiles were Q(0.25)= 8.40 s, Q(0.50) =9.41 s, and Q(0.75)= 10.34 s. CV was equal
to 0.15. Results were similar for larvae recorded in original HL3.1. For anterior nerves,
the minimum and maximum burst durations were 2.39 s and 10.42 s, respectively, and
the quartiles were Q(0.25)= 4.14 s, Q(0.50)= 4.58 s, and Q(0.75)= 5.38 s. CV was equal
to 0.18. For posterior nerves, the minimum and maximum were 2.40 s and 36.50 s,
respectively. Posterior quartiles were Q(0.25)= 7.57 s, Q(0.50)= 8.94 s, and Q(0.75)=
11.41 s. CV was equal to 0.32.

Duty cycle

For anterior nerves recorded in modified HL3.1, the minimum duty cycle

was 0.07 and the maximum was 0.50. Anterior duty cycle quartiles were Q(0.25)= 0.25,
Q(0.50)= 0.29, and Q(0.75)= 0.32. CV was equal to 0.18. For posterior nerves, the
minimum duty cycle was 0.19 and the maximum 0.95, while the quartiles were Q(0.25)=
0.61, Q(0.50)= 0.70, and Q(0.75)= 0.76. CV was equal to 0.15. For larvae recorded in
original HL3.1, the results were similar. The anterior minimum and maximum duty cycles
were 0.08 and 0.80, respectively. Anterior quartiles were Q(0.25)= 0.26, Q(0.50)= 0.32,
and Q(0.75)= 0.37. CV was equal to 0.24. In the posterior, minimum and maximum
duty cycles were 0.19 and 0.91, respectively. Posterior quartiles were Q(0.25)= 0.54,
Q(0.50)= 0.62, and Q(0.75)= 0.70. CV was equal to 0.21.

Quiescence interval

For larvae recorded in modified HL3.1, anterior minimum and

maximum quiescence intervals were 5.15 s and 53.43 s, respectively. Anterior quartiles
were Q(0.25)=9.65 s, Q(0.50)=10.48 s, and Q(0.75)=12.46 s. CV was equal to 0.35.
In the posterior, the minimum quiescence interval was 0.48 s, while the maximum was
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49.33 s. Posterior quartiles were Q(0.25)=3.06 s, Q(0.50)=4.26 s, and Q(0.75)=6.64 s.
CV was equal to 0.61. Recordings in original HL3.1 showed similar values. In anterior
nerves, the minimum and maximum quiescence intervals were 1.6 s and 38.25 s, respectively. Anterior quartiles were quartiles were Q(0.25)=9.36 s, Q(0.50)=11.60 s, and
Q(0.75)=14.93 s. CV was equal to 0.37. In the posterior, the minimum quiescence interval was 0.90 s, while the maximum was 33.25. Posterior quartiles were Q(0.25)=4.08 s,
Q(0.50)=5.46 s, and Q(0.75)=7.44 s. CV was equal to 0.60.

Cycle duration As discussed above, anterior and posterior nerves showed similar cycle durations. So, recordings from the two locations were pooled for analysis of cycle
duration, with no more than one recorded nerve per animal included in the sample. For
larvae run in modified HL3.1, the minimum cycle duration was 6.89 s. The maximum
cycle duration considered was never more than 60 s, as bursts 60 s or more apart were
designated as belonging to separate bouts of activity. Therefore, maximum cycle duration will only be reported in subsequent sections if it was less than 60 s. For this sample,
the maximum was greater than 60 s. The cycle duration quartiles were Q(0.25)= 12.55
s, Q(0.50)=14.21 s, and Q(0.75)=17.03 s. CV was 0.24. Cycle durations from recordings made in original HL3.1 were similar. The minimum and maximum cycle durations
were 5.18 s and 49.54 s, respectively. Cycle duration quartiles were Q(0.25)=13.00 s,
Q(0.50)=15.47 s, and Q(0.75)=18.14 s. CV was 0.33.

Overview The results described above are summarized in Table 4.6. The data reveal, as mentioned previously, that anterior burst durations are shorter, duty cycles are
smaller, and quiescence intervals are longer than those recorded in posterior nerves.
However, cycle durations are similar regardless of whether the recorded nerve was anterior or posterior. Furthermore, comparing the data from larvae recorded in modified
and original HL3.1 showed that the motor patterns are fairly consistent across WT samples recorded in different salines. Still, the slight differences that are present (of some-
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Table 4.6: Burst duration, duty cycle, quiescence interval, and cycle duration recorded
in modified and original HL3.1
ANT. NERVES
measure/saline
Burst duration
HL3.1 (mod.)
HL3.1 (orig.)
Duty cycle
HL3.1 (mod.)
HL3.1 (orig.)
Quiescence interval
HL3.1 (mod.)
HL3.1 (orig.)
POST. NERVES
measure/saline
Burst duration
HL3.1 (mod.)
HL3.1 (orig.)
Duty cycle
HL3.1 (mod.)
HL3.1 (orig.)
Quiescence interval
HL3.1 (mod.)
HL3.1 (orig.)
ALL NERVES
measure/saline
Cycle duration
HL3.1 (mod.)
HL3.1 (orig.)

n

min

max

Q(0.25)

Q(0.50)

Q(0.75)

CV

7
7

2.46
2.39

7.73
10.42

3.88
4.14

4.20
4.58

4.44
5.38

0.09
0.18

7
7

0.07
0.08

0.50
0.80

0.25
0.26

0.29
0.32

0.32
0.37

0.18
0.24

7
7

5.15
1.60

53.43
38.25

9.65
9.36

10.48
11.60

12.46
14.93

0.35
0.37

n

min

max

Q(0.25)

Q(0.50)

Q(0.75)

CV

9
7

5.27
2.40

16.81
36.50

8.40
7.57

9.41
8.94

10.34
11.41

0.15
0.32

9
7

0.19
0.19

0.95
0.91

0.61
0.54

0.70
0.62

0.76
0.70

0.15
0.21

9
7

0.48
0.90

49.33
33.25

3.06
4.08

4.26
5.46

6.64
7.44

0.61
0.60

n

min

max

Q(0.25)

Q(0.50)

Q(0.75)

CV

10
7

6.89
5.18

> 60
49.54

12.55
13.00

14.21
15.47

17.03
18.14

0.24
0.33

*mod.=modified HL3.1 with 67 mM sucrose; orig.=original HL3.1 with 115 mM sucrose;
Ant.=anterior, Post.=posterior

times half a second or more), may be important when we start to compare WT samples
to larvae expressing K+ channel manipulations. There, in future comparisons we will
not pool larvae recorded in modified and original HL3.1, but will only compare WT and
knockdown larvae recorded in the same saline.
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4.3
4.3.1

Features of the spontaneous motor pattern from muscle recordings
Types of peristaltic wave

In agreement with the data collected from nerve recordings, A to P and P to A waves
were both observed during intracellular recordings. Representative recordings of each
wave type can be seen in Fig. 4.5. Results regarding their frequency of occurrence are
described below and summarized in Table 4.7.

A to P waves
We did not record intracellularly from larvae in standard, HL3, or modified HL3.1 salines.
However, we did intracellularly record from a number of WT larvae in original HL3.1. Of
20 larvae analyzed only 4 (20%) showed A to P waves. Of the 23 total bouts recorded
from all active larvae, 3 consisted of only A to P waves and 2 were bouts including
both wave types. As mentioned previously, these combination bouts often consisted of
relatively few A to P waves interspersed between P to A waves. A to P bouts lasted only
1 minute, while both combination bouts lasted 2 minutes. These results are summarized
in Table 4.7. As observed in the extracellular recordings, it could be seen that A to P
waves were the faster activity type (see Fig. 4.5). However, because A to P waves
occurred so infrequently we did not attempt to further quantify this activity.

P to A waves
In contrast to the low occurrence of A to P waves, all 20 (100%) larvae analyzed showed
P to A waves. Of the 23 total bouts recorded from all active larvae, 18 (78%) consisted
of only P to A waves, and 2 (9%) were bouts including both wave types. P to A waves
ranged from 1 to 9 minutes in duration, while both combination bouts were 2 minutes.
These results are summarized in Table 4.7.
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A.

B.

C.

Figure 4.5: Intracellular recordings of spontaneous rhythmic motor activity in dorsal midline
dissected WT larvae. A: Schematic showing the dorsal midline preparation for recording. Larvae
were dissected up the dorsal midline (dashed line) and pinned out so that muscles (rectangles)
and central nervous system (in solid black) were exposed. Muscles are arranged in repeated
segments. Abdominal segments A5 through A7 are labeled. The main hemisegmental nerves
exit the ventral nerve chord and innervate muscles in each segment. Recordings were made by
inserting a sharp electrode into two dorsal muscle fibers in adjacent segments (as shown), or
into dorsal and ventral muscles in the same segment[ (not shown). Note that for clarity, not all
muscles, segments, or nerves are pictured. B: Representative dual intracellular recordings of A
to P and P to A waves. Very few A to P waves were recorded simultaneously from two dorsal
muscles, and so pictured are A to P waves recorded from a dorsal muscle (M2; top trace) and
a ventral muscle (M6, bottom trace) in segment A3. Scale bar is 4 seconds. P to A waves were
recorded from two dorsal muscles (M2) in segments A5 (top trace) and A4 (bottom trace). Scale
bar is 20 seconds. C: Progression from P to A and then A to P waves recorded from dorsal M2
in A5. Scale bar is 10 seconds.

Table 4.7: Wave type
dissection

active
larvae

dorsal
off

20
25

larvae
with A
to P
waves
4
5

larvae
with P
to A
waves
20
25

total
# of
bouts

# of A to
P bouts

bout
duration
(min.)

# of P to
A bouts

bout
duration
(min.)

#
of
combo
bouts

bout
duration
(min.)

23
24

3
0

1
N/A

18
20

1-9
1-9

2
4

2
4-9
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Burst duration, duty cycle, quiescence interval, and cycle duration were analyzed for
P to A waves recorded intracellularly from WT larvae in original HL3.1. As previously, we
separated activity recorded from anterior and posterior segments for the analysis of the
first three measures, but pooled segments for the analysis of cycle duration.

Burst duration For anterior segments, the minimum burst duration observed was 6.49
s and the maximum was 36.00 s. Anterior quartiles calculated from the average distribution were Q(0.25)= 13.87 s, Q(0.50)= 15.68 s, and Q(0.75)= 17.54 s. CV was 0.19.
For posterior segments, the minimum and maximum burst durations were 2.90 s and
34.10 s, respectively. Posterior quartiles were Q(0.25)= 9.51 s, Q(0.50)= 11.20 s, and
Q(0.75)= 13.22 s. CV was 0.24.

Duty cycle

The minimum duty cycle observed in the anterior segments was 0.66 and

the maximum was 0.99. Anterior quartiles were Q(0.25)= 0.87, Q(0.50)= 0.91, and
Q(0.75)= 0.93. CV was 0.05. In the posterior, the minimum and maximum were 0.10 and
0.95, respectively. Posterior quartiles were Q(0.25)= 0.66, Q(0.50)= 0.73, and Q(0.75)=
0.78. CV was 0.15.

Quiescence interval

The anterior minimum and maximum quiescence intervals were

0.12 s and 5.88 s, respectively. Anterior quartiles were Q(0.25)= 1.34 s, Q(0.50)= 1.72
s, and Q(0.75)= 2.17 s. CV was 0.41. The minimum posterior quiescence interval was
0.52 s, while the maximum was greater than 60 s and so not considered. Posterior
quiescence interval quartiles were Q(0.25)= 3.41 s, Q(0.50)= 4.08 s, and Q(0.75)= 5.48
s. CV was 0.72.

Cycle duration

As previously, cycle duration was analyzed with anterior and posterior

segments pooled, but no more than one segment per animal included. The minimum
cycle duration was 7.27 s, while the maximum was greater than 60 s and so not con-
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sidered. The cycle duration quartiles were Q(0.25)= 14.61 s, Q(0.50)= 16.22 s, and
Q(0.75)= 18.28 s. CV was 0.25.

Overview The results described above are summarized in Table 4.8 under ’DORSAL
MIDLINE’. Raw distributions from each animal and average distributions for the group
are shown for anterior segments in Fig. 4.6 and posterior segments in Fig. 4.7. The
data show that in contrast to the extracellular recordings where anterior nerves showed
shorter burst durations, smaller duty cycles, and longer quiescence intervals than posterior nerves, intracellularly recorded anterior and posterior muscle segments did not show
these differences. If anything, posterior segments in this sample showed slightly shorter
burst durations, smaller duty cycles, and longer quiescence intervals than anterior segments.
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Table 4.8: Burst duration, duty cycle, quiescence interval, and cycle duration recorded
in dorsal and off midline dissected larvae
DORSAL MIDLINE
segments/measure
Anterior segments
burst duration
duty cycle
quiescence interval
Posterior segments
burst duration
duty cycle
quiescence interval
All segments
cycle duration
OFF MIDLINE
segments/measure
Anterior segments
burst duration
duty cycle
quiescence interval
Posterior segments
burst duration
duty cycle
quiescence interval
All segments
cycle duration

n

min

max

Q(0.25)

Q(0.50)

Q(0.75)

CV

8
8
8

6.49
0.66
0.12

36.00
0.99
5.88

13.87
0.87
1.34

15.68
0.91
1.72

17.54
0.93
2.17

0.19
0.05
0.41

11
11
11

2.90
0.10
0.52

34.10
0.95
> 60

9.51
0.66
3.41

11.2
0.73
4.08

13.22
0.78
5.48

0.24
0.15
0.72

18

7.27

> 60

14.61

16.22

18.28

0.25

n

min

max

Q(0.25)

Q(0.50)

Q(0.75)

CV

17
17
17

1.70
0.05
0.53

18.16
0.92
> 60

6.43
0.57
3.72

7.40
0.63
4.41

8.58
0.69
5.37

0.18
0.15
0.95

12
12
12

2.36
0.23
0.59

17.21
0.93
15.33

6.19
0.57
3.51

7.10
0.64
4.24

8.58
0.70
5.06

0.20
0.14
0.28

21

5.19

> 60

10.66

11.81

12.93

0.34

Figure 4.6: Quantification of burst duration, duty cycle, quiescence interval, and cycle duration from intracellular recordings of anterior
segments. Top row: Plots showing the frequency of observations for recordings 1-8. Cooler colors indicate less frequent observations,
warmer colors indicate more frequent ones. Middle row: Distributions of the relative frequencies for each measure. Distributions from
individual larvae are represented by thin colored lines, while average distribution is represented by thick black dashed line. Bottom row:
Average distributions on their own scale to better show shape. Note that observations cluster well around a single mode (see text for
further explanation).
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Figure 4.7: Quantification of burst duration, duty cycle, quiescence interval, and cycle duration from intracellular recordings of anterior
segments. Top row: Plots showing the frequency of observations for recordings 1-11. Cooler colors indicate less frequent observations,
warmer colors indicate more frequent ones. Middle row: Distributions of the relative frequencies for each measure. Distributions from
individual larvae are represented by thin colored lines, while average distribution is represented by thick black dashed line. Bottom row:
Average distributions on their own scale to better show shape. Note that observations cluster well around a single mode (see text for
further explanation).
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4.3.2

Effect of dissection on the motor pattern

As described in Methods section 3.2.2, two types of dissection were used to prepare
larvae for intracellular recording. The first, the dorsal midline dissection (schematically
shown in Fig. 4.5), is the dissection used in all previous studies of rhythmic locomotor
activity in Drosophila larvae. The data reported in all previous sections were from larvae dissected using this established method. However, this dissection often results in
damage to muscle 1, whose activity we were most interested in recording. Therefore,
we developed a second dissection method we call the ’off midline’ dissection (schematically shown in Fig. 4.8). We examined the activity recorded from off midline dissected
preparations to establish (1) whether rhythmic peristaltic waves could be observed, and
(2) whether the activity recorded exhibited the same features as that recorded from the
dorsal midline preparation i.e. it represented the motor pattern underlying larval crawling.
Of 27 larvae dissected using the off midline dissection, 25 (93%) showed rhythmic
activity. Both A to P and P to A waves were observed with the appropriate segmental
progressions and delays that identify the activity as underlying backward and forward
crawling, respectively. P to A waves were the predominant form of activity, while A to P
waves were observed very infrequently. Only 5 of 25 (20%) active larvae displayed A to
P waves, while all 25 larvae displayed P to A waves. Of 24 total bouts in which the activity
type could be determined, 20 (83%) were P to A waves, while 4 (17%) were combination
bouts included P to A and A to P waves. No bouts of exclusively A to P waves were
recorded. P to A wave bouts ranged from 1 to 9 minutes, while combination bouts lasted
between 4 and 9 minutes. These results are summarized in Table 4.7. In sum, dissecting
larvae off the midline did not appear to affect the incidence or persistence of rhythmic
activity compared to dorsal midline dissected preparations. Also, off midline recordings
showed other similarities to dorsal midline recordings, such as the higher incidence of P
to A compared to A to P waves.
As with the dorsal midline preparations, it could be seen that A to P waves were the
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A.

B.

Figure 4.8: Intracellular muscle recordings during spontaneous rhythmic motor activity in off
midline dissected WT larvae. A: Schematic showing the off midline preparation for recording.
Larvae were cut to the right of the dorsal midline (dashed line) such that when pinned out the
left side of the preparation included a larger portion of the muscle field than the right side. This
ensured that the entire string of muscle 1’s from left-side segments A2-A7 was kept intact. (See
Methods section 3.2.2 for more details on this preparation.) Recordings were made by inserting
a sharp electrode into two dorsal muscle fibers in adjacent segments (as shown). Note that for
clarity, not all muscles, segments, or nerves are pictured. B: Representative dual intracellular
recordings of A to P and P to A waves. A to P waves were recorded simultaneously from M1’s
in segments A4 (top trace) and A3 (bottom trace). Scale bar is 10 seconds. P to A waves were
recorded from M1’s in segments A5 (top trace) and A4 (bottom trace) Scale bar is 20 seconds.

faster activity type (see Fig. 4.8). However, because A to P wave occurred so infrequently we did not attempt to further quantify this activity. We quantified burst durations,
duty cycles, and quiescence intervals recorded during P to A waves in anterior and posterior muscle segments. Cycle durations were analyzed with all segments pooled, but
only one recorded segments per animal included.

Burst duration

Anterior burst durations ranged from a minimum of 1.70 s to a maxi-

mum of 18.16 s, Anterior quartiles were Q(0.25)= 6.43 s, Q(0.50)= 7.40 s, and Q(0.75)=
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8.58 s. CV was 0.18. Posterior burst durations ranged from 2.36 s to 17.21 s. Posterior
quartiles were Q(0.25)= 6.19 s, Q(0.50)= 7.10 s, and Q(0.75)= 8.58 s. CV was 0.20.

Duty cycle For anterior segments, minimum and maximum duty cycles were 0.05 and
0.92, respectively. Anterior quartiles were Q(0.25)= 0.57, Q(0.50)= 0.63, and Q(0.75)=
0.69. CV was 0.15. For posterior segments, the minimum and maximum were 0.23 and
0.93, respectively. Posterior quartiles were Q(0.25)= 0.57, Q(0.50)= 0.64, and Q(0.75)=
0.70. CV was 0.14.

Quiescence interval The minimum quiescence interval for anterior segments was
0.53 s, while the maximum exceeded 60 s and was not considered. Anterior quartiles
were Q(0.25)= 3.72 s, Q(0.50)= 4.41 s, and Q(0.75)= 5.37 s. CV was 0.95. For posterior
segments, the minimum was 0.59 s and the maximum was 15.33 s. Posterior quartiles
were Q(0.25)= 3.51 s, Q(0.50)= 4.24 s, and Q(0.75)= 5.06 s. CV was 0.28.

Cycle duration

Segments were pooled for analysis of cycle duration as described

previously. The minimum cycle duration was 5.19s, while the maximum exceeded 60
s. The quartiles were Q(0.25)=10.66 s, Q(0.50)=11.81 s, and Q(0.75)=12.93 s. CV was
0.34.

Overview The results described above are summarized in Table 4.8 under ’OFF MIDLINE’. Raw distributions from each animal and average distributions for the group are
shown in Fig. 4.9. Comparison of the activity recorded in off midline and dorsal midline dissected larvae revealed differences in the motor patterns (see Fig. 4.10. Most
significantly, off midline dissected larvae displayed showed shorter burst and cycle durations than dorsal midline dissected preps. Though we can speculate that differences in
sensory feedback between the two dissections may be responsible for altering the motor
pattern (see Discussion section 7.2.1), the reason for the differences is not known These
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results did make it clear, though, that any comparisons of motor activity will have to be
made within, rather than across, a dissection type.

Figure 4.9: Quantification of burst duration, duty cycle, quiescence interval, and cycle duration from intracellular recordings of off midline
dissected larvae. Because there were no differences between anterior and posterior recorded segments, data from segments pooled is
shown (see text for more explanation). Top row: Plots showing the frequency of observations for recordings 1-21. Cooler colors indicate
less frequent observations, warmer colors indicate more frequent ones. Middle row: Distributions of the relative frequencies for each
measure. Distributions from individual larvae are represented by thin colored lines, while average distribution is represented by thick black
dashed line. Bottom row: Average distributions on their own scale to better show shape.
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Figure 4.10: Quantification of rhythmic activity in dorsal and off midline dissected larvae. A.-D.
Distributions of the relative frequencies of burst durations (A.), cycle durations (B.), duty cycles
(C.), and quiescence intervals (D.) for dorsal (black) and off (white) midline dissected larvae. The
light gray area in each plot represents the area of overlap between the two distributions.

4.3.3

Double bursting

Intracellular recording revealed a feature of the motor pattern not initially evident from
the nerve recordings. In some preparations and some muscles a multi-phased event
could be observed associated with peristaltic waves (see Fig. 4.11). The first phase was
a relatively long burst of firing. This was immediately followed by a decrease in firing
to very low rates or even cessation of firing. Finally, another burst, typically shorter in
duration than the first, occurred. We referred to this phenomenon as ’double bursting’
Observation of the preparations through a microscope while double bursts were being
recorded revealed three key things: (1) the electrode remained in the muscle fiber during
the low firing/quiescent phase, (2) the bursts occurred during normal P to A waves, and
(3) each bursting phase could be associated with a visible phase of the wave. The first
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burst occurred while the recorded segment was being pulled back by the contraction of
posterior segments, and the second burst occurred when the wave passed through the
recorded segment (see Fig. 4.11B). Revisiting the nerve recordings, we were able to
find examples of similar double bursts, though the firing did not cease between the two
bursts, likely due to the fact that many more neurons were represented in the record.
These observations indicate that the double bursting is not a recorded artifact, but instead represents a real physiological feature of the motor pattern underlying P to A
waves.

Incidence of double bursting in each dissection
Because double bursting has never before been reported in studies of larval motor patterns, we wondered whether it was the result of our new dissection method. To answer
this we compared the incidence of double bursting in dorsal versus off midline dissected
preparations. Of 22 larvae dissected up the dorsal midline, 11 (50%) showed double
bursting in at least one recorded dorsal muscle during three or more wave cycles. In
contrast, 18 of 22 (82%) of larvae dissected off the midline showed double bursting.
Therefore, though double bursting is fairly common even in dorsal midline dissected
larvae, dissecting larvae off the midline appears to increase the incidence of double
bursting.

Incidence of double bursting in dorsal versus ventral muscles
The fact that double bursting was still observed in larvae dissected using the standard
dissection method (dorsal midline) left open the question as to why we observed this
bursting phenotype when others investigating larval crawling had not previously reported
it. Most reports of larval motor patterns recorded activity from ventral muscles while we
recorded from dorsal ones. Therefore, we asked whether the double bursting observed
in our studies could be the result of recording from different muscles groups which are
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B.

C.

D.

Figure 4.11: Double bursting in WT larvae. A. Intracellular recording from M1 during P to A
waves. Note that for each cycle there is an initial burst, a decrease or cessation of firing, and
then a second shorter burst. This is referred to as ’double bursting’. Scale bar is 3 seconds.
B. Enlargement of shaded burst in A showing the two bursts. The first burst coincides with the
initial pulling of the recorded segment as the wave begins in the posterior segments. The second
burst coincides with the wave passing through the recorded segment. Scale bar is 1 second.
C. Simultaneously recorded dorsal (M1; top trace) and ventral (M6, bottom trace) muscles in
segment A4 . Note that double bursting is seen in the dorsal (M1), but not the ventral (M6)
muscles. Scale bar is 6 seconds. D. Enlargement of shaded region in C showing two bursts in
the M1 but only one in M6 during the same cycle. Scale bar is 1 second.

active in different ways during larval crawling. Thus, we recorded intracellularly from
a number of ventral muscles and compared the incidence of double bursting to that
found in dorsal muscles. None of the 10 larvae dissected up the dorsal midline showed
double bursting in intracellularly recorded ventral muscles. In 8 of these larvae a dorsal
muscle was recorded simultaneously and in 3 of those larvae (38%) double bursting
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was observed in the dorsal but not the ventral muscle recording (see Fig. 4.11C, D).
Therefore, double bursting is more common in, if not exclusive to, dorsal muscles.

4.3.4

Properties of different muscle sets

Additional differences emerged from our comparison of dorsal and ventral muscles other
than the propensity to show double bursting, including differences in electrical coupling
and the timing of bursting during peristaltic waves.

Electrical coupling
A previous study reported that ventral muscles do show some degree of electrical coupling through gap junctions. If coupling is strong enough, activity recorded from one
muscle fiber could represent not just the activity of the innervating MNs, but also that
of MNs innervating adjacent segments. This would be problematic for experiments in
which we intended to record from adjacent segments innervated by WT and knockdownexpressing MNs. We conducted experiments to confirm the existence of electrical coupling in ventral muscles and to determine whether this coupling also exists in the dorsal
muscles. We recorded from 3 ventral muscle 6 (M6) pairs and found that the average
coupling coefficient for each pair ranged from 0.06 to 0.27. In addition we recorded from
5 dorsal muscle 4 (M4) pairs in which the average coupling coefficients ranged from 0.09
to 0.19. Since the coupling found in M6 and M4 pairs was similar we pooled these two
groups for further analysis and found a group average coupling coefficient of 0.15 +/0.07 (see Fig. 4.12). In contrast, we recorded from 9 dorsal muscle (M1) or muscle 2
(M2) pairs and did not find coupling in any of them. In addition, we recorded from 7 pairs
of M1 and M2 in the same segment. Only one pair showed an coupling with an average
coupling coefficient of 0.1, while all the other pairs showed no coupling (see Fig. 4.12).
Thus, these results show that coupling is present in the ventral muscles and in dorsal
M4, but is not present in dorsal M1 or M2. It is important to note that M6’s in adjacent
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segments are connected end to end and this is where the previous study of coupling in
these muscles suggested was the site of putative gap junctions. Similarly, adjacent M4’s
are also connected end to end and likely contain gap junctions at this meeting point. In
contrast, M1’s or M2’s in adjacent segments are not connected end to end, but instead
are staggered with M1 in one segment connected end to end with M2 in the next segment. This likely explains why we do not observe coupling since their is no physical
connection where a gap junction could be present. Our studies also show no coupling
in the majority of M1/M2 pairs in the same segment, ruling out the possibility that M1’s
could be coupled indirectly through a M2 intermediary. Therefore, these results suggest
that when we record from M1 or M2 in a given segment we are recording only the activity
of the neurons innervating that segment.

Onset/Offset of activity
While recording from dorsal and ventral muscles to determine their propensity for double bursting (see Section 4.3.3) we noticed differences between the sets of muscles
with respect to the onset and offset of activity during a peristaltic wave. Specifically,
dorsal muscles appeared to start firing earlier, and in some cases stopped firing later,
than a simultaneously recorded ventral muscle in the same segment (see Fig. 4.13.
Quantification of the difference in burst onset was complicated by the fact that EPSPs of
different amplitudes are sometimes, though not always, recorded from a single muscle
fiber. Burst onset times could, therefore, be drastically different depending on whether
onset of activity was marked as the first occurrence of either the very small EPSPs or
the large EPSPs (see Fig. 4.13 right). The large EPSPs were always present and were
the predominant form of activity in all recorded muscles. The small EPSPs were not
always observed, but when they were their firing started prior to firing of the larger EPSPs. We chose to err of the side of caution and mark the onset of the burst as the first
occurrence of an EPSP, regardless of amplitude. We recorded from a total of 24 dorsal
and ventral muscle pairs and chose 5 of the most stable recordings for analysis. From
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Figure 4.12: Electrical coupling of body wall muscles in WT larvae. A. Current was injected into
a muscle 1 (M1) segment (top trace) and the response measured in an adjacent M1 segment
(bottom trace) Dashed lines indicate that the records were made simultaneously. B. Same as in
A, but for two adjacent muscle 6 (M6) segments. Note that a voltage change is measured in the
adjacent segment (bottom trace) in response to current injection in the top segment, indicating
electrical coupling. C. Same as in A, but for M1 and M2 in the same segment. D: Average
coupling coefficient calculated for M1 pairs (n=9), M4/M6 pairs (n=8), and M1M2 pairs (n=7).
Error bars shown are standard deviations.

these, the onset and offset for 4 simultaneously recorded bursts chosen at random were
recorded. In all 5 recordings the dorsal muscles had a burst onset which preceded that
of the ventral muscle in the same segment. The average difference in onset time ranged
from as little as 60 milliseconds (ms) to as much as 1.64 s, with a group average of 920
ms +/- 590 ms. With respect to burst offset, in 3 of 5 larvae (60%) the offset in the ventral
muscle preceded that in the dorsal muscle. In 1 larva there was no difference in burst
offset, and in another larva the dorsal muscle offset preceded that of the ventral one. For
those larvae in which the ventral offset preceded the dorsal offset, the difference ranged
from 40 ms to 1.08 s. In the 1 larva with a later ventral offset the 490 ms. Thus, dorsal
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and ventral muscles show differences with respect to burst timing during rhythmic activity and these differences should be kept in mind when designing experiments recording
from members of these muscle sets.

Figure 4.13: Activity of dorsal and ventral muscles during rhythmic motor activity in WT larvae.
Left: Simultaneous intracellular recordings from dorsal muscle 1 (M1; top trace) and ventral
muscle 6 (M6; bottom trace) in segment A5 during P to A waves. Scale bar is 10 seconds. Right:
Zoom-in to shaded region in left showing that M1 is active before M6. However, the length of the
delay in the onset of activity in M6 with respect to M1 is different depending on whether the burst
is considered to begin when the small EPSPs (solid line) or the large EPSPs (dashed line) are
first recorded. The determination of whether there is a difference in the offset of activity is also
different depending on which EPSPs are considered. If small EPSPs are considered (solid line)
the bursts end almost simultaneously, but if the large EPSPs are considered (dashed line) then
M6 stops firing prior to M1. Scale bar is 1 second.

4.3.5

Discriminating between EPSPs produced by different MNs

As mentioned in the previous section and found in previous work [12, 31], intracellular
recordings from ventral muscles sometimes show EPSPs of two distinct amplitudes.
Previous work in ventral muscles has shown that the smaller amplitude EPSP originates
from the Ib MN, while the larger one is produced by the Is MN. We asked whether we
could also identify distinct amplitudes of EPSPs in dorsal muscle and designate them
as originating from specific innervating MNs. We recorded simultaneously from dorsal
muscles in the same segment, which are innervated by a common Is MN but different Ib
neurons. Thus, EPSPs which occur coincidentally in each recorded muscle should arise
from the Is neuron while the non-common EPSPs should originate from the Ib neuron.
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In line with previous results, we hypothesized that the larger EPSPs would be those that
the two muscles had in common (i.e. they originated from the Is neuron) and that the
smaller EPSPs would not be coincident, or would at least show more variability with
regard to their temporal relationship, since they arose from different MNs.
In fact this is not what we found. First, there were not always two distinguishable
EPSP amplitudes which could be separated and then analyzed for coincidence across
recorded muscles. Second, even when two distinct amplitudes could be identified in
some portions of the burst where the firing rate was low (e.g. the beginning of the
burst), the majority of activity within a burst consisted of compound events where it was
difficult or impossible to determine the temporal onset of single small or large EPSPs
(see Fig. 4.14A2, A3). Third, for those portions of the burst during which single EPSPs
could be identified, it was clear that the large EPSPs were mostly non-coincident across
recorded muscles (see Fig. 4.14A1, A4). In the few cases where coincident EPSPs
could be found, the common EPSP was the smaller rather than the larger one (see
Fig. 4.14A5). In other cases, the coincident EPSPs appeared to vary in amplitude (not
shown). Overall, we concluded that at least in the dorsal muscles, we were not able
to consistently identify and separate EPSPs originating from different MNs targeting the
same muscle. However, because most of the activity recorded during bursting is not
coincident it is likely produced by the Ib MN. Due to its large rheobase and delay to
first spike [35] and its similarity to phasic rather than tonic MNs [8], the activity of the Is
neuron is most likely represented by later portions of the burst where we observe the
highest firing frequencies and the most EPSP summation.

4.4

Overview

The results described in this chapter constitute a detailed characterization of the spontaneous motor pattern underlying crawling in WT Drosophila larvae. Several findings from
previous studies of the larval system were confirmed and elaborated on, including (1)
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the existence and prevalence of the different peristaltic wave types, (2) disorganization
of the motor pattern due to deafferentation, (3) differences in burst duration, quiescence
interval, and duty cycle between anterior and posterior MNs, and (4) electrical coupling
between ventral muscles. In addition, a number of novel results were reported, including
(1) the incidence and prevalence of rhythmic activity under different recording conditions, (2) the effects of specific pharmaca on the motor pattern in intact and deafferented
larvae, (3) the effects of different dissection methods on the motor pattern, (4) the existence and prevalence of double bursting, (5) electrical coupling in some, but not other,
dorsal muscles, and (6) differences in activity onset and offset between dorsal and ventral muscles. With this in-depth knowledge of the larval system and a database of WT
recordings for comparison, it is now possible to ask questions about the role of specific MN K+ currents in shaping the rhythmic motor output by looking at the activity of
genetically manipulated animals.
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A1.

A2.

A3.

A4.

A5.

A6.

Figure 4.14: Activity of two dorsal muscles receiving common and non-common MN input during
rhythmic motor activity. A: Simultaneous intracellular recordings from M2 (top trace) and M1
(bottom trace) in segment A4. Shaded rectangles 1-6 indicate regions of the burst which were
examined at higher temporal resolution below. Scale bar is 1 second. A1-A6: Each panel is
a 1 second window corresponding to the numbered shaded regions in A.. Dashed lines in A5
indicate coincident EPSPs.
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CHAPTER 5

The role of the calcium-activated potassium current, Slowpoke, in shaping rhythmic
motor output

As discussed in Literature Review section 2.2.1, large conductance Ca2+ -activated K+
currents carried by Slowpoke channels have been shown to play a number of roles regulating in neuron excitability and firing output. Most importantly for studies of rhythmic
motor output, Slo channels in some systems enhance or prevent bursting, and regulate
intraburst firing frequency, interspike intervals, interburst intervals, burst duration, and
burst termination [75, 80, 108, 193, 202, 222]). In adult Drosophila, Slo has been shown
play a role in locomotion, regulating circadian patterns of motor activity and leading to
reduced flight, semi-paralysis in response to heat or light, and shaking under ether anesthesia [5, 6, 23]. Thus, we were motivated to ask, what role does the Slo current play in
larval locomotion? More specifically, what role does the Slo current play in larval MNs
in shaping the rhythmic motor output underlying crawling? We addressed this question
by first eliminating the Slo current in the whole larva using a mutant line, and then by
expressing Slo RNAi in specific groups of neurons.

5.1
5.1.1

Eliminating Slo in the whole animal
Incidence of rhythmic activity

The Slo1 mutation eliminates Ca2+ -dependent K+ current in the whole animal and results in a number of locomotor abnormalities in the adult fly [5, 6, 23]. We recorded
intracellularly from dorsal muscles 1 and 2 in 18 Slo1 larvae dissected off the midline
(see Fig. 5.1A for a schematic of the preparation). Their activity was compared to off
midline dissected WT larvae (see section 4.3.2 for a detailed description of the activity in
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this WT sample). 17 of 18 (94%) Slo1 larvae displayed spontaneous bouts of P to A or A
to P waves. As in WT larvae, both P to A and A to P waves were observed in Slo1 larvae,
with the former more prevalent that the latter. Examples of P to A activity recorded in
a Slo1 larva can be seen in Fig. 5.1. Of 16 active larvae in which wave type could be
determined, 15 of 16 (94%) showed P to A waves and 3 of 16 (19%) showed A to P
waves. Of 18 total bouts in which wave type could be determined, 14 (78%) consisted of
only P to waves and 4 (22%) of only A to P waves. No combination bouts were recorded.
P to A waves bouts ranged from 1 to 9 minutes, while A to P wave bouts were between
2 and 6 minutes. These results are summarized and compared to WT in Table 5.1.
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A.

C.

B.

D.

Figure 5.1: Loss of Slo in the whole larva alters rhythmic motor output. A. Off midline larval
preparation used for intracellular recording of adjacent dorsal muscles (described in detail in Fig.
4.8). B. Dual intracellular recordings from WT larva (top two traces) and Slo1 larva (bottom two
traces). Activity was recorded during P to A waves in adjacent M1’s or M1 and M2, as indicated.
Scale bar is 10 seconds. C., D. Enlargement of dual recordings in A from WT (C) and Slo1 larvae
(D). Note the shorter burst and cycle durations in Slo1 larva compared to WT. Scale bars in each
are 2 seconds.

Table 5.1: Incidence and duration of wave type bouts in WT and Slo1 larvae
genotype

active
larvae

WT
Slo1

25
16*

larvae
with A
to P
waves
5
3

larvae
with P
to A
waves
25
15

total
# of
bouts

# of A to
P bouts

bout
duration
(min.)

# of P to
A bouts

bout
duration
(min.)

#
of
combo
bouts

bout
duration
(min.)

24
18

0
4

N/A
2-6

20
14

1-9
1-9

4
0

4-9
N/A

*17 larvae were active, but in 1 larva wave type was not determined.
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5.1.2

Quantification of rhythmic activity

Burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle, and quiescence interval were quantified. As
with previous analyses, we focused our quantification on the more prevalent type of activity, P to A waves. Also, because previous analysis of WT intracellular recordings showed
no systematic differences between anterior and posterior segments on any measure
(see section 4.3.2), we pooled all segments for analysis.1 All statistical comparisons between Slo1 larvae and WT were made using a Mann-Whitney U test with an alpha value
of 0.05.

Burst duration

In Slo1 larvae the minimum and maximum burst durations were 1.15

s and 27.35 s, respectively. Burst duration quartiles calculated from the average distribution were Q(0.25)= 3.77 s, Q(0.50)= 4.78 s, and Q(0.75)=6.28 s. CV was 0.38. WT
minimum, maximum, quartile, and CV values can be found in Table 5.2. The data show
that Slo1 larvae displayed much shorter burst durations than WT larvae (p= 2.38 x10−15 ).

Cycle duration The minimum cycle duration In Slo1 larvae was 5.19 s, while the maximum was greater than 60 s. Cycle duration quartiles were Q(0.25)=5.81 s, Q(0.50)=6.94
s, and Q(0.75)=8.45 s. CV was 0.57. WT minimum, maximum, quartile, and CV values
can be found in Table 5.2. The data reveal that cycle durations in Slo1 larvae were much
shorter than in WT (p= 6.18 x10−25 ).

Duty cycle

The minimum duty cycle in Slo1 larvae was 0.03, while the maximum was

0.96. Duty cycle quartiles were Q(0.25)=0.63, Q(0.50)=0.69, and Q(0.75)=0.75. CV was
1

No more than one recorded segment from each larva was included in the sample. Typically, if anterior

and posterior segments were recorded, the posterior one was kept for analysis. If two anterior or two posterior segments were recorded, one was chosen at random for inclusion. In a few cases, a segment was
chosen specifically over another because the recording was more stable and/or the membrane potential
was better.
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0.14. WT minimum, maximum, quartile, and CV values can be found in Table 5.2. Thus,
duty cycles in Slo1 larvae were larger than in WT (p= 1.37 x10−6 ).

Quiescence interval

In Slo1 larvae the minimum quiescence interval was 0.26 s, while

the maximum was greater than 60 s and so not considered. Quiescence interval quartiles were Q(0.25)=1.60 s, Q(0.50)=1.92 s, and Q(0.75)=2.39 s. CV was 1.33. WT
minimum, maximum, quartile, and CV values can be found in Table 5.2. The data show
that quiescence intervals in Slo1 larvae were much shorter than in WT (p= 4.80 x10−28 ).

Overview The results described above are summarized in Table 5.2. Raw distributions
for each animal and average distributions for the group are shown in Fig. 5.2. Comparison of the average distributions for each measure in WT and Slo1 larvae can be found
in Fig. 5.3. In sum, the data reveal that on all measures rhythmic activity in Slo1 larvae
looked different from that of WT. Burst durations, cycle durations, and quiescence intervals were smaller in Slo1 larvae than in WT, while duty cycles were larger. Put another
way, the activity observed in Slo1 larvae was almost three times faster than that observed
in WT.
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Table 5.2: Burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle, and quiescence interval in WT and
Slo1 larvae
WT
measure
burst duration
cycle duration
duty cycle
quiescence
interval
Slo1
measure
burst duration
cycle duration
duty cycle
quiescence
interval

n
21
21
21
21

min
1.61
5.19
0.05
0.59

max
17.21
> 60
0.93
> 60

Q(0.25)
6.32
10.66
0.57
3.63

Q(0.50)
7.19
11.81
0.63
4.35

Q(0.75)
8.44
12.93
0.69
5.18

CV
0.18
0.34
0.14
0.71

p-value
-

n
10
10
10
10

min
1.15
1.89
0.03
0.26

max
27.35
> 60
0.96
> 60

Q(0.25)
3.77
5.81
0.63
1.60

Q(0.50)
4.78
6.94
0.69
1.92

Q(0.75)
6.28
8.45
0.75
2.39

CV
0.38
0.57
0.14
1.33

p-value
2.38e-15
6.18e-25
1.37e-6
4.80e-28

Figure 5.2: Quantification of burst duration, duty cycle, quiescence interval, and cycle duration from intracellular recordings of Slo1
larvae. Top row: Plots showing the frequency of observations for recordings 1-10. Cooler colors indicate less frequent observations,
warmer colors indicate more frequent ones. Middle row: Distributions of the relative frequencies for each measure. Distributions from
individual larvae are represented by thin colored lines, while average distribution is represented by thick black dashed line. Bottom row:
Average distributions on their own scale to better show shape.
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Figure 5.3: Quantification of motor activity in Slo1 larvae. A.-D. Distributions of the relative
frequencies of burst durations (A.), cycle durations (B.), duty cycles (C.), and quiescence intervals
(D.) for WT (black) and Slo1 (white) larvae. The gray areas in each plot represent the area of
overlap between the two distributions.

5.1.3

Overview and next directions

While our results in Slo1 larvae were promising, the only conclusions we could really
make were that (1) the elimination of one K+ current could perturb the rhythmic motor output, and (2) the Slo current is important somewhere in the larval system. These
vague conclusions arise because the mutation is expressed in every cell of the animal,
making it impossible to determine in which group(s) of cells the loss of Slo is most important. To more specifically determine what role the Slo current plays in MNs in shaping
rhythmic motor output, we targeted genetic manipulations of the current primarily to the
MN population.
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5.2
5.2.1

Expression of Slo RNAi in all MNs
Activity in OK371-GAL4; UAS-SloRNAi larvae

To restrict expression of Slo RNAi to the entire population of MNs we used the GAL4UAS expression system (described in Literature Review section 2.3.1). Specifically,
we used the GAL4 promoter, OK371-GAL4, which expresses in glutamatergic neurons.
Since MNs in Drosophila are glutamatergic, this driver targets all MNs, as well as a small
number of other neurons and a few non-neuronal cells [133]. To reduce the Slo current
we used a UAS-SloRNAi construct (see Methods section 3.1.2). Breeding the adults
from each parent line resulted in progeny of the genotype OK371-GAL4; UAS-SloRNAi
(abbreviated OK371;Slo) in which Slo RNAi was expressed in all MNs. We recorded the
activity of the MN population by placing suction electrodes on the hemisegmental nerves
innervating segments A2 to A7 (see Fig. 5.4A for a schematic of the preparation), and
compared this activity to WT. Recordings from OK371-GAL4; UAS-SloRNAi larvae were
made in original HL3.1 (115 mM sucrose) and compared to WT larvae recorded in the
same saline.

Incidence of rhythmic activity
All 11 OK371;Slo larvae displayed spontaneous bouts of P to A or A to P waves. As in
WT and Slo1 larvae, both P to A and A to P waves were observed in OK371;Slo larvae,
with the former more prevalent than the latter. Examples of a P to A wave bouts recorded
in OK371;Slo larvae can be seen in Fig. 5.4. All larvae showed P to A waves, while only
1 larva had an A to P wave bout. Of 12 total bouts, 11 (92%) consisted of only P to
waves and 1 was a combination bout consisting of both wave types. No bouts consisting
only of A to P waves were recorded. P to A waves bouts ranged from 1 to 8 minutes,
while the single combination bout lasted 4 minutes. These results are summarized and
compared to WT in Table 5.3.
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A.

B.

C.

D.

Figure 5.4: Expressing Slo RNAi under the control of OK371-GAL4 alters rhythmic motor output.
A. Larval preparation for extracellular recording (see Fig.4.1 for detailed description). B. Dual
extracellular recordings from posterior (A6 and A5) and anterior (A3) nerves in WT (top two
traces) and OK371;Slo (bottom two traces) larvae during P to A waves. Note the decreased
quiescence interval and increased cycle duration in the OK371;Slo recording relative to WT.
Scale bar is 20 s. C. Dual extracellular recordings from two different WT (top two traces) and
OK371;Slo1 larvae (bottom two traces) as those pictured in B. Again, both posterior (A6) and
anterior (A3) nerves were recorded in each larva. Here the effects on quiescence interval and
cycle duration are not as pronounced as for the larva in B. However, the effects of expressing
Slo on burst duration can clearly be seen. In the OK371;Slo recording, there are longer burst
durations in the posterior nerve and shorter burst durations in the anterior nerve compared to
WT. Scale bar is 10 s. D. Enlargements of single bursts from recordings in C. Again, note the
differences in burst duration in both anterior and posterior nerves of WT and OK371;Slo larvae.
Scale bar is 2 s.

Table 5.3: Incidence and duration of wave type bouts in WT and OK371;Slo larvae
genotype

active
larvae

WT
OK371;Slo

10
11

larvae
with A
to P
waves
2
1

larvae
with P
to A
waves
9
11

total
# of
bouts

# of A to
P bouts

bout
duration
(min.)

# of P to
A bouts

bout
duration
(min.)

#
of
combo
bouts

bout
duration
(min.)

11
12

1
0

2
N/A

9
11

1-9
1-8

1
1

3
4
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Quantification of rhythmic activity
Burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle, and quiescence interval were quantified. As
with previous analyses, we focused our quantification on the more prevalent type of
activity, P to A waves. Because previous analysis of WT extracellular recordings showed
differences between anterior and posterior nerves on the measures of burst duration,
duty cycle, and quiescence interval (see section 4.2.1), anterior and posterior nerves
were analyzed separately for these measures. Nerves were pooled, with no more than
one recorded nerve per animal included, for the analysis of cycle duration. All statistical
comparisons between OK371;Slo larvae and WT were made using a Mann-Whitney U
test with an alpha value of 0.05.

Burst duration

In OK371;Slo larvae the minimum and maximum anterior burst dura-

tions were 1.33 s and 15.12 s, respectively. Anterior burst duration quartiles calculated
from the average distribution were Q(0.25)= 3.17 s, Q(0.50)= 3.73 s, and Q(0.75)= 4.11
s. CV was 0.18. The posterior minimum and maximum burst durations were 2.06 s and
22.10 s, respectively. Posterior burst duration quartiles were Q(0.25)= 8.07 s, Q(0.50)=
10.41 s, and Q(0.75)= 12.76 s. CV was 0.29. WT minimum, maximum, quartile, and CV
values can be found in Table 5.4. The data show that the effect of expressing Slo RNAi
on burst duration was different for anterior and posterior nerves. In anterior nerves, burst
durations in OK371;Slo larvae were shorter than in WT (p= 4.07 x 10−17 ). In posterior
nerves, however, burst durations were similar to WT (p= 0.054).

Duty cycle

In OK371;Slo larvae, the minimum anterior duty cycle was 0.04, while the

maximum was 0.90. Anterior duty cycle quartiles were Q(0.25)= 0.23, Q(0.50)= 0.26,
and Q(0.75)= 0.29. CV was 0.18. The minimum posterior duty cycle was 0.15, while the
maximum was 0.94. Posterior duty cycle quartiles were Q(0.25)= 0.71, Q(0.50)= 0.80,
and Q(0.75)= 0.85. CV was 0.14. WT minimum, maximum, quartile, and CV values can
be found in Table 5.4. Again, expressing Slo RNAi under the control of OK371-GAL4
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had different effects on duty cycle in anterior and posterior nerves. In anterior nerves,
duty cycles were decreased relative to WT (p= 1.87 x 10−7 ). In contrast, posterior duty
cycles were larger in OK371;Slo larvae compared to WT (p= 2.33 x 10−16 ).

Quiescence interval In OK371;Slo larvae, the minimum and maximum anterior quiescence intervals were 1.70 s and 47.44 s, respectively. Anterior quartiles were Q(0.25)=
8.72 s, Q(0.50)= 11.06 s, and Q(0.75)= 13.03 s. CV was 0.30. The minimum posterior
quiescence interval was 0.56 s, while the maximum was 43.41 s. Posterior quiescence
interval quartiles were Q(0.25)=2.14 s, Q(0.50)=2.55 s, and Q(0.75)=3.15 s. CV was
0.87. WT minimum, maximum, quartile, and CV values can be found in Table 5.4. The
data show that expressing Slo RNAi under the control of OK371-GAL4 resulted in no
change in quiescence interval in anterior nerves (p= 0.057). However, posterior nerves
of OK371;Slo larvae showed smaller quiescence intervals compared to WT (p= 1.62 x
10−16 ).

Cycle duration As previously, cycle duration was considered for all segments. The
minimum and maximum cycle duration were 4.10 s and 51.00 s, respectively. Cycle
duration quartiles were Q(0.25)=11.60 s, Q(0.50)=14.68 s, and Q(0.75)=16.67 s. CV
was 0.26. WT minimum, maximum, quartile, and CV values can be found in Table 5.4.
The data show that expressing Slo RNAi under the control of OK371-GAL4 resulted in
smaller cycle durations than observed in WT (p= 0.024).

Overview The results described above are summarized in Table 5.4. Raw distributions
for each animal and average distributions for the group are shown for anterior nerves in
Fig. 5.5 and posterior nerves in Fig. 5.6. Comparison of the average distributions of
these measures for anterior and posterior nerves in WT and OK371;Slo larvae can be
found in Fig. 5.7. The data reveal that expressing Slo RNAi under the control of OK371GAL4 had different effects on anterior and posterior motor activity. In the anterior nerves,
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burst durations and duty cycles were smaller relative to WT, while quiescence interval
was unchanged. In posterior nerves, burst duration was not altered, while quiescence
intervals were smaller and duty cycles larger than in WT. The reasons for the contrasting
effects of expressing Slo RNAi on anterior and posterior activity are not known, but
possibilities are discussed in Chapter 7 section 7.2.2.
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Table 5.4: Burst duration, duty cycle, quiescence interval, and cycle duration in WT and
OK371;Slo larvae
WT
nerves/ measure
Ant. nerves
burst duration
duty cycle
quiescence
interval
Post. nerves
burst duration
duty cycle
quiescence
interval
All nerves
cycle duration
OK371;Slo
nerves/ measure
Ant. nerves
burst duration
duty cycle
quiescence
interval
Post. nerves
burst duration
duty cycle
quiescence
interval
All nerves
cycle duration

n

min

max

Q(0.25)

Q(0.50)

Q(0.75)

CV

p-value

7
7
7

2.39
0.08
1.6

10.42
0.80
38.25

4.14
0.26
9.36

4.58
0.32
11.60

5.38
0.37
14.93

0.18
0.24
0.37

-

7
7
7

2.40
0.19
0.90

36.50
0.91
33.25

7.57
0.54
4.08

8.94
0.62
5.46

11.41
0.70
7.44

0.32
0.21
0.60

-

7

5.18

49.54

13.00

15.47

18.14

0.33

-

n

min

max

Q(0.25)

Q(0.50)

Q(0.75)

CV

p-value

10
10
10

1.33
0.04
1.70

15.12
0.90
47.44

3.17
0.23
8.72

3.73
0.26
11.06

4.11
0.29
13.03

0.18
0.18
0.30

4.07e-17
1.87e-7
0.057

7
7
7

2.06
0.15
0.56

22.10
0.94
43.41

8.07
0.71
2.14

10.41
0.80
2.55

12.76
0.85
3.15

0.29
0.14
0.87

0.054
2.33e-16
1.62e-16

10

4.10

51.00

11.60

14.68

16.67

0.26

0.024

Figure 5.5: Quantification of burst duration, duty cycle, quiescence interval, and cycle duration from extracellular recordings of anterior
nerves in OK371;Slo larvae. Top row: Plots showing the frequency of observations for recordings 1-10. Cooler colors indicate less
frequent observations, warmer colors indicate more frequent ones. Middle row: Distributions of the relative frequencies for each measure.
Distributions from individual larvae are represented by thin colored lines, while average distribution is represented by thick black dashed
line. Bottom row: Average distributions on their own scale to better show shape.
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Figure 5.6: Quantification of burst duration, duty cycle, quiescence interval, and cycle duration from extracellular recordings of posterior
nerves in OK371;Slo larvae. Top row: Plots showing the frequency of observations for recordings 1-7. Cooler colors indicate less
frequent observations, warmer colors indicate more frequent ones. Middle row: Distributions of the relative frequencies for each measure.
Distributions from individual larvae are represented by thin colored lines, while average distribution is represented by thick black dashed
line. Bottom row: Average distributions on their own scale to better show shape.
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Anterior nerves
A.

B.

C.

Posterior nerves
D.

E.

F.

All nerves
G.

Figure 5.7: Quantification of motor activity in OK371;Slo larvae. A.-G. Distributions of the relative frequencies of burst duration, duty cycle, and quiescence interval for anterior nerves (A.-C.)
and posterior nerves (D.-F.), and cycle duration (G.) for all nerves in WT (black) and OK371;Slo
(white) larvae. The gray areas represent overlap between distributions.

As in Slo1 larvae, expressing Slo RNAi under the control of OK371-GAL4 altered the
rhythmic motor output. However, we were concerned that OK371-GAL4 expression is
found in neurons other than MNs and wondered whether the observed effects on the
motor output might be the result of expressing Slo RNAi in those neurons. Specifically,
we wondered whether expression of the RNAi in a small group of glutamatergic interneurons targeted by OK371-GAL4 might be responsible for the altered motor pattern. So,
we decided to express the same Slo RNAi construct under the control of another general
MN driver.
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5.2.2

Activity in C380-GAL4; UAS-SloRNAi larvae

C380-GAL4 expresses in all the same MNs targeted by OK371-GAL4, and though it also
expresses in a small population of other neurons, these neurons are not the same as
those targeted by OK371-GAL4 [26,173,174]. Therefore, any effects we observe in both
OK371;Slo larvae and C380-GAL4;UAS-SloRNAi (abbreviated C380;Slo) larvae should
strengthen the claim that the effects are due to expression of Slo RNAi in MNs, and
not elsewhere in the nervous system. Importantly, however, if non-common effects are
observed we cannot rule out that these effects may be due to differences in the strength
and developmental expression of the two drivers, rather than due to Slo RNAi expression
outside the MNs. Again, we recorded the activity of the MN population by placing suction
electrodes on the hemisegmental nerves innervating segments A2 to A7 (see Fig. 5.8
for a schematic of the preparation). Extracellular recordings from C380;Slo larvae were
made in modified and original HL3.1. Each sample was only compared to WT larvae
recorded in the same saline.

Incidence of rhythmic activity
Of 10 C380;Slo larvae recorded in modified HL3.1, only 4 (40%) showed spontaneous
bouts of P to A or A to P waves. As with previous samples, both P to A and A to P waves
were observed in C380;Slo larvae, with the former more prevalent than the latter. 3 of
4 (75%) active larvae showed 1 bout of P to A waves, while 1 larva had a combination
bout in which a few A to P waves were recorded. No bouts consisting only of A to P
waves were recorded. P to A wave bouts ranged from 1 to 4 minutes, while the single
combination bout lasted 1 minute. 3 additional C380;Slo larvae were recorded in original
HL3.1 and all 3 were active. Each larvae displayed 1 bout of P to A waves, an example
of a which can be seen in Fig. 5.8B. No combination bouts or bout consisting of only A to
P waves were recorded. P to A waves bouts ranged from 2-3 minutes in duration. These
results are summarized and compared to WT recorded in the corresponding saline in
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Table 5.3. These data reveal that though the incidence of rhythmic activity in C380;Slo
larvae compared to WT was similar in original HL3.1, it was much lower in modified
HL3.1. In addition, though 4 C380;Slo larvae displayed spontaneous bouts in modified
HL3.1, only 2 of those larvae had activity regular enough to be quantified. Also, in both
salines there was a lower incidence of long bouts in C380;Slo larvae relative to WT. The
maximum bout duration in C380;Slo larvae was 4 minutes, while in WT some bouts were
more than twice that duration.
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A.

B.

A.

B.

Figure 5.8: Expressing Slo RNAi under the control of C380-GAL4 may alter rhythmic output. A.
Larval preparation for extracellular recording (see Fig.4.1 for detailed description). B. Dual extracellular recordings from WT (top two traces) and C380;Slo (bottom two traces) larvae recorded
in original HL3.1 during P to A waves. In each larva, posterior (A6 and A5) and anterior (A4 and
A3) nerves were recorded simultaneously. Though the results from the C380;Slo larvae were
inconclusive (see section 5.2.2), in this particular example the C380;Slo larva shows longer burst
durations in the posterior nerve (A5) and slightly shorter burst durations in the anterior nerve (A3)
compared to WT. Quiescence intervals and cycle durations also appear shorter in both nerves
in the C380;Slo larva relative to WT. Scale bar is 10 s. C. Activity recorded in another C380;Slo
larva and compared to activity from the same WT larva shown in B. In the C380;Slo larva anterior
and posterior nerves were recorded, though the exact segments they each innervated was not
identified. Again, note the effect of Slo RNAi expression on burst duration, which increased in
the posterior and decreased in the anterior nerves of the C380;Slo larva relative to WT. Scale
bar is 10 s. D. Enlargements of a single wave cycle from the recordings in C, again showing the
differences in burst duration between WT and C380;Slo larvae. Scale bar is 2 s.

Table 5.5: Incidence and duration of wave type bouts in WT and C380;Slo larvae
saline

WT
HL3.1 (mod.)
HL3.1 (orig.)
C380;Slo
HL3.1 (mod.)
HL3.1 (orig.)

active
larvae

larvae
with A
to P
waves

larvae
with P
to A
waves

total
# of
bouts

# of A to
P bouts

bout
duration
(min.)

# of P to
A bouts

bout
duration
(min.)

#
of
combo
bouts

bout
duration
(min.)

15
10

8
2

9
9

20
11

9
1

1-10
2

11
9

1-8
1-9

0
1

N/A
3

4
3

1
0

4
3

4
11

0
0

N/A
N/A

3
9

1-4
2-3

1
0

1
N/A

*mod.=modified HL3.1 with 67 mM sucrose; orig.=original HL3.1 with 115 mM sucrose
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Quantification of rhythmic activity
Unfortunately, as mentioned in the previous section, very few C380;Slo larvae displayed
spontaneous activity and those that did were not active for very long, leaving very little
activity to be quantified. For C380;Slo larvae recorded in modified HL3.1 the activity from
only 2 larvae with a total of 21 bursts was quantifiable. For C380;Slo larvae recorded in
original HL3.1 the activity from 3 larvae with a total of 55 bursts was quantifiable. Because these sample sizes were so small, we did not attempt to perform any statistical
tests on these data. However, we did quantify burst duration, duty cycle, quiescence
interval, and cycle duration to determine whether any trend was present. Due to the inconclusive nature of the results, we will not describe them all in detail here but will include
them only in table form. The results for C380;Slo larvae recorded in modified HL3.1 are
summarized and compared to WT in Table 5.6, and those for larvae recorded in original
HL3.1 can be found in Table 5.7. Average distributions were not plotted because of the
small sample sizes.

Overview and next directions
Because such a small amount of rhythmic activity was recorded and quantified in
C380;Slo larvae, rigorous comparisons between these larvae and WT or OK371;Slo
larvae could not be made. Still, we quantified the activity in C380;Slo larvae to see if
any trends were present, and specifically to see if the trends matched the effects seen
when Slo RNAi was expressed under the control of the other general MN driver, OK371GAL4. Unfortunately, the results from the two C380;Slo samples (larvae run in modified
and original HL3.1) did not all agree. For example, whereas burst duration and duty
cycle in anterior nerves of C380;Slo larvae run in modified HL3.1 were similar to WT,
C380;Slo larvae run in original HL3.1 showed decreased burst durations and duty cycles compared to WT. Due to these conflicting results, it was not possible to conclude that
any particular trend was present or compare these data to that obtained from OK371;Slo
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Table 5.6: Burst duration, duty cycle, quiescence interval, and cycle duration in WT and
C380;Slo larvae recorded in modified HL3.1
WT
measure
Ant. nerves
burst duration
duty cycle
quiescence interval
Post. nerves
burst duration
duty cycle
quiescence interval
All nerves
cycle duration
C380;Slo
measure
Ant. nerves
burst duration
duty cycle
quiescence interval
Post. nerves
burst duration
duty cycle
quiescence interval
All nerves
cycle duration

n

min

max

Q(0.25)

Q(0.50)

(Q(0.75)

CV

7
7
7

2.46
0.07
5.15

7.73
0.50
53.43

3.88
0.25
9.65

4.20
0.29
10.48

4.44
0.32
12.46

0.09
0.18
0.35

9
9
9

5.27
0.19
0.48

16.81
0.95
49.33

8.40
0.61
3.06

9.41
0.70
4.26

10.34
0.76
6.64

0.15
0.15
0.61

10

6.89

> 60

12.55

14.21

17.03

0.24

n

min

max

Q(0.25)

Q(0.50)

(Q(0.75)

CV

2
2
2

3.53
0.16
6.49

7.11
0.42
25.16

3.85
0.24
8.13

4.24
0.29
9.74

4.85
0.35
14.02

0.14
0.20
0.31

2
2
2

4.72
0.29
1.05

15.66
0.89
14.82

7.77
0.70
2.35

9.58
0.80
2.87

11.70
0.82
4.14

0.26
0.11
0.50

2

9.73

20.89

11.58

13.46

15.16

0.22

*Note that a column for p-values is not included because statistical comparisons were not made
between these samples.

larvae. This left open the question of whether the results we saw previously using a general MN driver were due to the expression of Slo RNAi in MNs or some other neurons.
To answer this question, we decided to express the same Slo RNAi construct in a small
number of specific MNs and record only from their muscle targets.
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Table 5.7: Burst duration, duty cycle, quiescence interval, and cycle duration in WT and
C380;Slo larvae recorded in original HL3.1
WT
measure
Ant. nerves
burst duration
duty cycle
quiescence interval
Post. nerves
burst duration
duty cycle
quiescence interval
All nerves
cycle duration
C380;Slo
measure
Ant. nerves
burst duration
duty cycle
quiescence interval
Post. nerves
burst duration
duty cycle
quiescence interval
All nerves
cycle duration

n

min

max

Q(0.25)

Q(0.50)

Q(0.75)

CV

7
7
7

2.39
0.08
1.6

10.42
0.80
38.25

4.14
0.26
9.36

4.58
0.32
11.60

5.38
0.37
14.93

0.18
0.24
0.37

7
7
7

2.40
0.19
0.90

36.50
0.91
33.25

7.57
0.54
4.08

8.94
0.62
5.46

11.41
0.70
7.44

0.32
0.21
0.60

7

5.18

49.54

13.00

15.47

18.14

0.33

n

min

max

Q(0.25)

Q(0.50)

Q(0.75)

CV

3
3
3

2.43
0.16
5.36

5.62
0.43
17.67

3.48
0.22
7.47

3.91
0.27
9.93

4.40
0.34
13.88

0.14
0.20
0.29

3
3
3

5.44
0.37
1.20

19.67
0.92
9.67

8.81
0.79
1.85

9.81
0.84
2.05

14.51
0.87
2.72

0.28
0.10
0.48

3

5.44

19.67

11.37

13.38

17.18

0.23

*Note that a column for p-values is not included because statistical comparisons were not made
between these samples.

5.3
5.3.1

Expression of Slo RNAi in few MNs
Incidence of rhythmic activity

To express Slo RNAi in just two MNs per nervous system hemisegment we used the
driver RRA-GAL4, which expresses in the larval MNs, MN1-1b and MNISN-Is (also
known by their embryonic identities as aCC and RP2, respectively) [66]. This construct
included an additional copy of Dicer designed to increase the strength of the RNAi. We
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recorded intracellularly from the muscle target of MN-1b and MNISN-1s, dorsal muscle
1 (M1), in RRA-GAL4; UAS-SloRNAi (abbreviated RRA;Slo) larvae. additional copy of
Dicer designed to increase the strength of the RNAi. As these larvae were dissected off
the midline (see Fig. 5.9A for a schematic of the preparation) to allow reliable access
to M1, their activity was compared to off midline dissected WT larvae (see section 4.3.2
for a detailed description of the activity in this WT sample). 22 of 23 (96%) RRA;Slo
larvae displayed spontaneous bouts of P to A or A to P waves. Both P to A and A to P
waves were observed in RRA;Slo larvae, with the former more prevalent that the latter.
Representative recordings of P to A wave activity recorded in a RRA;Slo larva can be
seen in Fig. 5.9. All active larvae showed P to A waves, while only 3 (14%)showed A to
P waves. Of 25 total bouts in which wave type could be determined, 22 (88%) consisted
of only P to waves and 3 (12%) were combination bouts including a small number of A to
P waves. No bouts consisting of only A to P waves were recorded. P to A waves bouts
ranged from 1 to 10 minutes, while combination bouts were between 6 and 9 minutes.
These results are summarized and compared to WT in Table 5.8.
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A.

C.

B.

D.

Figure 5.9: Expressing Slo RNAi under the control of RRA-GAL4 alters rhythmic motor output. A. Off midline larval preparation used for intracellular recording of adjacent dorsal muscles
(described in detail in Fig. 4.8. B. Dual intracellular recordings from WT (top two traces) and
RRA;Slo (bottom two traces) larvae during P to A waves. Scale bar is 10 seconds. C., D. Enlargements of bursts from recordings seen in B for WT (C) and RRA;Slo (D) larvae. Note that
burst durations are similar in WT and RRA;Slo larvae. However, quiescence intervals are decreased, and consequently duty cycles are increased, in RRA;Slo larvae. There is also a small
decrease in cycle duration in the RRA;Slo larva relative to WT. Scale bars are each 2 seconds.

Table 5.8: Incidence and duration of different wave type bouts in WT and RRA;Slo larvae
genotype

active
larvae

WT
RRA;Slo

25
22

larvae
with A
to P
waves
5
3

larvae
with P
to A
waves
25
22

total
# of
bouts

# of A to
P bouts

bout
duration
(min.)

# of P to
A bouts

bout
duration
(min.)

#
of
combo
bouts

bout
duration
(min.)

24
25

0
0

N/A
N/A

20
22

1-9
1-10

4
3

4-9
6-9
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5.3.2

Quantification of rhythmic activity

Burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle, and quiescence interval were quantified. As
with previous analyses, we focused our quantification on the more prevalent type of activity, P to A waves. Also, because previous analysis of WT intracellular recordings showed
no systematic differences between anterior and posterior segments on any measure
(see section 4.3.2), we pooled all segments for analysis but included no more than one
recorded segment from each larva. All statistical comparisons between RRA;Slo larvae
and WT were made using a Mann-Whitney U test with an alpha value of 0.05.

Burst duration

In RRA;Slo larvae, the minimum and maximum burst durations were

2.35 s and 29.72 s, respectively. Burst duration quartiles calculated from the average
distribution were Q(0.25)= 6.44 s, Q(0.50)= 7.73 s, and Q(0.75)= 9.41 s. CV was 0.27.
WT minimum, maximum, quartile, and CV values can be found in Table 5.9. The data
show that burst durations in RRA;Slo larvae were no different than those recorded in WT
(p= 0.083).

Cycle duration The minimum cycle duration in RRA;Slo larvae was 4.91 s, while
the maximum was greater than 60 s. Cycle duration quartiles were Q(0.25)= 9.31 s,
Q(0.50)= 10.62 s, and Q(0.75)= 12.55 s. CV was 0.30. WT minimum, maximum, quartile, and CV values can be found in Table 5.9. Thus, cycle durations in RRA;Slo larvae
were shorter than those observed in WT (p= 2.26 x 10−4 ).

Duty cycle In RRA;Slo larvae, the minimum duty cycle was 0.08, while the maximum
was 0.98. Duty cycle quartiles were Q(0.25)= 0.67, Q(0.50)= 0.73, and Q(0.75)= 0.79.
CV was 0.14. WT minimum, maximum, quartile, and CV values can be found in Table
5.9. The data reveal that duty cycles were larger in RRA;Slo larvae compared to WT (p=
2.74 x 10−12 ). Because there was no change in burst duration in these larvae, the effect
on duty cycle reflected the decrease in cycle duration (see above).
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Quiescence interval The minimum quiescence interval in RRA;Slo larvae was 0.33
s, while the maximum was great than 60 s and so not considered. Quiescence interval
quartiles were Q(0.25)=2.09 s, Q(0.50)=2.74 s, and Q(0.75)=3.60 s. CV was 0.39. WT
minimum, maximum, quartile, and CV values can be found in Table 5.9. The data show
that quiescence intervals were smaller in RRA;Slo larvae compared to WT (p= 3.76 x
10−16 ).

Overview The results described above are summarized and compared to WT in Table
5.9. Raw and average distributions for RRA;Slo larvae are shown in Fig. 5.10. Comparison of the average distributions for each measure in WT and RRA;Slo larvae can be
found in Fig. 5.11. In sum, the results show that on most measures rhythmic activity in
RRA;Slo larvae looked different from that of WT. Both cycle durations and quiescence
intervals were smaller in RRA;Slo larvae, while duty cycles were larger compared to WT.
The only measure on which there was no effect was burst durations, which was similar
in the two groups. Discussion of the possible conclusions to be made from these results
are reserved for Chapter 7 section 7.2.2.
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Table 5.9: Burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle, and quiescence interval in WT and
RRA;Slo larvae
WT
measure
burst duration
cycle duration
duty cycle
quiescence
interval
RRA;Slo
measure
burst duration
cycle duration
duty cycle
quiescence
interval

n
21
21
21
21

min
1.61
5.19
0.05
0.59

max
17.21
> 60
0.93
> 60

Q(0.25)
6.32
10.66
0.57
3.63

Q(0.50)
7.19
11.81
0.63
4.35

Q(0.75)
8.44
12.93
0.69
5.18

CV
0.18
0.34
0.14
0.71

p-value
-

n
22
22
22
22

min
2.35
4.91
0.08
0.33

max
29.72
> 60
0.98
> 60

Q(0.25)
6.44
9.31
0.67
2.09

Q(0.50)
7.73
10.62
0.73
2.74

Q(0.75)
9.41
12.55
0.79
3.60

CV
0.27
0.30
0.14
0.39

p-value
0.083
2.26e-4
2.74e-12
3.76e-16

Figure 5.10: Quantification of burst duration, duty cycle, quiescence interval, and cycle duration from intracellular recordings in RRA;Slo
larvae. Top row: Plots showing the frequency of observations for recordings 1-22. Cooler colors indicate less frequent observations,
warmer colors indicate more frequent ones. Middle row: Distributions of the relative frequencies for each measure. Distributions from
individual larvae are represented by thin colored lines, while average distribution is represented by thick black dashed line. Bottom row:
Average distributions on their own scale to better show shape.
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A.

B.

C.

D.

Figure 5.11: Quantification of motor activity in RRA;Slo larvae. A.-D Distributions of the relative
frequencies of burst durations (A.), cycle durations (B.), duty cycles (C.), and quiescence intervals
(D.) for WT (black) and RRA;Slo (white) larvae. The gray areas in each plot represent overlap
between the two distributions.

5.4

Summary

A schematic summary and comparison of the results for each group can be found in
Fig. 5.12.2 The studies described herein attempted to determine, what role the Slo
current plays in larval locomotion and specifically what role it plays in MNs in shaping
the rhythmic motor output underlying crawling. To address these questions, we first
examined rhythmic activity in the Slo1 mutant. Our results show that Slo does play a
role somewhere in the larval system because Slo1 larvae show shorter burst durations,
cycle durations and quiescence intervals, and increased duty cycles compared to WT.
However, because the current is eliminated in the whole animal, it is not possible to know
2

Due to the small sample size and inconclusive results, we did not include the C380;Slo group in the

schematic summary.
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what cells, or groups of cells, are responsible for these alterations in the rhythmic output
in response to the loss of Slo.
To assess the importance of Slo in the MNs and determine whether MNs might be responsible for some of the effects observed in Slo1 larvae, we proceeded to target expression of Slo RNAi to the entire MN population using the general MN driver, OK371-GAL4.
In OK371; Slo larvae rhythmic motor output was again different from WT. However, the
results were not exactly the same as we observed in Slo1 larvae, and some results were
difficult to compare directly. Specifically, unlike in the intracellular recordings of both WT
and Slo1 larvae, anterior and posterior activity had to be considered separately in the
extracellular recordings. The analyses showed that the effect of Slo RNAi expression
was different in anterior and posterior nerves. In anterior nerves of OK371;Slo larvae,
burst durations and duty cycles were shorter, while quiescence intervals were similar
to those observed in WT. In contrast, posterior burst durations were similar, duty cycles
were larger, and quiescence intervals were shorter in OK371;Slo larvae compared to
WT. For all nerves, cycle duration was decreased relative to WT. Thus, the decrease in
burst duration observed in Slo1 larvae was only observed in anterior nerves, while the increase in duty cycles seen in the mutant was only seen in posterior nerves of OK371;Slo
larvae. Possible reasons for the differences in anterior and posterior effects, and implications from the comparison of Slo1 and OK371;Slo larvae is discussion in Chapter 7
section 7.2.2.
These results left us with open questions about the role of Slo in MNs in shaping rhythmic motor output. In addition, we were concerned that the effects we saw in
OK371;Slo larvae might be the result of Slo RNAi expression outside the MNs, specifically in a small group of glutamatergic interneurons also targeted by the driver. So, we
proceeded to target the expression of Slo RNAi to the population of MNs using a different general MN driver, C380-GAL4, which did not target this group of interneurons.
Unfortunately, the incidence of rhythmic activity was so low in C380;Slo larvae that we
could not make definitive conclusions about the effects of Slo RNAi expression in this
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group.
Finally, we targeted Slo RNAi expression to two identified MNs, MN-1b and MSISN1s, and recorded from their muscle target. The results showed that cycle durations and
quiescence intervals decreased, while duty cycle increased in RRA;Slo larvae compared
to WT. However, burst duration appeared to be unaffected by the expression of Slo RNAi
in these two MNs. Some of these results, for example the decreases in cycle duration
and quiescence interval, were in agreement with the results from Slo1 larvae. However,
the lack of an effect on burst duration was not in agreement with either Slo1 larvae or
activity recorded from anterior nerves of OK371;Slo larvae. Further discussion of the
results from all samples discussed in this chapter and interpretations of the results can
be found in Chapter 7 section 7.2.2.
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Figure 5.12: Schematic summary of the results for Slo1 , OK371;Slo (anterior and posterior
nerves), and RRA;Slo larvae. The effects on burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle, and
quiescence interval are included. The direction of the arrow indicates the direction of the effect
relative to WT; i.e. a downward pointing arrow indicates a decrease in the measure relative to
WT, while an upward pointing arrow indicates an increase. The equal sign indicates there was
no difference between that group and WT on the given measure.
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CHAPTER 6

The role of transient voltage-activated potassium channels in shaping rhythmic motor
output

As discussed in Literature Review section 2.2.1, voltage-activated K+ currents, and
specifically transient ones (IA ), act in neurons to regulate firing frequency, interspike
intervals, delay to spike, transmitter release, dendritic integration, bursting, and other
features of neuronal excitability that could shape the firing output of neurons during rhythmic motor activity [50, 82, 85, 91, 92, 106, 142, 143, 156, 200, 214, 224]. Loss of IA genes
in Drosophila causes locomotor phenotypes, including shaking under ether anesthesia
in the adult [107] and abnormal crawling in the larvae [204]. Therefore, we wanted to
know specifically what role do these currents play in shaping the firing output of MNs
during rhythmic motor activity underlying crawling? To answer this question, we targeted
genetic manipulations of IA channels in specific groups of MNs using the GAL4-UAS
system (see Literature review section 2.3).

6.1

The role of Shal in MNs in shaping rhythmic motor output

Shal is a major contributor to IA in Drosophila larval neurons, playing a crucial role particularly in delay to spike [35, 89, 152, 177] (see Literature Review section 2.2.1). We
asked, what role does Shal play in MNs in shaping rhythmic motor output? Unlike, our
previous set of experiments examining the role of Ca2+ -dependent K+ channels in crawling, we did not express Shal RNAi under the control of a number of different promoters,
but instead decided to go directly to examining the effects of Shal RNAi expression
by comparing WT and genetically manipulated MNs in the same animal. We accomplished this by expressing Shal RNAi, including an extra copy of Dicer to increase the
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strength of the knockdown, under the control of RN2-GAL4. This driver is similar to the
RRA-GAL4 driver used in previous experiments (see section 5.3) in that expresses in
two MNs, MNISN-Is and MN1-Ib [67]. However, the promoter construct we used also
included a FLP/FRT cassette (see Literature Review section 2.3.1), which resulted in
mosaic expression of the knockdown. Thus, one or both of the targeted MNs in select
hemisegments expressed Shal RNAi, while the same MNs in other hemisegments did
not. Those MNs expressing the knockdown were identified by expression of a red fluorescent protein (RFP) tag attached to the promoter, while WT MNs did not express RFP
(see Fig. 6.1A for a schematic of the mosaic expression). We recorded intracellularly
from the muscle target of MN1-1b and MNISN-1s, muscle 1 (M1), in one hemisegment
innervated by MNs expressing the knockdown, while simultaneously recording from M1
in an adjacent hemisegment innervated by WT MNs.

6.1.1

Effects of expressing Shal RNAi in MN1-1b

Incidence and prevalence of rhythmic activity
We recorded from 4 larvae in which Shal RNAi was expressed only in MN1-1b in one
hemisegment, while all MNs innervating adjacent hemisegments were WT. Fig. 6.1B,C
show representative recordings from two larvae in which the activity of adjacent M1s
innervated by knockdown and WT MNs were compared during P to A waves. Because
each larva served as its own control and only those larva displaying rhythmic activity
were included in the analysis, we will not discuss in detail here, as we did in other sections, the incidence or prevalence of rhythmic activity. The only important considerations
to mention are that, as previously, both P to A and A to P waves were observed, and the
former were more prevalent than the latter. Therefore, we again focused our analyses
only on P to A waves.
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Quantification of rhythmic activity
Activity was quantified on the measures of burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle,
and quiescence interval as recorded during P to A waves. Because previous analysis of intracellular recordings did not show any differences between anterior and posterior hemisegments with respect to these measure (see section 4.3.2), we considered
the recordings from both locations poolable for analysis. Also, whenever possible we
recorded from the hemisegments such that the WT hemisegment was sometimes the
anterior and other times the posterior hemisegment, just in case there were slight differences in any measures based on location.

Burst duration In hemisegments innervated by WT MNs (hereafter referred to as WT
hemisegments), the minimum and maximum burst durations were 1.65 s and 16.51
s, respectively. Burst duration quartiles calculated from the average distribution were
Q(0.25)= 6.01 s, Q(0.50)= 7.46 s, and Q(0.75)= 8.89 s. CV was 0.28. In hemisegments innervated by MN1-1b expressing Shal RNAi (hereafter referred to as Shal RNAi
hemisegments), the minimum and maximum burst durations were 1.22 s and 17.00 s,
respectively. Burst duration quartiles for these hemisegments were Q(0.25)= 6.42 s,
Q(0.50)= 7.47 s, and Q(0.75)= 9.18 s. CV was 0.28. Thus, there were no differences
between the burst durations recorded from M1 hemisegments innervated by WT MNs or
MN1-1b expressing Shal RNAi (p=0.49).

Cycle duration In WT hemisegments, the minimum cycle duration was 3.83 s, while
the maximum was greater than 60 s. WT cycle duration quartiles were Q(0.25)= 10.32
s, Q(0.50)= 20.48 s, and Q(0.75)= 27.71 s. CV was 0.48. In Shal RNAi hemisegments,
the minimum cycle duration was 3.63 s, while the maximum was also greater than 60 s.
Cycle duration quartiles for Shal RNAi hemisegments were Q(0.25)= 10.37 s, Q(0.50)=
21.01 s, and Q(0.75)= 27.55 s. CV was 0.48. Therefore, expressing Shal RNAi in MN11b had no effect on cycle duration (p= 0.95).
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Duty cycle

In WT hemisegments, the minimum and maximum duty cycles were 0.19

and 0.84, respectively. WT duty cycle quartiles were Q(0.25)= 0.38, Q(0.50)= 0.51, and
Q(0.75)= 0.70. CV was 0.32. For Shal RNAi hemisegments the minimum duty cycle was
0.21, while the maximum was 0.89. Duty cycle quartiles for these hemisegments were
Q(0.25)= 0.39, Q(0.50)= 0.50, and Q(0.75)= 0.68. CV was 0.31. Therefore, duty cycle
was also not affected by expressing Shal RNAi in MN1-1b (p= 0.88).

Quiescence interval In WT hemisegments, the minimum and maximum quiescence
intervals were 1.40 s and 48.72 s, respectively. WT quiescence interval quartiles were
Q(0.25)= 3.34 s, Q(0.50)= 12.87 s, and Q(0.75)= 18.81 s. CV was 0.71. In Shal RNAi
hemisegments, the minimum and maximum quiescence intervals were 0.89 s and 47.67
s, respectively. Shal RNAi quiescence interval quartiles were Q(0.25)= 3.36 s, Q(0.50)=
13.21 s, and Q(0.75)= 18.43 s. CV was 0.70. In sum, there was no difference in quiescence intervals recorded from M1 hemisegments innervated by WT MNs or MN1-1b
expressing Shal RNAi (p= 0.99).

Firing frequency

Though we had made several predictions regarding firing frequency

and were very interested in examining this parameter given the role of K+ channels in
regulating firing frequency in many systems, we found that in quantifying firing frequency
from these recordings we faced a number of challenges. As a technical issue, the fact
that the EPSPs during parts of the burst ride on a plateau meant that the baseline was
constantly changing. This made any kind of automated detection of events difficult.
We therefore considered going through each burst by hand, or with some type of semiautomated graphical user interface, to mark events. We first evaluated whether we would
be able to extract the desired information from such an analysis. We concluded that several issues put into question whether we could extract meaningful information regarding
firing frequency from these recordings. First, as described in Chapter 4 section 4.3.5, we
were unable to determine which EPSPs within the burst originated in which MN. There-
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fore, when Shal RNAi was expressed in only one of the two MNs innervating M1, we
were unable to count just the activity originating from that MN and so the measure was
confounded by activity from the WT MN. Second, also mentioned previously in Chapter 4
section 4.3.5, was the fact that activity within a burst consisted of very few single EPSPs
but instead of mostly fused activity where many EPSPs were summating (see also Fig
4.14). Therefore, not only was event detection difficult, but any count of peaks extracted
from the activity would perhaps reflect more a measure of EPSP arrival and summation
at the neuromuscular junction rather than the original firing rate of the MN expressing the
RNAi. Given that many mutants and knockdowns affect properties of the neuromuscular
junction, measuring such activity might give us an effect that was not directly related to a
change of firing rate in the MN. For example, Slo mutants show reduced neurotransmitter release and alterations in repolarization of the muscle membrane, which lead to the
absence of the double-peaked potentials normally observed in WT [210]. Thus, peak
counts from recordings in these mutants would likely be lower than in WT but would not
reflect a difference in the firing rate of the MNs. eag/Sh double mutants show increased
transmitter release and prolonged potentials at the NMJ [223], which could again lead
to differences in peak counts that are unrelated to changes in the firing rate of MNs. For
all these reasons, we did not attempt a systematic analysis of firing frequency from the
muscle recordings.
However, we were still curious as to whether there were any obvious trends in the
recordings, and so we did examine visually select bursts from several larvae expressing
Shal RNAi in MN1-1b and compared the activity to that recorded from hemisegments
innervated by WT MNs in the same animal. Fig 6.2 shows an example of such a visual
examination where bursts recorded in Shal RNAi and WT hemisegments were compared
at three intervals: the first, middle, and last 2 s of each burst. In this example, a count
of peaks reveals that in the first interval the WT hemisegments had a slightly lower peak
count that the Shal RNAi hemisegment, in the second interval the WT hemisegments
had a higher peak count, and in the third interval the WT and Shal RNAi hemisegments
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had similar counts. A count of peaks in recordings from WT and Shal RNAi hemisegments in another animal revealed that the Shal RNAi hemisegment had a smaller number of peaks in all three intervals compared to the WT hemisegment. Though definite
conclusions cannot be made, this rudimentary analysis suggests that either there was
no effect on firing frequency of expressing Shal RNAi in MN1-1b, or such an effect was
not detectable in these recordings.
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A.

B.

C.

Figure 6.1: Expression of Shal RNAi in MN1-1b. A. Schematic showing larval preparation for
intracellular recording and the mosaic expression of Shal RNAi. Inset shows a magnification
of the ventral nerve chord (VNC) in which abdominal segments A2-A7 are shown (separated by
dashed horizontal lines). Hemisegments are separated by the midline (dashed vertical line). One
MN1-1b in the left hemisegment of A5 is shown in red to indicate RFP expression, and thus expression of Shal RNAi. Intracellular recordings were made from the muscle target of this neuron
(muscle labeled red) and from an adjacent muscle innervated by WT MNs. B., C. Recordings of
P to A wave activity from two larvae innervated by WT MNs and MN1-1b expressing Shal RNAi,
as indicated. Scale bar is 15 s in B. and 20 s in C.

A.

B. (1.)

C. (2.)

D. (3.)
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of single bursts recorded from hemisegments innervated by WT MNs or MN1-1b expressing Shal RNAi. A.
Bursts recorded during a P to A wave from WT and Shal RNAi hemisegments. Scale bar is 1 s. Transparent blue rectangles show 2
s windows that are enlarged in B-D. B-D. Enlargements of the 2 s windows indicated in A, corresponding to the first (B), second (C),
and third (D) intervals described in section 6.1.1. Segmental delay has been corrected so peak counts can be directly compared for that
portion of the burst.
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Summary The results described above, except those pertaining to firing frequency, are
summarized in Table 6.1. Raw and average distributions from WT hemisegments can be
found in Fig. 6.3 and Shal RNAi hemisegments in Fig. 6.4. Comparison of the average
distributions of each measure in WT and Shal RNAi hemisegments can be found in
Fig. 6.5. The data reveal that expressing Shal RNAi in MN1-1b did not alter rhythmic
motor output as recorded from its muscle target, M1. Burst durations, cycle durations,
duty cycles and quiescence intervals were all indistinguishable from WT. Rudimentary,
though inconclusive, analysis suggested there was also no effect on firing frequency.
Table 6.1: Burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle, and quiescence interval in adjacent
M1’s innervated by WT MNs or MN1-1b expressing ShalRNAi
WT
measure
burst duration
cycle duration
duty cycle
quiescence
interval
Shal RNAi
measure
burst duration
cycle duration
duty cycle
quiescence
interval

n
4
4
4
4

min
1.65
3.83
0.19
1.40

max
16.15
> 60
0.84
48.72

Q(0.25)
6.01
10.32
0.38
3.34

Q(0.50)
7.46
20.48
0.51
12.87

Q(0.75)
8.89
27.71
0.70
18.81

CV
0.28
0.48
0.32
0.71

p-value
-

n
4
4
4
4

min
1.22
3.63
0.21
0.89

max
17.00
> 60
0.89
47.67

Q(0.25)
6.42
10.37
0.39
3.36

Q(0.50)
7.47
21.01
0.50
13.21

Q(0.75)
9.18
27.55
0.68
18.43

CV
0.28
0.48
0.31
0.70

p-value
0.49
0.95
0.88
0.99

Figure 6.3: Quantification of burst duration, duty cycle, quiescence interval, and cycle duration from intracellular recordings of segments
innervated by WT MNs. Top row: Plots showing the frequency of observations for recordings 1-4. Cooler colors indicate less frequent
observations, warmer colors indicate more frequent ones. Middle row: Distributions of the relative frequencies for each measure. Distributions from individual larvae are represented by thin colored lines, while average distribution is represented by thick black dashed line.
Bottom row: Average distributions on their own scale to better show shape.
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Figure 6.4: Quantification of burst duration, duty cycle, quiescence interval, and cycle duration from intracellular recordings of segments
innervated by MN1-1b expressing Shal RNAi. Top row: Plots showing the frequency of observations for recordings 1-4. Cooler colors
indicate less frequent observations, warmer colors indicate more frequent ones. Middle row: Distributions of the relative frequencies for
each measure. Distributions from individual larvae are represented by thin colored lines, while average distribution is represented by thick
black dashed line. Bottom row: Average distributions on their own scale to better show shape.
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A.

B.

C.

D.

Figure 6.5: Average distributions for the measures of burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle,
and quiescence interval in hemisegments innervated by WT MNs (black) and MN1-1b expressing
Shal RNAi (white). Gray areas represent overlap between the two distributions. Since these
recordings come from mosaic larvae, the 4 larvae on which these distributions are based are
each represented by one WT and one Shal RNAi hemisegment.

6.1.2

Effects of expressing Shal RNAi in MNISN-1s

Incidence and prevalence of rhythmic activity
We recorded from 12 larvae in which Shal RNAi was expressed only in MNISN-1s in one
hemisegment, while adjacent hemisegments were innervated by WT MNs. We chose 5
of the best recordings for analysis. Fig. 6.6B, C show representative recordings from two
larvae in which the activity of adjacent M1s innervated by knockdown and WT MNs were
compared during P to A waves. Again, all we will say here regarding the incidence and
prevalence of activity is that both P to A and A to P waves were observed, and the former
were more prevalent than the latter. Therefore, we again focused our quantification only
on P to A wave activity.
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Quantification of rhythmic activity
Burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle, and quiescence interval were quantified from P
to A wave activity. Again, we considered recordings from anterior and posterior hemisegments poolable for analysis, and every attempt was made to record such that the WT
hemisegment was equally likely to be either the anterior or posterior hemisegment.

Burst duration

In WT hemisegments, the minimum and maximum burst durations

were 1.53 s and 27.95 s, respectively. Burst duration quartiles calculated from the average distribution were Q(0.25)= 6.87 s, Q(0.50)= 8.19 s, and Q(0.75)= 11.75 s. CV
was 0.45. In Shal RNAi hemisegments, the minimum and maximum burst durations
were 2.71 s and 27.41 s, respectively. Burst duration quartiles for these hemisegments
were Q(0.25)= 6.59 s, Q(0.50)= 7.95 s, and Q(0.75)= 11.63 s. CV was 0.46. Therefore,
expressing Shal RNAi in MNISN-1s had no effect on burst duration (p= 0.61).

Cycle duration

In WT hemisegments the minimum cycle duration was 5.65 s, while

the maximum was greater than 60 s. Cycle duration quartiles for WT hemisegments
were Q(0.25)= 11.00 s, Q(0.50)= 13.15 s, and Q(0.75)= 15.74 s. CV was 0.58. In Shal
RNAi hemisegments, the minimum cycle duration was 5.50 s, while the maximum was
again greater than 60 s. Cycle duration quartiles for Shal RNAi hemisegments were
Q(0.25)= 10.87 s, Q(0.50)= 13.03 s, and Q(0.75)= 15.74 s. CV was 0.58. Thus, there
was no difference in cycle durations recorded from M1 hemisegments innervated by WT
MNs or MNISN-1s expressing Shal RNAi (p= 0.99).

Duty cycle

In WT hemisegments, the minimum and maximum duty cycles were 0.08

and 0.95, respectively. WT duty cycle quartiles were Q(0.25)= 0.56, Q(0.50)= 0.71, and
Q(0.75)= 0.82. CV was 0.26. In Shal RNAi hemisegments, the minimum and maximum
duty cycles were 0.08 and 0.93, respectively. Duty cycle quartiles for these hemisegments were Q(0.25)= 0.53, Q(0.50)= 0.71, and Q(0.75)= 0.81. CV was 0.26. So, there
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was no effect on duty cycle of expressing Shal RNAi in MNISN-1s (p= 0.61).

Quiescence interval In WT hemisegments, the minimum quiescence interval was
0.55 s, while the maximum was greater than 60 s. WT quiescence interval quartiles
were Q(0.25)= 2.49 s, Q(0.50)= 3.46 s, and Q(0.75)= 5.11 s. CV was 1.28. In Shal RNAi
hemisegments, the minimum quiescence intervals was 1.18 s, while the maximum was
also greater than 60 s. Shal RNAi quiescence interval quartiles were Q(0.25)= 2.76 s,
Q(0.50)= 3.51 s, and Q(0.75)= 5.38 s. CV was 1.24. Therefore, expressing Shal RNAi
in MNISN-1s had no effect on quiescence interval (p= 0.42).

Firing frequency

As described in section 6.1.1, there were issues with quantifying

firing frequency and so we did not attempt a systematic analysis. However, we did
visually examine bursts from several larvae expressing Shal RNAi in MNISN-1s and
compared the activity to that recorded from WT hemisegments as described in section
6.1.1. Fig. 6.7 shows examples of burst comparisons in two larvae. In the first larva
(Fig. 6.7A), peak counts were larger in the Shal RNAi hemisegment compared to the
WT hemisegment. In contrast, in the second larva (Fig 6.7B) the reverse was true with
higher peak counts in the WT hemisegment. In fact, a visual comparison of multiple
recordings suggested that the firing frequency was often higher in the more posterior of
the two recorded hemisegments regardless of whether they were innervated by WT MNs
or MNISN-1s expressing Shal RNAi. This relationship holds for the examples shown; in
Fig. 6.7A the WT hemisegment was the more anterior hemisegment, while in Fig. 6.7B
it was the more posterior one. Though not definitive, this analysis suggests that either
there was no effect on firing frequency of expressing Shal RNAi in MNISN-1s, or such
an effect was not detectable in these recordings.
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A.

B.

C.

Figure 6.6: Expression of Shal RNAi in MNISN-1s. A. Schematic showing larval preparation
for intracellular recording and the mosaic expression of Shal RNAi. Inset shows a magnification
of the ventral nerve chord (VNC) in which abdominal segments A2-A7 are shown (separated by
dashed horizontal lines). Hemisegments are separated by the midline (dashed vertical line). One
MNISN-1s in the left hemisegment of A5 is shown in red to indicate RFP expression, and thus
expression of Shal RNAi. Intracellular recordings were made from the muscle target of this neuron (muscle labeled red) and from an adjacent muscle innervated by WT MNs. B., C. Recordings
of P to A wave activity from two larvae innervated by WT MNs and MNISN-1s expressing Shal
RNAi, as indicated. Scale bar is 40 s in B. and 20 s in C.

A.

B.

C.

D.

Figure 6.7: Comparison of single bursts recorded from hemisegments innervated by WT MNs or MNISN-1s expressing Shal RNAi. A.,
B Bursts recorded during a P to A wave from WT and Shal RNAi hemisegments in two different larvae. Scale bar is 1 s in each. C., D.
Enlargements of the first 2 s of the bursts in A (C) and bursts in B (D). Segmental delay has been corrected so peak counts can be directly
compared for that portion of the burst.
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Summary The results described above, except those regarding firing frequency, are
summarized in Table 6.2. Raw and average distributions for WT and Shal RNAi hemisegments can be found in Figs. 6.8 and 6.9, respectively. Comparison of the average distributions of each measure in WT and Shal RNAi hemisegments can be found in Fig.
6.10. The data show that expressing Shal RNAi in MNISN-1s did not alter rhythmic
motor output as recorded from its muscle target, M1. Burst durations, cycle durations,
duty cycles and quiescence intervals were all virtually identical to those recorded from
WT hemisegments, and our visual analysis of firing frequency suggests there was no
consistent effect.
Table 6.2: Burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle, and quiescence interval in adjacent
M1’s innervated by WT MNs or MNISN-1s expressing Shal RNAi
WT
measure
burst duration
cycle duration
duty cycle
quiescence
interval
Shal RNAi
measure
burst duration
cycle duration
duty cycle
quiescence
interval

n
5
5
5
5

min
1.53
5.65
0.08
0.55

max
27.95
> 60
0.95
> 60

Q(0.25)
6.87
11.00
0.56
2.49

Q(0.50)
8.19
13.15
0.71
3.46

Q(0.75)
11.75
15.74
0.82
5.11

CV
0.45
0.58
0.26
1.28

p-value
-

n
5
5
5
5

min
2.71
5.50
0.08
1.18

max
27.41
> 60
0.93
> 60

Q(0.25)
6.59
10.87
0.53
2.76

Q(0.50)
7.95
13.03
0.71
3.51

Q(0.75)
11.63
15.74
0.81
5.38

CV
0.46
0.58
0.26
1.24

p-value
0.61
0.99
0.61
0.42

Figure 6.8: Quantification of burst duration, duty cycle, quiescence interval, and cycle duration from intracellular recordings of segments
innervated by WT MNs. Top row: Plots showing the frequency of observations for recordings 1-5. Cooler colors indicate less frequent
observations, warmer colors indicate more frequent ones. Middle row: Distributions of the relative frequencies for each measure. Distributions from individual larvae are represented by thin colored lines, while average distribution is represented by thick black dashed line.
Bottom row: Average distributions on their own scale to better show shape.
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Figure 6.9: Quantification of burst duration, duty cycle, quiescence interval, and cycle duration from intracellular recordings of segments
innervated by MNISN-1s expressing Shal RNAi. Top row: Plots showing the frequency of observations for recordings 1-5. Cooler colors
indicate less frequent observations, warmer colors indicate more frequent ones. Middle row: Distributions of the relative frequencies for
each measure. Distributions from individual larvae are represented by thin colored lines, while average distribution is represented by thick
black dashed line. Bottom row: Average distributions on their own scale to better show shape.
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A.

B.

C.

D.

Figure 6.10: Average distributions for the measures of burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle,
and quiescence interval in hemisegments innervated by WT MNs (black) and MNISN-1s expressing Shal RNAi (white). Gray areas represent overlap between the two distributions. Since these
recordings come from mosaic larvae, the 5 larvae on which these distributions are based are
each represented by one WT and one Shal RNAi hemisegment.

6.1.3

Effects of expressing Shal RNAi in both MN1-1b and MNISN-1s

Incidence and prevalence of rhythmic activity
We recorded from 2 larvae in which Shal RNAi was expressed in both MN1-1b and
MNISN-1s in one hemisegment, while adjacent hemisegments were innervated by WT
MNs. Fig. 6.11B,C show the recordings from these larvae in which the activity of adjacent M1s innervated by knockdown and WT MNs were compared during P to A waves.
Only P to A waves were recorded from these larvae.
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Quantification of rhythmic activity
Because the sample consisted of only 2 larvae and some measures of bursting were
very different across the two animals, the average distribution was not representative
here. So, each animal was considered separately when calculating minimums, maximums, and quartiles for the measures of burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle, and
quiescence interval. The data from one animal is described in detail below and is based
on a sample of 17 bursts. We will summarize, but not describe in detail, the results from
the other larva.

Burst duration

In the WT hemisegment, the minimum and maximum burst durations

were 5.40 s and 16.02 s, respectively. Burst duration quartiles were Q(0.25)= 6.26 s,
Q(0.50)= 7.49 s, and Q(0.75)= 9.20 s. CV was 0.33. In the Shal RNAi hemisegment,
the minimum and maximum burst durations were 5.48 s and 15.54 s, respectively. Burst
duration quartiles for this hemisegment were Q(0.25)= 6.50 s, Q(0.50)= 7.65 s, and
Q(0.75)= 9.02 s. CV was 0.31. Thus, for this larva there was no difference in burst durations recorded from M1 hemisegments innervated by WT MNs or MN1-1b and MNISN1s
expressing Shal RNAi (p= 0.82). In the second larva there was also no difference between WT and Shal RNAi hemisegments with respect to burst duration (p= 0.62).

Cycle duration In the WT hemisegment, the minimum cycle duration was 7.81 s,
while the maximum was 19.48 s. Cycle duration quartiles for this hemisegment were
Q(0.25)= 8.86 s, Q(0.50)= 10.47 s, and Q(0.75)= 12.88 s. CV was 0.27. In the Shal
RNAi hemisegment, the minimum cycle duration was 7.89 s, while the maximum was
19.41 s. Cycle duration quartiles for this hemisegment were Q(0.25)= 8.62 s, Q(0.50)=
10.79 s, and Q(0.75)= 12.68 s. CV was 0.28. Therefore, in this larva expressing Shal
RNAi in MN1-1b and MNISN-1s did not affect cycle duration (p= 0.94). Likewise, there
was no effect on cycle duration in the second larva (p= 0.93).
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Duty cycle In the WT hemisegment, the minimum and maximum duty cycles were
0.65 and 0.82, respectively. WT duty cycle quartiles were Q(0.25)= 0.68, Q(0.50)= 0.72,
and Q(0.75)= 0.75. CV was 0.07. In the Shal RNAi hemisegment, the minimum and
maximum duty cycles were 0.64 and 0.83, respectively. Duty cycle quartiles for these
hemisegments were Q(0.25)= 0.70, Q(0.50)= 0.73, and Q(0.75)= 0.75. CV was 0.06.
Thus, in this larva there was no difference between duty cycles from the hemisegment
innervated by WT MNs or MN1-1b and MNISN-1s expressing Shal RNAi (p= 0.56).
There was also no effect on duty cycle in the second larva (p= 0.14).

Quiescence interval

In the WT hemisegment, the minimum quiescence intervals was

2.25 s, while the maximum was 4.26 s. WT quiescence interval quartiles were Q(0.25)=
2.54 s, Q(0.50)= 2.73 s, and Q(0.75)= 3.62 s. CV was 0.22. In the Shal RNAi hemisegment, the minimum quiescence interval was 2.17 s, while the maximum was 4.51 s.
Shal RNAi quiescence interval quartiles were Q(0.25)= 2.29 s, Q(0.50)= 2.65 s, and
Q(0.75)= 3.75 s. CV was 0.27. In sum, in this larva expressing Shal RNAi in MN1-1b
and MNISN-1s did not affect quiescence interval (p= 0.47). Likewise, there was no effect
on quiescence interval in the second larva (p= 0.10).

Firing frequency As previously, due to the issues with quantifying firing frequency
we did not attempt a systematic analysis, but only visually compared bursts from both
larvae expressing Shal RNAi in both MN1-1b and MNISN-1s and compared the activity
to that recorded from WT hemisegments as described in section 6.1.1. Fig. 6.12 shows
examples of burst comparisons in the two larvae. In both larvae the assessment of
which hemisegment had a higher firing frequency depended on where in the burst one
looked. In the first larva (Fig. 6.12A, C), while peak counts were very similar across
hemisegments in the initial 2 s of the burst, the Shal RNAi hemisegments appeared to
have a higher peak count in later portions of the burst. However, in the second larva
(Fig 6.12B, D) the Shal RNAi hemisegments had a higher peak count than the WT
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hemisegment in the initial 2 s of the burst, but a lower peak count in later portions of the
burst. Therefore, there was either no consistent effect on firing frequency of expressing
Shal RNAi in MN1-1b and MNISN-1s, or such an effect was not detectable in these
recordings.
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A.

B.

C.

Figure 6.11: Expression of Shal RNAi in MN1-1b and MNISN-1s. A. Schematic showing larval
preparation for intracellular recording and the mosaic expression of Shal RNAi. Inset shows a
magnification of the ventral nerve chord (VNC) in which abdominal segments A2-A7 are shown
(separated by dashed horizontal lines). Hemisegments are separated by the midline (dashed
vertical line). One MN1-1b and one MNISN-1s in the left hemisegment of A5 are shown in red to
indicate RFP expression, and thus expression of Shal RNAi. Intracellular recordings were made
from the muscle target of these neurons (muscle labeled red) and from an adjacent muscle
innervated by WT MNs. B., C. Recordings of P to A wave activity from two larvae in which
hemisegments were innervated by WT MNs or MN1-1b and MNMNISN-1s expressing Shal RNAi,
as indicated. Scale bar is 10 s in B. and 15 s in C.

A.

B.

C.

D.

Figure 6.12: Comparison of single bursts recorded from hemisegments innervated by WT MNs or MN1-1b and MNISN-1s expressing
Shal RNAi. A., B Bursts recorded during a P to A wave from WT and Shal RNAi hemisegments in two different larvae. Scale bar is 1 s in
each. C., D. Enlargements of the first 2 s of the bursts in A (C) and bursts in B (D). Segmental delay has been corrected so peak counts
can be directly compared for that portion of the burst.
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Summary The results described above, except those regarding firing frequency, are
summarized in Table 6.3. Comparison of the distributions of these measures in the WT
and Shal RNAi hemisegments from one larvae can be found in Fig. 6.13. The data
reveal that expressing Shal RNAi in MN1-1b and MNISN-1s did not alter rhythmic motor
output as recorded from its muscle target, M1. Burst durations, cycle durations, duty
cycles and quiescence intervals were all indistinguishable from WT, and there appeared
to be no consistent measurable effect on firing frequency.
Table 6.3: Burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle, and quiescence interval in adjacent
M1’s innervated by WT MNs or MN1-1b and MNISN-1s expressing Shal RNAi in one
larva
WT
measure
burst duration
cycle duration
duty cycle
quiescence
interval
Shal RNAi
measure
burst duration
cycle duration
duty cycle
quiescence
interval

n*
17
17
17
17

min
5.40
7.81
0.65
2.25

max
16.02
19.48
0.82
4.26

Q(0.25)
6.26
8.86
0.68
2.54

Q(0.50)
7.49
10.47
0.72
2.73

Q(0.75)
9.20
12.88
0.75
3.62

CV
0.33
0.27
0.07
0.22

p-value
-

n*
17
17
17
17

min
5.48
7.89
0.64
2.17

max
15.54
19.41
0.83
4.51

Q(0.25)
6.50
8.62
0.70
2.29

Q(0.50)
7.65
10.79
0.73
2.65

Q(0.75)
9.02
12.68
0.75
3.75

CV
0.31
0.28
0.06
0.27

p-value
0.82
0.94
0.56
0.47

*Because the data in this table come from only one larva, ’n’ refers to the number of bursts.

6.1.4

Overview

In sum, expressing Shal RNAi in MN1-1b, MNISN-1s, or in both MNs, did not alter
rhythmic motor output. Burst durations, cycle durations, duty cycles, and quiescence
intervals were all indistinguishable when recorded from hemisegments innervated by WT
MNs or MNs expressing the RNAi construct. In addition, though we could no perform a
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A.

B.

C.

D.

Figure 6.13: Distributions for the measures of burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle, and
quiescence interval in hemisegments innervated by WT MNs (black) or MN1-1b and MNISN1s expressing Shal RNAi (white) in one larva. Gray areas represent overlap between the two
distributions.

systematic analysis of firing frequency, our results suggest that expressing Shal RNAi
did not alter the firing frequency of MNs as measured from their muscle target. These
results are discussed further in Chapter 7 section 7.2.3.

6.2

The role of eag/Shaker in MNs in shaping rhythmic motor output

As discussed in Literature Review section 2.2.1, the transient K+ current carried through
Shaker channels is another other contributor to IAV in Drosphila. Elimination of Shaker
in the whole animal has already been shown to affect crawling behavior in intact larvae
and rhythmic motor activity recorded from abdominal nerves [204]. In larval neurons, eag
channels may contribute to a number of K+ currents, in particular IA . Double mutants
of eag and Shaker show locomotor abnormalities, including irregular bursting and tonic
firing recorded from larval abdominal muscles [27]. Expression of an eag/Shaker double
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dominant negative construct (eag/Sh DN) in MNs causes shorter delay to first spike and
increased firing in response to current injection [84]. We asked, therefore, what role do
eag/Shaker channels play in MNs in shaping firing during rhythmic activity? To address
this question, we expressed eag/Sh DN in select groups of MNs.

6.2.1

Expressing eag/Shaker DN in all MNs under the control of OK371-GAL4

Incidence of rhythmic activity
9 of 10 (90%) OK371;Sh DN larvae displayed spontaneous bouts of rhythmic activity. A
representative example of a P to A wave bout recorded in an OK371;Sh DN larva can
be seen in Fig. 6.2.1B. All larvae showed P to A waves. No A to P or combination bouts
were recorded. P to A waves bouts ranged from 4 to 10 minutes. These results are
summarized and compared to WT in Table 6.4.
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A.

C.

B.

D.

Figure 6.14: Expressing eag/Sh DN under the control of OK371-GAL4 alters rhythmic motor
output. A. Larval preparation for extracellular recording (see Fig.4.1 for detailed description).
B. Dual extracellular recordings from WT (top two traces) and OK371;eag/Sh DN (bottom two
traces) larvae during P to A waves. In each set of traces, the top one is from the posterior and
the bottom one from the anterior nerve. Scale bar is 20 s. C, D. Enlargements of select portions
of the traces in B. It is clear that both posterior (top traces in C and D) and anterior (bottom
traces) nerves show decreased burst durations and quiescence intervals in OK371;eag/Sh DN
larvae relative to WT. Cycle duration is also decreased compared to WT. Scale bars are each 2
s.

Table 6.4: Incidence and duration of wave type bouts in WT and OK371;eag/Sh DN larvae
genotype

active
larvae

WT
OK371;eag/ShDN

10
9

larvae
with A
to P
waves
2
0

larvae
with P
to A
waves
9
9

total
# of
bouts

# of A
to P
bouts

bout
duration
(min.)

# of P
to A
bouts

bout
duration
(min.)

#
of
combo
bouts

bout
duration
(min.)

11
9

1
0

2
N/A

9
9

1-9
4-10

1
0

3
N/A
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Quantification of rhythmic activity
Burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle, and quiescence interval were quantified from
P to A wave activity. Because previous analysis of WT extracellular recordings showed
differences between anterior and posterior hemisegments on the measures of burst duration, duty cycle, and quiescence interval (see section 4.2.1), anterior and posterior
nerves were analyzed separately for these measures. Nerves were pooled, with only
one recorded nerve per animal included, for the analysis of cycle duration.

Burst duration

In OK371;eag/Sh DN larvae the minimum and maximum anterior burst

durations were 1.61 s and 12.96 s, respectively. Anterior burst duration quartiles calculated from the average distribution were Q(0.25)= 2.51 s, Q(0.50)= 2.78 s, and Q(0.75)=
3.16 s. CV was 0.18. The posterior minimum and maximum burst durations were 2.04
s and 23.93 s, respectively. Posterior burst duration quartiles were Q(0.25)= 5.69 s,
Q(0.50)= 6.37 s, and Q(0.75)= 7.50 s. CV was 0.28. WT minimum, maximum, quartile,
and CV values for anterior and posterior nerves can be found in Table 6.5. The data
show that expressing eag/Sh DN under the control of OK371-GAL4 did alter burst duration. In both anterior and posterior nerves, burst durations were shorter in OK371;eag/Sh
DN larvae compared to WT (p= 2.02 x 1031 for anterior nerves and p= 8.14 x 10−17 for
posterior nerves).

Duty cycle In OK371;eag/Sh DN larvae, the minimum anterior duty cycle was 0.09,
while the maximum was 0.80. Anterior duty cycle quartiles were Q(0.25)= 0.26, Q(0.50)=
0.30, and Q(0.75)= 0.35. CV was 0.20. The minimum posterior duty cycle was 0.13,
while the maximum was 0.93.

Posterior duty cycle quartiles were Q(0.25)= 0.57,

Q(0.50)= 0.64, and Q(0.75)= 0.71. CV was 0.15. WT minimum, maximum, quartile,
and CV values for anterior and posterior nerves can be found in Table 6.5. The data
show that expressing eag/Sh DN under the control of OK371-GAL4 did not alter duty
cycle. In both anterior and posterior nerves, duty cycles in OK371;eag/Sh DN larvae
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were similar to WT (p= 0.19 for anterior nerves and p= 0.13 posterior nerves).

Quiescence interval

In OK371;eag/Sh DN larvae, the minimum and maximum ante-

rior quiescence intervals were 1.64 s and 26.98 s, respectively. Anterior quiescence
interval quartiles were Q(0.25)= 6.05 s, Q(0.50)= 7.13 s, and Q(0.75)= 8.35 s. CV was
0.28. The minimum posterior quiescence interval was 0.99 s, while the maximum was
26.87 s. Posterior quiescence interval quartiles were Q(0.25)= 2.77 s, Q(0.50)= 3.21 s,
and Q(0.75)= 4.04 s. CV was 0.44. WT minimum, maximum, quartile, and CV values for
anterior and posterior nerves can be found in Table 6.5. The data show that expressing
eag/Sh DN under the control of OK371-GAL4 did alter quiescence interval. In both anterior and posterior nerves, quiescence intervals were shorter in OK371;eag/Sh DN larvae
compared to WT (p= 3.36 x 1021 for anterior nerves and p= 5.17 x 10−14 for posterior
nerves).

Cycle duration As previously, cycle duration was analyzed with nerves pooled but no
more than one recorded nerve per larva included. In OK371;eag/Sh DN larvae, the
minimum and maximum cycle durations were 4.37 s and 31.65 s, respectively. Cycle
duration quartiles were Q(0.25)= 8.88 s, Q(0.50)= 10.00 s, and Q(0.75)= 11.64 s. CV
was 0.23. WT minimum, maximum, quartile, and CV values can be found in Table 6.5.
The data show that expressing eag/Sh DN under the control of OK371-GAL4 did alter
cycle duration. In OK371;eag/Sh DN larvae cycle durations were shorter than in WT (p=
1.77 x 1023 ).

Summary and next directions

These results are summarized and compared to WT

in Table 6.5. Raw distributions from each animal and average distributions for the group
can be found for anterior nerves in Fig. 6.15 and for posterior nerves in Fig. 6.16. Comparison of the average distributions in WT and OK371;eag/Sh DN larvae can be found in
Fig. 6.17. The data reveal that expressing eag/Sh DN under the control of OK371-GAL4
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resulted in altered rhythmic motor output. The effects were the same in anterior and posterior nerves, namely shorter burst durations and quiescence intervals and similar duty
cycles compared to WT. Cycle duration was also shorter in OK371;eag/Sh DN larvae
relative to WT.
These results suggest that K+ currents carried by eag and Shaker channels are
important for shaping rhythmic motor output. However, we were concerned, as with previous experiments, about the expression of OK371-GAL4 outside the MNs (see Chapter 5 section 5.2.1). Again, we were specifically concerned about the potential effects
caused by expression of eag/Sh DN in glutamatergic interneurons. So, we decided to
express the same eag/Sh DN construct under the control of the other general MN driver
previously used, C380-GAL4.
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Table 6.5: Burst duration, duty cycle, and quiescence interval in WT and OK371; eagSh
DN larvae
WT
nerves/ measure
Ant. nerves
burst duration
duty cycle
quiescence
interval
Post. nerves
burst duration
duty cycle
quiescence
interval
All nerves
cycle duration
OK371;
eag/Sh DN
nerves/ measure
Ant. nerves
burst duration
duty cycle
quiescence
interval
Post. nerves
burst duration
duty cycle
quiescence
interval
All nerves
cycle duration

n

min

max

Q(0.25)

Q(0.50)

(Q(0.75)

CV

p-value

7
7
7

2.39
0.08
1.60

10.42
0.80
38.25

4.14
0.26
9.36

4.58
0.32
11.60

5.38
0.37
14.93

0.18
0.24
0.37

-

7
7
7

2.40
0.19
0.90

36.50
0.91
33.25

7.57
0.54
4.08

8.94
0.62
5.46

11.41
0.70
7.44

0.32
0.21
0.60

-

7

5.18

49.54

13.00

15.47

18.14

0.33

-

n

min

max

Q(0.25)

Q(0.50)

(Q(0.75)

CV

p-value

9
9
9

1.61
0.09
1.64

12.96
0.80
26.98

2.51
0.26
6.05

2.78
0.30
7.13

3.16
0.35
8.35

0.18
0.20
0.28

2.02e-31
0.19
3.36e-21

7
7
7

2.04
0.13
0.99

23.93
0.93
26.87

5.69
0.57
2.77

6.37
0.64
3.21

7.50
0.71
4.04

0.28
0.15
0.44

8.14e-17
0.13
5.17e-14

9

4.37

31.65

8.88

10.00

11.64

0.23

1.77e-23

Figure 6.15: Quantification of burst duration, duty cycle, quiescence interval, and cycle duration from extracellular recordings of anterior
nerves in OK371;eag/Sh DN larvae. Top row: Plots showing the frequency of observations for recordings 1-9. Cooler colors indicate less
frequent observations, warmer colors indicate more frequent ones. Middle row: Distributions of the relative frequencies for each measure.
Distributions from individual larvae are represented by thin colored lines, while average distribution is represented by thick black dashed
line. Bottom row: Average distributions on their own scale to better show shape.
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Figure 6.16: Quantification of burst duration, duty cycle, quiescence interval, and cycle duration from extracellular recordings of posterior
nerves in OK371;eag/Sh DN larvae. Top row: Plots showing the frequency of observations for recordings 1-7. Cooler colors indicate less
frequent observations, warmer colors indicate more frequent ones. Middle row: Distributions of the relative frequencies for each measure.
Distributions from individual larvae are represented by thin colored lines, while average distribution is represented by thick black dashed
line. Bottom row: Average distributions on their own scale to better show shape.
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Anterior nerves
A.

B.

C.

Posterior nerves
D.

E.

F.

All Nerves
G.

Figure 6.17: Distributions of the relative frequencies of burst duration, duty cycle, and quiescence interval for anterior nerves (A.-C.) and posterior nerves (D.-F.), and cycle duration (G.) for
all nerves in WT (black) and OK371;eag/Sh DN (white) larvae. The gray areas represent overlap
between distributions.

6.2.2

Expressing eag/Shaker DN in all MNs under the control of C380-GAL4

Incidence of rhythmic activity
10 of 12 (83%) C380;eag/Sh DN larvae displayed spontaneous bouts of rhythmic activity.
A representative example of a P to A wave bout recorded in a C380;eagSh DN larva can
be seen in Fig. 6.2.2B. P to A waves were more common than A to P waves. All active
larvae showed P to A waves, but only 2 larvae showed A to P waves. Of 14 total bouts, 12
(86%) consisted of only P to A waves, while 2 (14%) were combination bouts consisting
of both wave types. No bouts consisting of only A to P waves were recorded. P to A
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wave bouts ranged from 1 to 7 minutes, while combination bouts lasted between 2 and
8 minutes. These results are summarized and compared to WT in Table 6.6.
A.

B.

C.

D.

Figure 6.18: Expressing eag/Sh DN under the control of C380-GAL4 alters rhythmic motor
output. A. Larval preparation for extracellular recording (see Fig. 4.1 for detailed description).
B. Dual extracellular recordings from WT (top two traces) and C380;eag/Sh DN (bottom two
traces) larvae during P to A waves. In each larva, posterior (A6) and anterior (A3 or A4) nerves
were recorded. Scale bar is 10 s. C, D. Enlargements of select portions of the traces in B.
While posterior nerves (top traces in C and D) in C380;eag/Sh DN larvae show increased burst
durations and decreased quiescence intervals relative to WT, anterior nerves (bottom traces in C
and D) show decreased burst durations and quiescence intervals. Scale bars are each 2 s.

Table 6.6: Incidence and duration of wave type bouts in WT and C380;eag/Sh DN larvae
genotype

active
larvae

WT
C380;eag/Sh DN

10
10

larvae
with A
to P
waves
2
2

larvae
with P
to A
waves
9
10

total
# of
bouts

# of A
to P
bouts

bout
duration
(min.)

# of P
to A
bouts

bout
duration
(min.)

#
of
combo
bouts

bout
duration
(min.)

11
14

1
0

2
N/A

9
12

1-9
1-7

1
2

3
2-8
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Quantification of rhythmic activity
Burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle, and quiescence interval were quantified during
P to A waves. As previously, anterior and posterior nerves were analyzed separately for
the measures of burst duration, duty cycle, and quiescence interval, while nerves were
pooled for the analysis of cycle duration.

Burst duration

In C380;eag/Sh DN larvae the minimum and maximum anterior burst

durations were 1.79 s and 6.53 s, respectively. Anterior burst duration quartiles calculated from the average distribution were Q(0.25)= 2.86 s, Q(0.50)= 3.14 s, and Q(0.75)=
3.50 s. CV was 0.15. The posterior minimum and maximum burst durations were 4.14
s and 36.53 s, respectively. Posterior burst duration quartiles were Q(0.25)= 9.09 s,
Q(0.50)= 10.62 s, and Q(0.75)= 13.69 s. CV was 0.32. WT minimum, maximum, quartile, and CV values can be found in Table 6.7. The data show that expressing eag/Sh DN
under the control of C380-GAL4 did alter burst duration, but the effects were different
for anterior and posterior nerves. In anterior nerves burst durations were shorter than in
WT (p= 2.40 x 10−29 ), while posterior burst durations were longer (p= 7.72 x 10−6 ).

Duty cycle

In C380;eag/Sh DN larvae the minimum anterior duty cycle was 0.07, while

the maximum was 0.44. Anterior duty cycle quartiles were Q(0.25)= 0.22, Q(0.50)= 0.26,
and Q(0.75)= 0.29. CV was 0.20. The minimum posterior duty cycle was 0.29, while the
maximum was 0.94. Posterior duty cycle quartiles were Q(0.25)= 0.65, Q(0.50)= 0.73,
and Q(0.75)= 0.80. CV was 0.12. WT minimum, maximum, quartile, and CV values
can be found in Table 6.7. The data show that expressing eag/Sh DN under the control
of C380-GAL4 did alter duty cycle, but again the effects were different for anterior and
posterior nerves. In anterior nerves duty cycles were smaller than in WT (p= 1.52 x
10−10 ), while posterior duty cycles were larger (p= 2.84 x 10−10 ).
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Quiescence interval In C380;eag/Sh DN larvae, the minimum and maximum anterior
quiescence intervals were 3.17 s and 36.14 s, respectively. Anterior quiescence interval
quartiles were Q(0.25)= 8.77 s, Q(0.50)= 10.36 s, and Q(0.75)= 13.19 s. CV was 0.29.
The minimum posterior quiescence interval was 1.12 s, while the maximum was 18.32
s. Posterior quiescence interval quartiles were Q(0.25)= 3.04 s, Q(0.50)= 3.78 s, and
Q(0.75)= 5.73 s. CV was 0.42. WT minimum, maximum, quartile, and CV values can be
found in Table 6.7. The data show that expressing eag/Sh DN under the control of C380GAL4 did change quiescence interval. In both anterior and posterior nerves quiescence
intervals were shorter in C380;eag/Sh DN larvae than in WT (p= 0.04 for anterior nerves
and p= 7.99 x 10−6 for posterior nerves).

Cycle duration

As previously, cycle duration was analyzed with nerves pooled, but

no more than one recorded hemisegment from each larva was included in the sample.
In C380;eag/Sh DN larva the minimum and maximum cycle durations were 5.70 s and
40.57 s, respectively. Cycle duration quartiles were Q(0.25)=11.80 s, Q(0.50)= 13.82 s,
and Q(0.75)= 17.40 s. CV was 0.26. WT minimum, maximum, quartile, and CV values
can be found in Table 6.7. The data show that cycle durations in C380;eag/Sh DN larvae
were similar to WT (p= 0.051).

Summary and next directions The results described above are summarized in Table
6.7. Raw distributions from each animal and average distributions for the group can be
found for anterior nerves in Fig. 6.19 and for posterior nerves in Fig. 6.20. Comparison
of the average distributions of each measure in WT and C380;eag/Sh DN larvae can
be found in Fig. 6.21. The results show that expressing eag/Sh DN under the control
of C380-GAL4 resulted in altered rhythmic motor output, but that the effects were different in anterior and posterior nerves. In anterior nerves, burst durations, duty cycles,
and quiescence intervals were all smaller in C380;eag/Sh DN larvae relative to WT. In
posterior nerves, burst durations and duty cycles were larger, while quiescence intervals
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were smaller, compared to WT. Cycle durations in all nerves, however, were similar in
C380;eag/Sh DN larvae relative to WT.
Our results show that expressing eag/Sh DN under the control of C380-GAL4 altered
rhythmic motor output. However, many of the effects observed were different from those
observed in OK371;eag/Sh larvae. For example, in OK371;eag/Sh DN larvae both anterior and posterior nerves showed a decrease in burst duration, while in C380;eag/Sh
DN larvae only anterior burst durations decreased while posterior ones increased. Also,
while OK371;eag/Sh DN larvae showed a decrease in cycle duration, C380;eag/Sh larvae did not. Therefore, we still wondered whether the effects we observed were due to
expression of eag/Sh DN in MNs, or due to expression somewhere else in the nervous
system. We decided to examine the effects of expressing eag/Sh DN by comparing WT
and genetically manipulated MNs in the same animal.
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Table 6.7: Burst duration, duty cycle, and quiescence interval in WT and C380; eag/Sh
DN larvae
WT
nerves/ measure
Ant. nerves
burst duration
duty cycle
quiescence
interval
Post. nerves
burst duration
duty cycle
quiescence
interval
All nerves
cycle duration
C380; eag/Sh
DN
nerves/ measure
Ant. nerves
burst duration
duty cycle
quiescence
interval
Post. nerves
burst duration
duty cycle
quiescence
interval
All nerves
cycle duration

n

min

max

Q(0.25)

Q(0.50)

(Q(0.75)

CV

p-value

7
7
7

2.39
0.08
1.60

10.42
0.80
38.25

4.14
0.26
9.36

4.58
0.32
11.60

5.38
0.37
14.93

0.18
0.24
0.37

-

7
7
7

2.40
0.19
0.90

36.50
0.91
33.25

7.57
0.54
4.08

8.94
0.62
5.46

11.41
0.70
7.44

0.32
0.21
0.60

-

7

5.18

49.54

13.00

15.47

18.14

0.33

-

n

min

max

Q(0.25)

Q(0.50)

(Q(0.75)

CV

p-value

9
9
9

1.79
0.07
3.17

6.53
0.44
36.14

2.86
0.22
8.77

3.14
0.26
10.36

3.50
0.29
13.19

0.15
0.20
0.29

2.40e-29
1.52e-10
0.04

6
6
6

4.14
0.29
1.12

36.53
0.94
18.32

9.09
0.65
3.04

10.62
0.73
3.78

13.69
0.80
5.73

0.32
0.12
0.42

7.72e-6
2.84e-10
7.99e-6

9

5.70

40.57

11.80

13.82

17.40

0.26

0.051

Figure 6.19: Quantification of burst duration, duty cycle, quiescence interval, and cycle duration from extracellular recordings of anterior
nerves in C380;eag/Sh DN larvae. Top row: Plots showing the frequency of observations for recordings 1-9. Cooler colors indicate less
frequent observations, warmer colors indicate more frequent ones. Middle row: Distributions of the relative frequencies for each measure.
Distributions from individual larvae are represented by thin colored lines, while average distribution is represented by thick black dashed
line. Bottom row: Average distributions on their own scale to better show shape.
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Figure 6.20: Quantification of burst duration, duty cycle, quiescence interval, and cycle duration from extracellular recordings of posterior
nerves in C380;eag/Sh DN larvae. Top row: Plots showing the frequency of observations for recordings 1-6. Cooler colors indicate less
frequent observations, warmer colors indicate more frequent ones. Middle row: Distributions of the relative frequencies for each measure.
Distributions from individual larvae are represented by thin colored lines, while average distribution is represented by thick black dashed
line. Bottom row: Average distributions on their own scale to better show shape.
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Figure 6.21: Distributions of the relative frequencies of burst duration, duty cycle, and quiescence interval for anterior nerves (A.-C.) and posterior nerves (D.-F.), and cycle duration (G.) for
all nerves in WT (black) and C380;eag/Sh DN (white) larvae. The gray areas represent overlap
between distributions.

6.2.3

Expressing eag/Shaker DN in few MNs

We used the RN2-GAL4 driver to produce mosaic expression of eag/Sh DN in MNs,
MN-Ib and MNISN-1s (see Literature Review section 2.3.1 for a description of the general technique and section 6.1 for a specific description of how we used this technique
for our experiments). MNs expressing the knockdown were identified by co-expression
of the RFP tag attached to the promoter and a green fluorescent protein (GFP) tag attached to the Shaker portion of the DN construct (see Fig. 6.22A for a schematic of
the mosaic expression). We recorded intracellularly from the muscle target of MN1-1b
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and MNISN-1s, M1, in one hemisegment innervated by MNs expressing the knockdown,
while simultaneously recording from M1 in an adjacent hemisegment innervated by WT
MNs.

Effects of expressing eag/Shaker DN in MN1-1b
We recorded from 4 larvae in which Shal RNAi was expressed only in MN1-1b in one
hemisegment, while adjacent hemisegments were innervated by WT MNs. Fig. 6.22B, C
show representative recordings from two of these larvae in which the activity of adjacent
M1s innervated by knockdown and WT MNs were compared during P to A waves. P to
A wave activity was quantified on the measures of burst duration, cycle duration, duty
cycle, and quiescence interval. As previously, we considered recordings from anterior
and posterior locations poolable for analysis. However, just in case there were slight differences in any measures due to locations we recorded such that the WT hemisegment
was sometimes the anterior and other times the posterior hemisegment.

Burst duration

In WT hemisegments, the minimum and maximum burst durations

were 4.02 s and 28.52 s, respectively. Burst duration quartiles calculated from the average distribution were Q(0.25)= 7.85 s, Q(0.50)= 9.31 s, and Q(0.75)= 11.40 s. CV
was 0.27. For hemisegments innervated by MN1-1b expressing eag/Sh DN (hereafter
referred to as eag/Sh DN hemisegments), the minimum and maximum burst durations
were 2.78 s and 28.81 s, respectively. Burst duration quartiles for these hemisegments
were Q(0.25)= 7.81 s, Q(0.50)= 9.41 s, and Q(0.75)= 11.77 s. CV was 0.30. Thus, there
was no effect of expressing eag/Sh DN in MN1-1b on burst duration (p= 0.84).

Cycle duration In WT hemisegments, the minimum cycle duration was 6.99 s, while
the maximum was 31.34 s. Cycle duration quartiles for WT were Q(0.25)= 12.04 s,
Q(0.50)= 14.12 s, and Q(0.75)= 16.67 s. CV was 0.26. In eag/Sh DN hemisegments,
the minimum cycle duration was 6.89 s, while the maximum was 31.72 s. Cycle du-
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ration quartiles for these hemisegments were Q(0.25)= 12.26 s, Q(0.50)= 14.34 s, and
Q(0.75)= 16.47 s. CV was 0.26. Therefore, expressing eag/Sh DN in MN1-1b did not
alter cycle duration (p= 0.75).

Duty cycle

In WT hemisegments, the minimum and maximum duty cycles were 0.34

and 0.91, respectively. WT duty cycle quartiles were Q(0.25)= 0.57, Q(0.50)= 0.67,
and Q(0.75)= 0.71. CV was 0.13. In eag/Sh DN hemisegments, the minimum and
maximum duty cycles were 0.33 and 0.91, respectively. Duty cycle quartiles for these
hemisegments were Q(0.25)= 0.56, Q(0.50)= 0.66, and Q(0.75)= 0.72. CV was 0.15.
In sum, there was no difference between duty cycles recorded from M1 hemisegments
innervated by WT MNs and M1 hemisegments innervated by MN1-1b expressing eag/Sh
DN (p= 0.80).

Quiescence interval In WT hemisegments, the minimum quiescence interval was
1.73 s, while the maximum was greater than 18.40 s. WT quiescence interval quartiles
were Q(0.25)= 3.88 s, Q(0.50)= 4.28 s, and Q(0.75)= 5.74 s. CV was 0.39. In eag/Sh
DN hemisegments, the minimum quiescence interval was 2.26 s, while the maximum
was 18.82 s. eag/Sh DN quiescence interval quartiles were Q(0.25)= 3.68 s, Q(0.50)=
4.33 s, and Q(0.75)= 5.42 s. CV was 0.43. Thus, expressing eag/Sh DN in MN1-1b had
no effect on duty cycle (p= 0.51).

Firing frequency As before, we did not attempt a systematic analysis of firing frequency, but only visually compared bursts from larvae expressing eag/Sh DN in MN1-1b
and bursts recorded from WT hemisegments as described in section 6.1.1. Fig. 6.23
shows examples of burst comparisons in two of these larvae which are representative of
the mixed results. In one larva (Fig. 6.23A,C) slightly higher peak counts are observed
in the eag/Sh DN hemisegment, while in the other larva (Fig. 6.23B,D) the WT hemisegments has higher peak counts. In sum, there was either no consistent effect on firing
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frequency of expressing eag/Sh DN in MN1-1b, or such an effect was not detectable in
these recordings.
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A.

B.

C.

Figure 6.22: Expression of eag/Sh DN in MN1-1b A. Schematic showing larval preparation for
intracellular recording and the mosaic expression of eag/Sh DN. Inset shows a magnification
of the ventral nerve chord (VNC) in which abdominal segments A2-A7 are shown (separated by
dashed horizontal lines). Hemisegments are separated by the midline (dashed vertical line). One
MN1-1b in the left hemisegment of A5 is shown in green to indicate GFP expression, and thus
expression of eag/Sh DN. Intracellular recordings were made from the muscle target of this MN
(muscle labeled green) and from an adjacent muscle innervated by WT MNs. B., C. Recordings
of P to A wave activity from two larvae in which hemisegments were innervated by WT MNs or
MN1-1b expressing eag/Sh DN, as indicated. Scale bar is 5 s in B. and 20 s in C.

A.

B.

C.

D.

Figure 6.23: Comparison of single bursts recorded from hemisegments innervated by WT MNs or MN1-1b expressing eag/Sh DN. A.,
B Bursts recorded during a P to A wave from WT and eag/Sh DN hemisegments in two different larvae. Scale bar is 1 s in each. C., D.
Enlargements of the first 2 s of the bursts in A (C) and bursts in B (D). Segmental delay has been corrected so peak counts can be directly
compared for that portion of the burst.
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Summary The results described above, except those regarding firing frequency, are
summarized in Table 6.8.

Raw and average distributions for WT and eag/Sh DN

hemisegments can be found in Figs. 6.24 and 6.25, respectively. Comparison of the
average distributions of each measure in WT and eag/Sh DN hemisegments can be
found in Fig. 6.26. The data reveal that expressing eag/Sh DN in MN1-1b did not alter
rhythmic motor output as recorded from its muscle target, M1. Burst durations, cycle durations, duty cycles and quiescence intervals were all indistinguishable from WT, while
there appeared to be no consistent effect on firing frequency.
Table 6.8: Burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle, and quiescence interval in adjacent
M1’s innervated by WT MNs or MN1-1b expressing eag/Sh DN

WT
measure
burst duration
cycle duration
duty cycle
quiescence interval
eag/Sh DN
measure
burst duration
cycle duration
duty cycle
quiescence interval

n
4
4
4
4

min
4.02
6.99
0.34
1.73

max
28.52
31.34
0.91
18.40

Q(0.25)
7.85
12.04
0.57
3.88

Q(0.50)
9.31
14.12
0.67
4.28

Q(0.75)
11.40
16.67
0.71
5.74

CV
0.27
0.26
0.13
0.39

p-value
-

n
4
4
4
4

min
2.78
6.89
0.33
2.26

max
28.81
31.72
0.91
18.82

Q(0.25)
7.81
12.26
0.56
3.68

Q(0.50)
9.41
14.34
0.66
4.33

Q(0.75)
11.77
16.47
0.72
5.42

CV
0.30
0.26
0.15
0.43

p-value
0.84
0.75
0.80
0.51

Figure 6.24: Quantification of burst duration, duty cycle, quiescence interval, and cycle duration from intracellular recordings of segments
innervated by WT MNs. Top row: Plots showing the frequency of observations for recordings 1-4. Cooler colors indicate less frequent
observations, warmer colors indicate more frequent ones. Middle row: Distributions of the relative frequencies for each measure. Distributions from individual larvae are represented by thin colored lines, while average distribution is represented by thick black dashed line.
Bottom row: Average distributions on their own scale to better show shape.
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Figure 6.25: Quantification of burst duration, duty cycle, quiescence interval, and cycle duration from intracellular recordings of segments
innervated by MN1-1b expressing eag/Sh DN. Top row: Plots showing the frequency of observations for recordings 1-4. Cooler colors
indicate less frequent observations, warmer colors indicate more frequent ones. Middle row: Distributions of the relative frequencies for
each measure. Distributions from individual larvae are represented by thin colored lines, while average distribution is represented by thick
black dashed line. Bottom row: Average distributions on their own scale to better show shape.
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Figure 6.26: Distributions of the relative frequencies of burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle,
and quiescence interval in hemisegments innervated by WT MNs (black) or MN1-1b expressing
eag/Sh DN (white). The gray areas represent overlap between distributions.

Effects of expressing eag/Shaker DN in MNISN-1s
We recorded from 7 larvae in which eag/Sh DN was expressed in MNISN-1s in one
hemisegment, while adjacent hemisegments were innervated by WT MNs. Fig. 6.27B,
C show representative recordings from two larvae in which the activity of adjacent M1s
innervated by knockdown and WT MNs was compared during P to A waves. Burst
duration, cycle duration, duty cycle, and quiescence interval were quantified.

Burst duration

In WT hemisegments, the minimum and maximum burst durations

were 3.25 s and 25.47 s, respectively. Burst duration quartiles calculated from the average distribution were Q(0.25)= 8.16 s, Q(0.50)= 9.25 s, and Q(0.75)= 11.61 s. CV
was 0.23. For hemisegments innervated by MNISN-1s expressing eag/Sh DN (hereafter
referred to as eag/Sh DN hemisegments), the minimum and maximum burst durations
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were 3.10 s and 25.47 s, respectively. Burst duration quartiles for these hemisegments
were Q(0.25)= 8.23 s, Q(0.50)= 9.58 s, and Q(0.75)= 11.64 s. CV was 0.24. Therefore,
expressing eag/Sh DN in MNISN-1s did not affect burst duration (p= 0.55).

Cycle duration In WT hemisegments, the minimum cycle duration was 5.39 s, while
the maximum was 28.00 s. Cycle duration quartiles for WT Q(0.25)= 12.60 s, Q(0.50)=
14.02 s, and Q(0.75)= 16.44 s. CV was 0.18. In eag/Sh DN hemisegments, the minimum
cycle duration was 5.59 s, while the maximum was 27.63 s. Cycle duration quartiles for
eag/Sh DN hemisegments were Q(0.25)= 12.80 s, Q(0.50)= 13.95 s, and Q(0.75)= 16.43
s. CV was 0.18. Thus, cycle duration was not altered by the expression of eag/Sh DN in
MNISN-1s (p= 0.87).

Duty cycle

In WT hemisegments, the minimum and maximum duty cycles were 0.36

and 0.91, respectively. WT duty cycle quartiles were Q(0.25)= 0.64, Q(0.50)= 0.67, and
Q(0.75)= 0.71. CV was 0.09. In eag/Sh DN hemisegments, the minimum and maximum
duty cycles were 0.37 and 0.95, respectively. Duty cycle quartiles for these hemisegments were Q(0.25)= 0.65, Q(0.50)= 0.69, and Q(0.75)= 0.75. CV was 0.10. In sum,
there was no difference between duty cycles recorded from M1 hemisegments innervated by WT MNs and M1 hemisegments innervated by MNISN-1s expressing eag/Sh
DN (p= 0.06).

Quiescence interval In WT hemisegments, the minimum quiescence interval was
1.34 s, while the maximum was 16.95 s. WT quiescence interval quartiles were Q(0.25)=
3.93 s, Q(0.50)= 4.45 s, and Q(0.75)= 5.19 s. CV was 0.24. In eag/Sh DN hemisegments, the minimum quiescence interval was 0.40 s, while the maximum was 16.40 s.
eag/Sh DN quiescence interval quartiles were Q(0.25)= 3.60 s, Q(0.50)= 4.33 s, and
Q(0.75)= 5.26 s. CV was 0.26. So, expressing eag/Sh DN in MNISN-1s had no effect
on quiescence interval (p= 0.30).
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Firing frequency

Visual comparisons of bursts from larvae expressing eag/Sh DN in

MNISN-1s and bursts recorded from WT hemisegments were performed to assess firing
frequency as described in section 6.1.1. Fig. 6.28 shows examples of burst comparisons
in two of these larvae. As before, the results were mixed. In the first larva (Fig. 6.28A,
C) peak counts were higher in the eag/Sh DN hemisegment, while in the second larva
peak counts were higher in the WT hemisegment. As mentioned in section 6.1.2, it
was often the more posterior hemisegment which displayed the higher firing frequency
regardless of whether it was innervated by WT MNs or MNs expressing eag/Sh DN. This
was the case with the examples shown in Fig. 6.28. Thus, these results suggest that
either expressing eag/Sh DN in MNISN-1s did not have an effect on firing frequency, or
we could not detect the effect in these recordings.
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A.

B.

C.

Figure 6.27: Expression of eag/Sh DN in MNISN-1s. A. Schematic showing larval preparation
for intracellular recording and the mosaic expression of eag/Sh DN. Inset shows a magnification
of the ventral nerve chord (VNC) in which abdominal segments A2-A7 are shown (separated by
dashed horizontal lines). Hemisegments are separated by the midline (dashed vertical line). One
MNISN-1s in the left hemisegment of A5 is shown in green to indicate GFP expression, and thus
expression of eag/Sh DN. Intracellular recordings were made from the muscle target of this MN
(muscle labeled green) and from an adjacent muscle innervated by WT MNs. B., C. Recordings
of P to A wave activity from two larvae in which hemisegments were innervated by WT MNs or
MNISN-1s expressing eag/Sh DN, as indicated. Scale bars are 10 s in B. and C.

A.

B.

C.

D.

Figure 6.28: Comparison of single bursts recorded from hemisegments innervated by WT MNs or MNISN-1s expressing eag/Sh DN. A.,
B Bursts recorded during a P to A wave from WT and eag/Sh DN hemisegments in two different larvae. Scale bar is 1 s in each. C., D.
Enlargements of the first 2 s of the bursts in A (C) and bursts in B (D). Segmental delay has been corrected so peak counts can be directly
compared for that portion of the burst.
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Summary The results described above, except those pertaining to firing frequency,
are summarized in Table 6.9. Raw and average distributions for WT and eag/Sh DN
hemisegments can be found in Figs. 6.29 and 6.30, respectively. Comparison of the
average distributions for each measure in WT and eag/Sh DN hemisegments can be
found in Fig. 6.31. The data show that expressing eagRNAi in MNISN1s did not alter
rhythmic motor output as recorded from its muscle target, M1. Burst durations, cycle
durations, duty cycles and quiescence intervals were no different from those recorded
from WT hemisegments, and there was no consistent effect on firing frequency.
Table 6.9: Burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle, and quiescence interval in adjacent
M1’s innervated by WT MNs or MNISN-1s expressing eag/Sh DN

WT
measure
burst duration
cycle duration
duty cycle
quiescence interval
eag/Sh DN
measure
burst duration
cycle duration
duty cycle
quiescence interval

n
7
7
7
7

min
3.25
5.39
0.36
1.34

max
25.47
28.00
0.91
16.95

Q(0.25)
8.16
12.60
0.64
3.93

Q(0.50)
9.25
14.02
0.67
4.45

Q(0.75)
11.61
16.44
0.71
5.19

CV
0.23
0.18
0.09
0.24

p-value
-

n
7
7
7
7

min
3.10
5.59
0.37
0.40

max
25.47
27.63
0.95
16.40

Q(0.25)
8.23
12.80
0.65
3.60

Q(0.50)
9.58
13.95
0.69
4.33

Q(0.75)
11.64
16.43
0.75
5.26

CV
0.24
0.18
0.10
0.26

p-value
0.55
0.87
0.06
0.30

Figure 6.29: Quantification of burst duration, duty cycle, quiescence interval, and cycle duration from intracellular recordings of segments
innervated by WT MNs. Top row: Plots showing the frequency of observations for recordings 1-7. Cooler colors indicate less frequent
observations, warmer colors indicate more frequent ones. Middle row: Distributions of the relative frequencies for each measure. Distributions from individual larvae are represented by thin colored lines, while average distribution is represented by thick black dashed line.
Bottom row: Average distributions on their own scale to better show shape.
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Figure 6.30: Quantification of burst duration, duty cycle, quiescence interval, and cycle duration from intracellular recordings of segments
innervated by MNISN-1s expressing eag/Sh DN. Top row: Plots showing the frequency of observations for recordings 1-7. Cooler colors
indicate less frequent observations, warmer colors indicate more frequent ones. Middle row: Distributions of the relative frequencies for
each measure. Distributions from individual larvae are represented by thin colored lines, while average distribution is represented by thick
black dashed line. Bottom row: Average distributions on their own scale to better show shape.
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Figure 6.31: Distributions of the relative frequencies of burst duration, cycle duration, duty
cycle, and quiescence interval in hemisegments innervated by WT MNs (black) or MNISN-1s
expressing eag/Sh DN (white). The gray areas represent overlap between distributions.

Effects of expressing eag/Shaker DN in both MN1-1b and MNISN-1s
We recorded from 2 larvae in which eag/Sh DN was expressed in both MN1-1b and
MNISN-1s in one hemisegment, while adjacent hemisegments were innervated by WT
MNs. Fig. 6.32B,C show recordings from these two larvae in which the activity of adjacent M1s innervated by knockdown and WT MNs were compared during P to A waves.
Because the sample consisted of only 2 larvae and some measures of bursting were
very different across the two animals, the average distribution was not representative
here. So, each animal was considered separately when calculating minimums, maximums, quartiles, and CVs for the measures of burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle,
and quiescence interval. The data from one animal is described in detail below and is
based on a sample of 24 bursts. We will only summarize the results from the other larva.
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Burst duration

In the WT hemisegment, the minimum and maximum burst durations

were 2.80 s and 8.00 s, respectively. Burst duration quartiles calculated from the average distribution were Q(0.25)= 4.08 s, Q(0.50)= 5.62 s, and Q(0.75)= 6.70 s. CV was
0.28. For the hemisegment innervated by MN1-1b and MNISN-1s expressing eag/Sh
DN (hereafter referred to as the eag/Sh DN hemisegment), the minimum and maximum
burst durations were 3.28 s and 8.34 s, respectively. Burst duration quartiles for this
hemisegment were Q(0.25)= 4.30 s, Q(0.50)= 6.04 s, and Q(0.75)= 7.21 s. CV was
0.25. Thus, for this larva burst durations recorded from the WT or eag/Sh DN hemisegment were not different (p= 0.39). In the other larva, there was also no effect on burst
duration (p= 0.81).

Cycle duration In the WT hemisegment, the minimum cycle duration was 6.34 s and
the maximum was 12.08 s. Quartiles for the WT hemisegment were Q(0.25)= 8.29 s,
Q(0.50)= 9.36 s, and Q(0.75)= 10.23 s. CV was 0.15. In the eag/Sh DN hemisegment,
the minimum cycle duration was 6.68 s, while the maximum was 12.23 s. Cycle duration
quartiles for the eag/Sh DN hemisegment were Q(0.25)= 8.08 s, Q(0.50)= 9.40 s, and
Q(0.75)= 10.37 s. CV was 0.15. So, for this larva expressing eag/Sh DN in MN1-1b and
MNISN-1s did not affect cycle duration (p= 0.95). In the other larva, cycle duration was
also not different across hemisegments (p= 0.98).

Duty cycle In the WT hemisegment, the minimum and maximum duty cycles were
0.38 and 0.69, respectively. WT duty cycle quartiles were Q(0.25)= 0.49, Q(0.50)= 0.59,
and Q(0.75)= 0.63. CV was 0.16. In the eag/Sh DN hemisegment, the minimum and
maximum duty cycles were 0.36 and 0.71, respectively. Duty cycle quartiles for this
hemisegment were Q(0.25)= 0.56, Q(0.50)= 0.64, and Q(0.75)= 0.68. CV was 0.14.
Thus, duty cycles in this larvae were not affected by expressing eag/Sh DN in MN1-1b
and MNISN-1s (p= 0.053). In the other larva, there was also no difference in the duty
cycles recorded from WT or eag/Sh DN hemisegments (p= 0.75).
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Quiescence interval In the WT hemisegment, the minimum quiescence interval was
3.10 s, while the maximum was 6.64 s. WT quiescence interval quartiles were Q(0.25)=
3.57 s, Q(0.50)= 3.93 s, and Q(0.75)= 4.23 s. CV was 0.17. In the eag/Sh DN hemisegment, the minimum quiescence intervals was 2.83 s, while the maximum was 6.76 s.
eag/Sh DN quiescence interval quartiles were Q(0.25)= 3.18 s, Q(0.50)= 3.44 s, and
Q(0.75)= 3.61 s. CV was 0.21. Thus, in this larva expressing eag/Sh DN in MN1-1b and
MNISN-1s shortened quiescence intervals (p= 7.74 x 10−4 ). However, in the other larva
there was no effect on quiescence interval (p= 0.82).

Firing frequency In both larvae we visually compared bursts from hemisegments innervated by MN1-1b and MNISN-1s expressing eag/Sh DN and bursts from hemisegments innervated by WT MNs to assess firing frequency as described in section 6.1.1.
Fig. 6.33 shows examples of burst comparisons in these larvae, which revealed very
similar peak counts. Thus, these results suggest that either expressing eag/Sh DN in
MNISN-1s did not have an effect on firing frequency, or we could not detect the effect in
these recordings.
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Figure 6.32: Expression of eag/Sh DN in MN1-1b and MNISN-1s. A. Schematic showing larval
preparation for intracellular recording and the mosaic expression of eag/Sh DN. Inset shows a
magnification of the ventral nerve chord (VNC) in which abdominal segments A2-A7 are shown
(separated by dashed horizontal lines). Hemisegments are separated by the midline (dashed
vertical line). MN1-1b and MNISN-1s in the left hemisegment of A5 are shown in green to indicate
GFP expression, and thus expression of eag/Sh DN. Intracellular recordings were made from the
muscle target of these MNs (muscle labeled green) and from an adjacent muscle innervated by
WT MNs. B., C. Recordings of P to A wave activity from two larvae in which hemisegments were
innervated by WT MNs or MN1-1b and MNISN-1s expressing eag/Sh DN, as indicated. Scale
bar is 20 s in B. and 10 s in C.

A.

B.

C.

D.

Figure 6.33: Comparison of single bursts recorded from hemisegments innervated by WT MNs or MN1-1b and MNISN-1s expressing
eag/Sh DN. A., B Bursts recorded during a P to A wave from WT and eag/Sh DN hemisegments in two different larvae. Scale bar is 1 s in
each. C., D. Enlargements of the first 2 s of the bursts in A (C) and bursts in B (D). Segmental delay has been corrected so peak counts
can be directly compared for that portion of the burst.
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Summary The results described above, except those pertaining to firing frequency, are
summarized in Table 6.10. Comparison of the distributions for each measure in WT and
eag/Sh DN hemisegments recorded in one larva can be found in Fig. 6.34. Overall, the
data show that expressing eag/Sh DN in MN1-1b and MNISN1s did not consistently alter
rhythmic motor output as recorded from the muscle target of these two MNs, M1. Burst
durations, cycle durations, and duty cycles were not different across WT and eag/Sh DN
hemisegments. There was an effect on quiescence interval in one larva, but this effect
did not hold in the other larva, raising the question of whether this was really an effect of
expressing the knockdown.
Table 6.10: Burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle, and quiescence interval in adjacent
M1’s innervated by WT MNs or MN1-1b and MNISN-1s expressing eag/Sh DN in one
larva
WT
measure
burst duration
cycle duration
duty cycle
quiescence
interval
eag/Sh DN
measure
burst duration
cycle duration
duty cycle
quiescence
interval

n*
24
24
24
24

min
2.80
6.34
0.38
3.10

max
8.00
12.08
0.69
6.64

Q(0.25)
4.08
8.29
0.49
3.57

Q(0.50)
5.62
9.36
0.59
3.93

Q(0.75)
6.70
10.23
0.63
4.23

CV
0.28
0.15
0.16
0.17

p-value
-

n*
24
24
24
24

min
3.28
6.68
0.36
2.83

max
8.34
12.23
0.71
6.76

Q(0.25)
4.30
8.08
0.56
3.18

Q(0.50)
6.04
9.40
0.64
3.44

Q(0.75)
7.21
10.37
0.68
3.61

CV
0.25
0.15
0.14
0.21

p-value
0.39
0.95
0.053
7.74e-4

*Because the data is this table are from one larva, ’n’ refers to the number of bursts.

6.2.4

Overview

In sum, expressing eag/Sh in MN1-1b, MNISN-1s, or in both MNs, did not alter rhythmic
motor output. There were no consistent effects on burst durations, cycle duration, duty
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Figure 6.34: Distributions of the relative frequencies of burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle,
and quiescence interval in hemisegments innervated by WT MNs (black) or MN1-1b and MNISN1s expressing eag/Sh DN (white). The gray areas represent overlap between distributions.

cycle, and quiescence interval. In addition, though we could not perform a systematic
analysis of firing frequency, our results suggest that expressing eag/Sh DN did not alter
the firing of MNs as measured from their muscle target. These results are discussed
further in Chapter 7 section 7.2.3.

6.3

Summary and conclusions

A schematic summary and comparison of the results for each group expressing eag/Sh
DN can be found in Fig. 6.35. (A summary figure for the Shal RNAi data is not included,
since there were no effects observed.) Overall, the results of our studies to determine the
role of Shal and eag/Shaker currents in shaping the firing output of MNs during rhythmic
activity were mixed. We saw no effect of expressing Shal RNAi in MN1-1b, MNISN1s, or both MNs on any quantified measure. Expressing eag/SDN in all MNs using the
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driver OK371-GAL4 did alter motor output, resulting in shorter burst durations and quiescence intervals in both anterior and posterior nerves, and shorter cycle durations in all
nerves compared to WT. However, expressing eag/Sh DN in all the same MNs using the
driver C380-GAL4 did not have the same effects on motor activity. In these larvae burst
duration was only decreased in anterior nerves, but was increased in posterior ones.
Likewise, duty cycle was smaller in anterior nerves and larger in posterior one, whereas
there had been no effect on duty cycle when eag/Sh DN was expressed under the control
of OK371-GAL4. Also, there was no effect on cycle duration in C380;eag/SDN larvae,
in contrast to the decrease observed in OK371;eag/Sh DN larvae. Finally, expressing
eag/Sh DN in MN1-1b, MNISN-1s, or both MNs did not consistently alter any quantified
measure of rhythmic activity. Interpretations of these results are discussed in Chapter 7
section 7.2.3.
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Figure 6.35: Schematic summary of the results for anterior and posterior nerves of
OK371;eag/Sh DN and C380;eag/Sh DN larvae, and RN2;eag/Sh DN larvae in which the knockdown was expressed mosaically in MN1-1b, MNISN-1s or both MNs. Effects on burst duration,
cycle duration, duty cycle, and quiescence interval are shown. Arrow direction indicates the direction of the effect relative to WT; i.e. a downward pointing arrow indicates a decrease in the
measure relative to WT, while an upward pointing arrow indicates an increase. Equal sign indicates there was no difference between that group and WT on the given measure. Question mark
is instance in which one larva showed an effect while the other did not (n=2), and so a conclusion
cannot be made.
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CHAPTER 7

Discussion

The overall goal of this work was to contribute to the understanding of the role MN ionic
currents play in shaping the timing of rhythmic motor behaviors, such as locomotion. In
recent years, the idea that certain MN currents are crucial contributors to the timing of
motor output has become dogma. However, few direct tests of this hypothesis, under
circumstances where it is clear that only specific MN currents were affected, have been
carried out. The majority of studies have relied on manipulations that affect large and often unidentified populations of neurons simultaneously, making it difficult to elucidate the
precise function of specific currents in MNs. For example, countless studies investigating
the role of specific conductances in shaping rhythmic motor output have used pharmacological means to activate or block ion channels. These drugs are most often applied
via the bathing medium, exposing all types of neurons and muscles to the manipulation.
Changes in the motor pattern could then be the result of affecting other neurons within
the network that transmit signals to MNs, changing MN firing output in turn. In some
studies focal application of pharmaca to select regions of the nervous system or groups
of cells has been used, but questions often remain as to the specificity of the drugs and
what channels have been targeted. Genetic techniques allow researchers to selectively
target ion channel proteins, addressing the issue of specificity. However, mutations are
often done at a whole-system level, affecting channel function in a variety of cell types.
Therefore, we are left with open questions, including: (1) How crucial are MN currents in
shaping rhythmic motor output?, (2) Which currents are important and what genes are
responsible?, (3) How do these currents affect MN firing during rhythmic activity?, and
(4) What is the relative contribution of such currents versus rhythmic synaptic input in
determining the final timing of motor behaviors? The work presented herein attempted
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to answer these questions by examining the role that specific K+ currents play in shaping
MN firing during locomotor activity. We combined electrophysiological and genetic techniques that revealed the effects on locomotor rhythms of expressing specific K+ channel
gene manipulations in large populations of cells versus only identified MNs.

7.1

Review of aims and hypotheses

Specifically, the role of specific Ca2+ -activated and voltage-activated K+ currents in
shaping the firing output of MNs during locomotor activity was investigated. Using the
GAL4-UAS expression system we targeted genetic manipulations of the Ca2+ -activated
K+ current carried by Slowpoke (Slo) channels, and the voltage-activated K+ currents
carried by Shal and eag/Shaker channels to identified groups of MNs and then recorded
rhythmic motor output underlying crawling in larval Drosophila. In general, we hypothesized that MNs are not simply followers of network drive, but that MN firing output is
further shaped during rhythmic activity by these K+ currents. We predicted that if these
currents were involved in shaping MN firing during rhythmic motor output, which in the
larva is characterized by bursting, then knocking down these currents in MNs would result in either altered bursting or the cessation of bursting. Altered bursting could have
manifested itself as either regular with changes only in the duration of bursts and/or
cycles, or irregular with large variability in burst and/or cycle durations. Cessation of
bursting could have occurred due to sustained spiking or quiescence.
More specifically, we hypothesized that the Ca2+ -activated K+ current carried by Slo
channels acts in MNs to limit intraburst firing frequency and interspike interval variation,
and contributes to burst termination. Therefore, we predicted that if MNs expressing
Slo RNAi exhibited regular bursting, burst duration would be increased due to impaired
burst termination. Alternatively, we thought that expressing Slo RNAi in MNs might result in increases in firing frequency and interspike interval variation that were severe
enough to lead to irregular bursting or sustained spiking. With regard to the voltage-
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gated K+ currents, it has been shown that IA carried by Shal channels mediates delay
to spike in Drosophila larval MNs [35, 89, 152, 177]. Therefore, we expected that expressing Shal RNAi in MNs would cause MNs to fire sooner. This could have led to
regular bursting with increased burst durations and duty cycles. Or, the progression of
peristaltic waves might have been disturbed by the advancement in the activity of some
MNs, and caused bursting to become irregular. Finally, previous work has shown that
eag and Shaker channels carry voltage-gated K+ currents that contribute to action potential repolarization, firing frequency, interspike intervals, and neurotransmitter release
in Drosophila [106, 214]. Expression of eag/Sh DN in larval MNs causes a shorter delay
to spike and increased spiking in response to current injection [84]. Thus, we predicted
that MNs expressing eag/Sh DN would exhibit increased firing frequency and large variation in interspike intervals, and that these changes would be severe enough to lead to
either irregular bursting or sustained spiking. Alternatively, we thought MNs expressing
eag/Sh DN might exhibit regular bursting. In this case, we predicted that these K+ currents would play a role in allowing WT MNs to fire repetitively, for example by releasing
Na+ channels from inactivation [91], and therefore knockdown MNs would show shorter
burst durations. To test these hypotheses we proposed the following specific aims:
(1) Create a database of wild-type rhythmic motor patterns by measuring the activity
of abdominal MNs, and develop analysis tools to quantify the motor pattern.
(2) Test the hypothesis the Ca+ -activated K + current, Slo, shapes MN firing during
rhythmic activity by limiting intraburst firing frequency and contributing to burst termination.
(3) Test the hypothesis that voltage-activated K + currents, Shal and eag/Sh shape
MN firing during rhythmic activity by contributing to delay to spike, or limiting intraburst
firing frequency and reducing interspike interval variation.
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7.2
7.2.1

Summary of Results
Aim 1: Rhythmic motor patterns in wild-type larvae

The first aim of this work was to create a database of recordings of rhythmic motor activity in WT larvae and develop analysis tools to quantify the activity. A detailed description
of motor activity in WT larvae can be found in Chapter 4, while the analysis tools can
be found in Appendix pg. 282. To summarize briefly, we confirmed and elaborated on
several findings from previous studies of the larval system, including (1) the existence
and prevalence of the different peristaltic wave types, (2) disorganization of the motor
pattern due to deafferentation, (3) differences in burst duration, quiescence interval, and
duty cycle between anterior and posterior MNs, and (4) electrical coupling between ventral muscles. In addition, we contributed to knowledge about the larval system with a
number of novel results, including (1) the incidence and prevalence of rhythmic activity
under different recording conditions, (2) the effects of specific pharmaca on the motor
pattern in intact and deafferented larvae, (3) the effects of different dissection methods
on the motor pattern, (4) the existence and prevalence of double bursting, (5) electrical
coupling in some, but not other, dorsal muscles, and (6) differences in activity onset and
offset between dorsal and ventral muscles. A few of these novel results from the WT
data are worth mentioning in detail and are discussed below.

The effect of dissection on the motor pattern
We were interested to see that the motor pattern changed dramatically depending on the
type of dissection method we were using (see section 4.3.2). Briefly, larvae dissected
off the midline showed shorter burst and cycle durations compared to larvae dissected
on the midline (see Table 4.8). Though it is possible a number of differences between
the two dissection methods are responsible for such a result, it is also reasonable that a
difference in sensory feedback between the two preparations contributed to the change
in motor output. The cut off the midline, usually through muscle 4, severs the nerves to
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many of the dorsal muscles on one side of the preparation. Thus, the nervous system
no longer receives sensory feedback from an entire set of muscles on that side. Sensory
feedback has been established as playing an important role in shaping rhythmic motor
output in a variety of systems (for reviews see [28, 81, 134, 137, 151]). For example,
studies in lamprey have shown that activation of stretch receptors within the body wall
can alter the frequency of the swimming motor pattern [78]. Sensory feedback has been
shown to be especially important in segmented animals for coordinating the activity of
multiple pattern-generating networks controlling separate segments [28, 137]. The idea
that sensory feedback could alter the frequency of bursting in larval Drosophila is also in
line with previous studies showing that sensory feedback is important, if not essential, in
shaping the rhythm underlying crawling [65, 103, 188]. The interesting question is, why
did the pattern remain regular and only accelerate under the new dissection conditions?
The studies cited above, and our own studies of the motor pattern after deafferentation (see section 4.1.5), show that the rhythm often gets more irregular when sensory
feedback is removed. Differences in the regularity of the pattern in the two cases may
be related to different effects on the nervous system of removing all sensory feedback
versus removing the feedback from only one set of muscles. In sum, though far from
conclusive, our results regarding the change in motor pattern in larvae dissected using different methods raises questions about the role of sensory feedback from different
groups of muscles in this system, and certainly warrants further investigation.

The incidence of double bursting
We were surprised to find a bursting pattern, referred to as double bursting (see section
4.3.3), not previously described in studies of rhythmic motor output in Drosophila larvae.
Our results suggest that this is a real physiological feature of the motor pattern underlying P to A waves, as the two bursting phases can be associated with distinct parts
of the wave cycle (see Fig. 4.11). In attempts to understand why this bursting pattern
had not previously been reported, we examined the incidence of double bursting in the
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two dissection methods and in different muscle sets. Our results suggest that double
bursting is more common in off midline dissected larvae, but is still present in larvae
dissected using the dorsal midline dissection used in all previous studies of larval motor
activity. However, comparison of different muscle groups revealed that double bursting
is more common in, if not exclusive to, dorsal muscles. Since previous studies of larval motor activity have primarily looked only at ventral muscles, this may explain why
this activity profile has not been reported before. In other crawling insects, dorsal and
ventral muscles perform differently during forward movement [51]. Such a difference in
activity patterns of dorsal and ventral muscles recorded in situ may reflect differences
in the activity of these muscle groups during crawling in intact Drosophila larvae. Interestingly, double bursting has also been reported as a feature of rhythmic motor patterns
recorded in the STG, and is thought to be caused by inhibition of the double bursting
neuron by other neurons at specific times in the cycle [200]. Reduction of IA in this system by 4-aminopyridine leads to elimination of the first phase of the double burst, thereby
changing the overall burst duration and altering the phase relationship between neurons.
The cause of double bursting in Drosophila dorsal muscles has not yet been determined,
and it should be noted that we did not observe any obvious change in double bursting
as a result of expressing genetic manipulations targeting IA channels. However, further
investigation of the mechanisms underlying double bursting in this system could reveal
new information regarding the organization and coordination of peristaltic wave activity.

Overview
Our work characterizing WT activity brought a number of interesting features to light, and
raised questions regarding the organization of the motor system underlying crawling
that will hopefully stimulate further work in this area. Importantly for the goals of this
work, our in-depth knowledge of the larval system and a database of WT recordings for
comparison allowed us to ask questions about the role of specific K+ currents in shaping
rhythmic motor output by looking at the activity of genetically manipulated animals.
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7.2.2

Aim 2: Testing the role of Slowpoke in shaping rhythmic motor output

The second aim of this work was to test the hypothesis that Ca+ -activated K+ currents,
specifically those mediated by Slo, shape MN firing during rhythmic activity by limiting
intraburst firing frequency and contributing to burst termination.

Activity in Slo mutant larvae
We began by examining the activity of Slo1 mutant larvae in which the Slo current has
been eliminated in all cells. The first important observations were that Slo1 were capable
of generating peristaltic waves and the pattern was regular (see Fig. 5.1). There was
no obvious difference between the Slo1 and WT larvae in the incidence or persistence
of regular rhythmic activity (see Table 5.1). This was surprising considering that Slo1
adult flies show reduced locomotion [5, 6, 23]. Unfortunately, because the manipulation
of Slo is present all cells it is not possible to say why such a difference in the locomotor
phenotypes of Slo1 larvae and adults exists. It is possible that different neurons in the
larva and adult preferentially use the Slo current. It is also possible that compensatory
responses to the loss of Slo, including which other ion channels may be upregulated and
where, are different in the larva and adult. Further studies expressing manipulations of
Slo in a number of different cell types, including but not limited to cholinergic neurons,
GABAergic neurons, and sensory cells, would be needed to dissect apart the mechanisms underlying the phenotype observed in Slo1 larvae. Even then, it is possible the
phenotype might not be reproducible with the reduction of the Slo current in just one
group of neurons, as the loss of Slo in several different groups of cells and consequent
changes in the interaction between those groups might be responsible for the change in
motor output observed in the mutant.
Though the incidence of rhythmic activity in Slo1 larvae was similar to WT, the activity
looked very different when we quantified burst durations, cycle durations, duty cycles,
and quiescence intervals. Specifically, Slo1 larvae showed shorter burst durations, cycle
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durations, and quiescence intervals, and larger duty cycles compared to WT (see Fig.
5.1 and Table 5.2). So, not only did Slo1 larvae not show a reduction in the amount of
rhythmic activity they displayed, the rhythmic activity that was present was much faster
than that recorded from WT larvae. Again, this seems in contradiction to the results
reported in Slo1 adult larvae, and may reflect differences in the role and/or expression
pattern of Slo channels between the larva and adult. Interestingly, a study in C. elegans
also reported that Slo mutants showed increased rates of locomotion relative to WT [30],
though other studies have reported similar or slightly slower rates of locomotion in Slo
mutants (for review see [95].
Overall, the conclusions we could make from these data regarding the role of Slo
were vague given the expression of the mutation in all cells. However, the Slo1 results
were important because they told us two things: (1) the elimination of one K+ current
can perturb the rhythmic motor output, and (2) the Slo current is important somewhere
in the larval system for shaping that output. We next asked whether, and in what ways,
Slo was important in MNs for shaping rhythmic motor output.

Activity in OK371;Slo RNAi larvae
To examine the role of Slo in MNs in shaping firing during rhythmic activity, we expressed
Slo RNAi in all MNs under the control of OK371-GAL4. Though we did not confirm that
this RNAi construct did reduce Slo-mediated K+ currents in MNs, studies performed in
the laboratory of Dr. Carsten Duch at Arizona State University show that pan-neuronal
expression of Slo RNAi does reduce Slo mRNA levels in the whole nervous system by
approximately 30% compared to control (B. Strauber, personal communication). As observed in Slo1 larvae, OK371;Slo RNAi larvae were capable of producing normal and
regular peristaltic wave activity (see Fig. 5.4). The incidence and persistence of rhythmic activity in OK371;Slo larvae was no different from WT (see Table 5.3). Therefore,
expression of Slo RNAi in all MNs does not appear to compromise the ability of the
nervous system to produce rhythmic motor output.
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In quantifying activity recorded from OK371;Slo larvae, however, we did find differences in the pattern compared to WT. Interestingly, the effects with respect to most
measures were different depending on whether we recorded the output of anterior or
posterior MNs. In anterior nerves, burst durations and duty cycles were smaller than
observed in WT, while quiescence intervals were similar (see Fig. 5.4 and Table 5.4).
In contrast, posterior nerves showed larger burst durations and duty cycles and smaller
quiescence intervals relative to WT. All nerves showed a small decrease in cycle duration.
These results were only in partial agreement with our hypotheses and the results
from Slo1 larvae, though some direct comparisons were difficult. Specifically, intracellular recordings from dorsal muscles, even in WT larvae, did not show any differences
between activity in anterior and posterior segments. So, a direct comparison of the effects on the output of anterior and posterior MNs could not be made between Slo1 and
OK371;Slo larvae. We can say that while Slo1 larvae showed decreased burst durations
overall, OK371;Slo larvae only showed a decrease in anterior burst durations but an
increase in posterior ones. We had hypothesized that Slo plays a role in MNs in terminating bursting, and had predicted that expression of Slo RNAi in MNs would result in
longer bursts. Thus, our prediction was confirmed in posterior, but not anterior, nerves.
This result could indicate that the population of MNs is not homogeneous with respect to
the use or expression of Slo. However, an alternative explanation for the differences we
observe in anterior and posterior MNs is that these two groups receive different inputs
during P to A waves, and that the neurons providing the input were differentially affected
by Slo RNAi. As mentioned previously, in addition to targeting all MNs OK371-GAL4
also targets a small population of glutamatergic interneurons [133]. Prior work has suggested that Drosophila MNs do receive glutamatergic input [62], though the extent and
nature of this input is unknown. If one group of MNs receives more or less glutamatergic input than the other, it could explain how a manipulation of Slo in these interneurons
might differentially alter burst duration in the two groups. Certainly the small, but present,
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effect on cycle duration in OK371;Slo larvae suggested to us that our results might be
confounded by expression of Slo RNAi in neurons providing input to the MNs. Therefore, we proceeded to express Slo RNAi under the control of another general MN driver,
C380-GAL4.

Activity in C380;Slo RNAi larvae
Due to the confounds related to non-MN expression of Slo RNAi in the previous set of
experiments, we expressed the same manipulation in all MNs under the control of C380GAL4. C380-GAL4 expresses in all the same MNs as targeted by OK371-GAL4, and
though it also targets neurons other than just MNs, it does not target the glutamatergic
interneurons we were most concerned about previously [26, 173, 174]. We reasoned
that if we saw the same effects on the motor pattern in C380;Slo larvae as we did in
OK371;Slo larvae, this would strengthen the argument that these effects were likely the
result of expressing the RNAi in the MNs and not somewhere else in the nervous system.
Non-common effects between the two groups could be the result of expressing the RNAi
in those other groups of neurons (e.g. the glutamatergic interneurons), or they could be
the result of differences in the strength or developmental expression of the two drivers.
Unfortunately, very few of the recorded C380;Slo larvae were rhythmically active
and so there was little activity to quantify (see section 5.2.2). It is possible that this
low incidence of activity was due to expression of Slo RNAi. However, we are hesitant
to conclude this given the nature of the available data. We often had days or weeks
during which we observed dramatic decreases in the incidence of rhythmic activity in
WT animals for unknown reasons. So, to really make sound conclusions about the effect
of Slo RNAi on the incidence of activity, we would have had to raise the WT and C380;Slo
RNAi larvae at the same time and record from them on the same days. Though some
recordings from these samples did meet these criteria, many did not, and so we will not
speculate further about the reasons for the low incidence of activity in C380;Slo larvae.
It should be noted, though, that expression of Slo RNAi in MNs under the control of
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C380-GAL4 did not prevent the nervous system from producing regular rhythmic motor
output in some cases (see Fig. 5.8).
The small amount of quantifiable activity from C380;Slo larvae did not allow for statistical testing. However, we did quantify burst durations, cycle durations, duty cycles,
and quiescence intervals to see if there was any trend present. Unfortunately, for many
measures no clear trend was present and so no comparisons between these data and
the results observed previously could be made.

Activity in RRA; Slo RNAi larvae
Finally, we expressed Slo RNAi in just two MNs, MN1-1b and MNISN-1s, with the use
of RRA-GAL4 [66]. This driver also included an extra Dicer construct to increase the
strength of the RNAi. As observed in Slo1 and OK371;Slo larvae, RRA;Slo larvae were
capable of producing rhythmic motor output and the activity was regular (Fig. 5.9). There
was no difference in the incidence or prevalence of rhythmic activity between RRA;Slo
and WT larvae (see Table 5.8).
However, when we quantified the activity we did find differences between the motor
output recorded in RRA;Slo and WT larvae. Cycle durations and quiescence intervals
were shorter in RRA;Slo larvae compared to WT (see Fig. 5.9 and Table 5.9). These
effects were the same as those we observed in Slo1 larvae. We also observed an increase in duty cycle in RRA;Slo larvae relative to WT, which was seen as well in Slo1
larvae. Interestingly, though there was a decrease in burst duration in Slo1 larvae, there
was no change in burst duration in RRA;Slo larvae. These results suggest that Slo does
not contribute to burst termination in larval MNs.
Several of these results were contrary to what we predicted. We hypothesized that
as in many other systems, the MNs in Drosophila larvae are not part of the network of
cells responsible for generating the basic motor rhythm. Therefore, we predicted that
expressing Slo RNAi in MNs could affect measures such as burst duration (and consequently duty cycle and quiescence interval), but not cycle duration. Instead, we ob-
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served the opposite, with no measurable change in burst duration, but a clear decrease
in cycle duration. One explanation for these results is that we again ran into issues
with non-specificity of the driver. RRA-GAL4 targets not only the two MNs, MN1-1b and
MNISN-1s, but also an interneuron known by its embryonic identity as pCC [66]. Therefore, expression of Slo RNAi would also have been present in pCC. If pCC provides input
to MNs, either directly or indirectly, then a change in the activity of this interneuron might
help explain a change in cycle duration. An alternative explanation is that our hypothesis
was incorrect and that MNs, as in the stomatogastric nervous system, are actually part
of the rhythm-generating network and thereby influence cycle duration directly. Further
experiments expressing Slo RNAi with the use of the FLP/FRT system could allow us to
tease apart these two possibilities. With the use of the RN2-GAL4 driver containing a
FLP/FRT cassette (as used in the Shal and eag/Sh experiments), we could mosaically
express Slo RNAi in MN1-1b and MNISN-1s, and examine the activity of WT and manipulated MNs in the same animal. Importantly, we could screen these animals for a lack
of Slo RNAi expression in the pCC interneuron to remove any possible influence of a
change in its activity on MN firing. If these experiments revealed that the decrease in cycle duration was due to the expression of Slo RNAi in MNs, how might Slo act to shorten
the cycle? Previous work in the lamprey has shown that blocking Ca2+ -independent IA
reduces the ability of MNs to sustain repetitive firing. During locomotor activity this results in a decrease in cycle duration, as MNs fire less spikes per cycle and inhibition of
contralateral neurons is decreased [91]. Drosophila Slo has been shown to contribute
to Ca2+ -dependent transient (IA -like) currents and could play a similar role in sustaining
repetitive firing in Drosophila larval MNs. A decrease in the firing of MNs could then lead
to a decrease in cycle duration, though the mechanism would likely be different than
that in lamprey since locomotion in Drosophila larvae does not involve right/left alternation. In that case, some type of feedback (from the periphery or between neurons) could
communicate that MN firing had ceased and the next cycle could begin. In sum, the role
of Slo in MNs in regulating cycle duration could present a promising direction for future
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research.

Overview
Overall, our results examining the role of Slo in shaping rhythmic motor output were
mixed. Though the data from Slo1 larvae suggest the importance of Slo in the larval
system for shaping rhythmic motor output, we were unable to determine from these data
in which groups of cells the loss of Slo was most important. Our attempts to determine
which of the effects might be due to loss of Slo in MNs by targeting Slo RNAi using
the GAL4-UAS system resulted in a number of incongruous effects. Expression of Slo
RNAi in all MNs resulted in a decrease in anterior burst durations similar to the decrease
observed in Slo1 larvae. However, the coincident increase in posterior burst durations
raises the question of whether the effects on burst duration reveal a heterogeneous MN
population or the influence of other neuronal populations that are unfortunately targeted
by general MN drivers. The lack of any effect on burst duration in RRA;Slo larvae suggests that Slo may not be involved in regulating burst termination in MNs and that the
effects on burst duration observed in other samples may indeed be due to Slo manipulation in other neurons. Unfortunately, we cannot rule out the possibility that differences
observed in these samples may instead be due to differences in the strength or developmental expression of the drivers. On a related note, it could be that the developmental
timeline of expression of these drivers allows for different compensatory mechanisms to
come into play. In this case, measures of rhythmic activity might be affected differently
not because of where Slo manipulations were expressed but because the nervous system responded in different ways to the manipulation by upregulating various other ion
channels at different times and locations. Interestingly, the decrease in cycle duration
observed in Slo1 , OK371;Slo, and RRA;Slo larvae was the only effect common to all
samples. Again, this was contrary to what we would have predicted and suggests that
either the network organization is other than we hypothesized (i.e. MNs may participate
in generating the basic rhythm), or some of the interneurons targeted by even the most
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specific driver (RRA-GAL4) are crucial determinants of the motor pattern (see previous
section). Certainly, further investigation into the organization of the network producing
locomotion in larval Drosophila is needed.

7.2.3

Aim 3: Testing the role of Shal and eag/Shaker channels in shaping rhythmic
motor output

A final aim of this work was to understand the role that voltage-gated K+ currents, and
specifically IA , play in shaping rhythmic motor output. We began by examining the role
of Shal, which is a major contributor to IA in Drosophila neurons. For these experiments
we chose to go directly to examining the activity of Shal RNAi-expressing and WT MNs
in the same animals with the use of the FLP/FRT system (see sections 2.3.1 and 6.1).

Activity in RN2; Shal RNAi larvae
With the FLP/FRT system we were able to mosaically express Shal RNAi, including an
extra copy of the Dicer enzyme, in MN1-1b, MNISN-1s, or both MNs in one hemisegment
while leaving adjacent segment WT (see Figs. 6.1, 6.6, and 6.11). We recorded from
the muscle target of these MNs, muscle 1, in hemisegments innervated by WT MNs or
MNs expressing the RNAi. Our results showed no effect of Shal RNAi expression in
either or both MNs on burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle, or quiescence interval
(see Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3). In addition, though we were unable to perform a rigorous
analysis of firing frequency from these recordings, a rudimentary visual and rough peak
count comparison of burst recorded from WT or RNAi hemisegments indicated there
was no measurable change in firing frequency (see Figs. 6.2, 6.7, and 6.12).
So, why was the firing output of MNs not altered by expression of Shal RNAi? The
most parsimonious explanation is that the manipulation did not work. Subsequent to
this study, work in the laboratory of Dr. Richard Levine (University of Arizona) showed
that while Shal RNAi can effectively reduce IA in larval MNs, expression of a Shal RNAi
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construct with an additional copy of the Dicer enzyme (the construct used in this work)
did not reduce IA (Jennifer Schaefer, personal communication). That work indicated
that the lack of effectiveness might have been due to the use of a weak driver, though
the driver used in these studies (RN2-GAL4) was not specifically tested. Furthermore,
a problem inherent to the Shal RNAi + Dicer construct itself was not ruled out. Further
work measuring IA in larval MNs expressing the Shal RNAi + Dicer construct under the
control of RN2-GAL4 is needed before concluding whether the manipulation is effective.
However, if we assume that the manipulation did reduce IA in MNs as intended, our
results are still in agreement with previous work examining the role of Shal in larval MNs.
For example, patch clamp recordings from MN1-1b and MNISN-1s have shown that firing
frequency is not altered by expression of Shal RNAi [177]. Thus, it appears that Shal
does not act in larval MNs to regulate firing frequency, which would explain the lack of any
apparent effect on firing frequency in our recordings. Previous work has also shown that
Shal-mediated IA regulates delay to spike in larval Drosophila MNs [35, 89, 152, 177].
Therefore, we had predicted that expression of Shal RNAi in MN1-1b and MNISN-1s
would decrease the delay to spike. We thought that if delay to spike were dramatically
reduced and the MN started firing much sooner, burst duration (and thus duty cycle)
could be increased when we expressed Shal RNAi in these MNs. However, we did not
observe any effect on burst duration (or duty cycle) in these studies. Further examination
of patch clamp recordings from Shal RNAi-expressing MNs reveals that the change in
delay to spike in MN1-1b is around 50 milliseconds or less [177]. In bursts that often last
between 5 and 20 seconds, it is unlikely that we would be able to systematically detect
a change in burst duration of tens of milliseconds. In MNISN-1s the change in delay
to spike in response to Shal RNAi expression was much larger than in MN1-1b, on the
order of 100 milliseconds. Still, given the burst duration, this is a small change to detect.
Furthermore, because our results (see section 4.3.5) and those of others [177] indicate
that MNISN-1s fires much later and for less time than MN1-1b, the overall duration of the
burst would likely not be changed by a change in the duration of activity in MNISN-1s. If
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we could separate out the activity of MN1-1b and MNISN-1s we might be able to detect
such a change, but unfortunately as we described in section 4.3.5 such a separation is
not possible.
In light of these considerations, the fact that we did not measure any change in motor
output due to expression of Shal RNAi in MN1-1b and MNISN-1s is not so surprising and
is still in agreement with existing patch clamp data from these same MNs. Further directions should include patch clamp recordings from MN1-1b and MNISN-1s expressing
Shal RNAi during rhythmic motor activity. This would allow one to determine whether a
small change in burst duration due to shorter delay to spike is detectable when only the
activity of one MN is recorded. In addition, these recordings might reveal other roles that
Shal plays during rhythmic motor activity that are not detectable using muscle recordings
or from current injection data.

Activity in OK371;eag/Sh DN larvae
We also examined the role of other contributors to IA in MNs, including eag and Shaker
channels. We began by expressing a eag/Shaker double dominant negative construct
(eag/Sh DN) in all MNs using the general MN driver OK371-GAL4. Our first observation was that OK371;eag/Sh DN larvae were capable of generating regular rhythmic
motor activity (see Fig. 6.2.1). The incidence and prevalence of rhythmic activity in
OK371;eag/Sh DN larvae was no different from WT (see Table 6.4). This was in contrast to our prediction that changes in firing frequency and interspike intervals in the MNs
(though not measurable in the extracellular recordings) would be severe enough to lead
to irregular bursting. Instead, it appeared that the reduction of eag and Shaker currents
in MNs did not prevent the nervous system from producing a regular bursting output.
However, when we quantified the activity we did see differences between the motor
output of OK371;eag/Sh DN and WT larvae. Burst durations, cycle durations, and quiescence intervals were decreased in all nerves of OK371;eag/Sh DN larvae compared
to WT (see Fig. 6.2.1 and Table 6.5). We did predict that, if activity was regular, burst
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durations might decrease in response to expression of eag/Sh DN. Previous work in
other systems has demonstrated that IA can contribute to the ability of neurons to sustain repetitive firing due to the release of Na+ channels from inactivation (e.g. see [91]).
Loss of IA in these systems causes Na+ -dependent spiking to stop earlier due to increased inactivation of channels, and thereby ends the bursts which are comprised of
these spikes. Such a mechanism could be at work in Drosophila MNs, causing bursts
to shorten is response to the loss of eag/Sh. However, an alternate explanation for the
effect on burst duration is that expression of eag/Sh DN in other neurons in turn influenced the firing of MNs. As mentioned previously, OK371-GAL4 targets glutamatergic
interneurons and some studies suggest that MNs receive glutamatergic input. If these
interneurons were affected by the expression of eag/Sh DN, they could have changed
their input to MNs causing the observed effects on MN firing output. Certainly, the fact
that cycle duration was also decreased suggests that effects might have been influenced
by expression of the knockdown outside MNs.

Activity in C380;eag/Sh DN larvae
To further investigate the role of these currents in MNs we turned to expressing eag/Sh
DN using a second general MN driver, C380-GAL4. As before, we reasoned that because C380-GAL4 and OK371-GAL4 express in all the same MNs but different non-MN
populations, common effects observed in the two groups would strengthen the argument
that the effects were caused by expression of eag/Sh DN in the MNs and not somewhere
else in the nervous system. However, as mentioned previously if non-common effects
were observed we could not be sure whether these resulted from expression bin other
neurons or because of differences in the strength and temporal expression of the drivers.
C380;eag/Sh DN larvae were capable of generating rhythmic bursting and this bursting was regular (see Fig. 6.2.2). The incidence and prevalence of rhythmic activity in
C380;eag/Sh DN larvae was similar to WT (see Table 6.6). Again, this was in contrast
to our prediction that these larvae would display irregular bursting, but was in agreement
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with the results from OK371-GAL4 larvae. Thus, expression of eag/Sh DN in all MNs did
not prevent the nervous system from producing rhythmic motor output.
The quantified activity from C380;eag/Sh larvae did, however, differ from WT activity.
In anterior nerves of C380;eag/Sh larvae, burst durations, duty cycles, and quiescence
intervals were all decreased relative to WT (see Fig. 6.2.2 and Table 6.7). In contrast,
in posterior nerves burst durations and duty cycles were larger, but quiescence intervals
were smaller than in WT. In all nerves there was a trend towards slightly smaller cycle
durations, though statistical testing did not distinguish between the distributions from
C380;eag/Sh and WT larvae.
These results are only in partial agreement with the results from OK371;eag/Sh larvae. In anterior nerves, decreases in burst durations and quiescence intervals were
observed in both OK371;eag/Sh and C380;eag/Sh larvae. The decrease in anterior duty
cycles in C380;eag/Sh did not occur in OK371;eag/Sh larvae because of the change
in cycle duration in the latter, but not the former, group. The results from the posterior
nerves showed that quiescence intervals decreased in both groups. However, posterior
burst durations increased in C380;eag/Sh DN larvae, but decreased in OK371;eag/Sh
DN larvae. The fact that posterior duty cycle increased in C380;eag/Sh DN larvae, but
did not change in OK371;eag/Sh DN larvae, was both because of the increase in burst
duration and the lack of a dramatic change in cycle duration in the former, and not the
latter, group. We had hoped that any common effects observed between the two groups
would strengthen the claim that these changes in motor output were due to expression of
eag/Sh DN in MNs and not elsewhere in the nervous system. However, given the nature
of the common and non-common effects, such claims could not be made. For example, both C380;eag/Sh DN and OK371;eag/Sh DN showed decreased burst durations
in anterior nerves. It was inappropriate, though, to make a claim regarding the role of
eag/Sh currents in regulating burst duration given that the opposite effect was observed
in posterior nerves of C380;eag/Sh DN larvae. It is possible, as mentioned in the context of the Slo experiments, that the MN population is heterogeneous with respect to the
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expression or properties (e.g. inactivation kinetics, etc.) of eag/Sh channels. However,
this would raise the question of why similar effects on burst duration were observed in
anterior and posterior nerves of OK371;eag/Sh DN larvae. It is possible a change in
input to the MNs from other neurons expressing the knockdown (e.g. the glutamatergic
interneurons) was strong enough to ’override’ any effects that might have been observed
by expression of the knockdown just in MNs. The strong effect on cycle duration seen in
OK371;eag/Sh DN larvae certainly suggests that there were network influences in play
which were reduced, or not present, in C380;eag/Sh DN larvae. Still, these experiments
left open the question of the specific role of eag/Sh currents in MNs in shaping rhythmic
motor output.

Activity in RN2; eag/Sh DN larvae
We then examined the role of eag/Sh currents by comparing the motor output of WT
MNs and MNs expressing eag/Sh DN. As before, we used the FLP/FRT system to mosaically express the knockdown in MN1-1b, MNISN-1s, or both MNs in one hemisegment
while leaving adjacent segments WT (see Figs. 6.22, 6.27, and 6.32). We recorded from
the muscle target of these MNs, muscle 1, in hemisegments innervated by WT MNs or
MNs expressing eag/Sh DN. Our results show that expressing eag/Sh DN in either or
both MNs had no effect on the ability of larvae to produce regular rhythmic motor output.
There was also no change in burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle, or quiescence
interval (see Tables 6.8, 6.9, and 6.10). Although we could not perform a systematic
analysis of firing frequency from these recordings, basic visual and peak count comparisons suggested there was also no effect on firing frequency (see Figs. 6.23, 6.28, and
6.33).
These results were surprising given previous work expressing eag/Sh DN in larval
MNs. Unlike in the case of the RNAi constructs where we have limited to no information
regarding the magnitude or nature of their effects on ionic currents in MNs, the effects
of eag/Sh DN expression in MNs has been tested in patch clamp recordings. MN1-1b
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and MNISN1-s expressing eag/Sh DN show shorter delays to spike and higher firing
frequencies in response to a square pulse of current injection [84]. However, as discussed in regard to expression of Shal RNAi in these neurons, the changes in delay to
spike observed were on the order of tens of milliseconds. So, it is unlikely we would
have detected any changes in burst durations, which are on the order of tens of seconds. Regarding firing frequency, it is possible that we were simply not able to detect
any changes in firing frequency that may have occurred in the MNs. As explained in
section 6.1.1, many issues inherent to the muscle recordings made it impossible for us
to properly quantify firing frequency. Therefore, it is possible that whole cell recordings
from eag/Sh DN-expressing MNs during rhythmic motor activity would reveal changes
in firing frequency that we were not able to observe. Another possibility is that although
MNs expressing the knockdown change their responsiveness to square pulse current
injection, their responsiveness to endogenous synaptic input may not be affected, or
at least not severely enough to affect the final motor output. Again, this is a question
that can only be resolved by whole cell recordings from MNs expressing the knockdown
during spontaneous episodes of rhythmic motor activity.
The finding that motor output was not altered when we expressed eag/Sh DN in
MN1-1b and/or MNISN1-1s was also unexpected since we observed changes in motor
output when the same knockdown was expressed in all MNs using both OK371-GAL4
and C380-GAL4. As said previously, we hypothesized that some of the effects on motor
output seen in OK371;eag/Sh DN larvae might be due to expression of the knockdown
in a small population of glutamatergic interneurons also targeted by the driver. However,
C380-GAL4 does not express in these interneurons. So, why were alterations of the
motor output seen when eag/Sh DN was expressed in all MNs using C380-GAL4, but
not seen when the knockdown was expressed in MN1-1b and/or MNISN1s using RN2GAL4? There are several possible reasons for the discrepancy. First, though C380GAL4 does not express in glutamatergic interneurons, it does express in a number of
other neurons within the brain and sensory cells. Though most sensory cell expression
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was avoided with the use of the Cha-GAL80 construct, which inhibits GAL4 in cholinergic cells, sparse expression still remained within the brain. Thus, it is possible that
again expression of eag/Sh DN outside the MNs was responsible for the alterations in
motor output, and that with this expression absent in RN2;eag/Sh DN larvae the effects
were no longer observed. Another possibility is that differences in the strength and/or
developmental expression of C380-GAL4 and RN2-GAL4 contributed to the different results. However, previous work has shown that eag/Sh DN expressed in MNs using either
C380-GAL4 or RN2-GAL4 results in similar alterations in firing responses to current injection [84]. Finally, it could be that changes in peripheral and/or central feedback might
contribute to differences in motor output in the two groups. Feedback might be very different in the case where the firing of just two MNs was altered versus when the firing of
all MNs was changed due to expression of the knockdown.

Overview
In sum, our studies examining the role of Shal in MNs did not reveal any role in shaping motor output but were inconclusive due to questions about the effectiveness of the
knockdown, while our studies of the role of eag/Shaker -mediated currents were mixed.
The effects on rhythmic motor output that we did observe in larvae expressing eag/Sh DN
in identified groups of MNs did not all agree. For example, while expression of eag/Sh
DN in all MNs using OK371-GAL4 resulted in decreased burst durations, cycle durations, and quiescence intervals in all nerves, expression in the same set of MNs using
C380-GAL4 produced decreases in burst duration only in anterior nerves and very little
change in cycle duration. Furthermore, expression of eag/Sh DN in two MNs, MN1-1b
and MNISN-1s, did not alter any measure of rhythmic motor output. The fact that we did
not observe the same effects in each group could be due to expression outside the MNs
that is not common between the two drivers, or it could be because these two drivers
differ in strength and temporal expression (see also previous section). Unpublished data
from the laboratory of Dr. Richard Levine (University of Arizona) shows that selection
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of the driver is crucial in maximizing the effectiveness of certain knockdowns (Jennifer
Schaefer, personal communication). Therefore, it is reasonable to suspect that some
of the differences we observe between groups could have been due to the effectiveness of the GAL4 promoter itself in driving eag/Sh DN expression. In sum, issues such
as driver specificity, strength, and temporal expression all make it difficult to conclude
what role eag/Sh currents play in shaping rhythmic motor output. Future directions to
address these issues could include whole cells recordings from OK371;eag/Sh DN and
C380;eag/Sh D larvae to determine: (1) the effectiveness of the knockdown when driven
with the different promoters, (2) other effects, such as those on firing frequency, that
might not be observed in muscle recordings, and (3) whether any changes in synaptic
input can be detected as a result of knockdown expression outside MNs.

7.3

General conclusions and future directions

Perhaps the most interesting general finding of this work is that all the K+ channel manipulations we expressed resulted in very minor changes, if any, in rhythmic motor output.
None of the K+ channel manipulations we expressed prevented the nervous system
from producing rhythmic motor output consisting of regular bursting. We had predicted
in many cases that reduction of K+ currents, especially in the whole animal or in large
numbers of cells, would result in irregular activity. However, this prediction was not confirmed. Even in those cases where features of the motor pattern (e.g. burst duration) did
change, the changes were mostly small (on the order of a few seconds or less). These
changes might make little difference to crawling in the intact larvae, since a few seconds
faster or slower crawling through a food source or finding a place to pupate is unlikely to
be crucial to development. This raises the question of why these manipulations had so
little effect on rhythmic motor output?
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7.3.1

Effectiveness of the manipulations

The most parsimonious explanation is that the manipulations did not work and that currents were not reduced as intended. This explanation is particularly appropriate when
discussing data gathered from larvae expressing RNAi constructs, in which we did not
measure current reduction and published data regarding their effectiveness is sparse or
non-existent. This possibility was discussed in detail previously with regard to the expression of Shal RNAi and prevented us from making sound conclusions regarding the
role of Shal in shaping MN firing during rhythmic activity. However, the fact that we did
observe some effects in the case of expression of Slo RNAi indicates that something
happened as a result of RNAi expression. In addition, RT-PCR data show that panneuronal expression of several of the available RNAi constructs (including Slo RNAi)
does result in a decrease in mRNA levels in the whole nervous system (B. Strauber,
personal communication). Whether and to what extent these RNAi constructs reduce intended currents in MNs will only be determined by whole cell recordings in concert with
pharmacological techniques. In the case of the eag/Sh DN construct used, its effectiveness is better established. The separate DN constructs which make up the double
construct have each been characterized [25, 146] and whole cell recordings from larval MNs show that expression of eag/Sh DN causes increased firing frequencies and
shorter delay to spike in response to current injection [84]. These results, in concert with
the fact that we did observe effects in some groups of larvae expressing eag/Sh DN,
makes us confident that this manipulation worked. Thus, for most of our manipulations,
we do not believe that problems with the effectiveness alone explain why we did not see
more dramatic changes in rhythmic motor output.

7.3.2

Compensation for the loss of channels

An alternative explanation is that the nervous system has compensated in some way
for the reduction in K+ currents. Compensation could occur at multiple levels and by a
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variety of mechanisms. A few possibilities are discussed below.
Cell-autonomous mechanisms of compensation could include upregulating the expression of other channel proteins which can either substitute for the roles served by
the channel whose expression was reduced, or counteract the effects of such a reduction (for review see [138, 179]. Work by Eve Marder and colleagues in recent years has
revealed that neurons within the STG can show widely varying current profiles and yet
produce the same output necessary for a functional pyloric rhythm [180]. This work, and
the work of others, indicates that it is not a specific ionic current that is important so much
as a set of currents, and that many different combinations of ionic currents can serve the
similar purposes. Other work in the STG has shown that overexpression of Shal causes
an concomitant increase in a cationic hyperpolarization-activated current (Ih ). Rhythmic motor activity recorded from animals overexpressing Shal consequently is virtually
indistinguishable from WT unless the Ih current is reduced pharmacologically [132]. In
Drosophila, excessive neurotransmitter release in Slo mutants is counteracted by upregulation of Shaker at the neuromuscular junction [129]. Though we do not have direct
evidence that the relatively minor effects of K+ channel manipulations on rhythmic motor
output observed in our studies are due to compensatory upregulation of other ion channels, preliminary data from the laboratory of Dr. Carsten Duch (Arizona State University)
suggests this may be a plausible explanation, particularly for experiments involving RNAi
expression. Specifically, RTPCR analysis of the effects of pan-neuronal expression of
Slo RNAi showed that a 30% decrease in Slo mRNA is accompanied by an 30% increase Shal mRNA (B. Strauber, personal communication). Single cell RTPCR data
would address whether these specific changes in K + channel mRNA are observed in
the MNs targeted in our studies. Patch clamp data could also show whether K+ currents
mediated by Shal are increased in MNs expressing Slo RNAi. Other considerations
include the fact that ion channel upregulation may occur to a greater or lesser extent
depending on when, and for how long, a particular GAL4 promoter is driving the expression of the knockdown. If a certain GAL4 driver is active during a critical period in
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development of the motor system, for example, a more effective response to the loss of
a particular current may occur than if the same knockdown was expressed using a driver
not active during that developmental period. Future work combining molecular and electrophysiological techniques could examine the timeline of expression of different GAL4
drivers, and the resulting changes in ion channel mRNA and current profiles in neurons
expressing knockdowns during different developmental periods. Rather than expressing
knockdowns chronically, one could also attempt to avoid compensatory upregulation of
ion channels by using inducible GAL4/UAS lines that permit acute expression of genetic
manipulations.
Of course, compensation for the reduction of specific K+ currents could also occur by
mechanisms extrinsic to cells expressing the knockdown. For example, it could be that
the strength and/or timing of synaptic inputs to MNs changed to counteract alterations in
responsiveness or firing of MNs with reduced K+ currents. Such a form of compensation
would require some type of error signal to communicate that the desired MN responsiveness or firing profile was not present. This error signal could come in the form of feedback within the central nervous system between MNs and presynaptic partners, or from
the periphery in the form of sensory feedback from the muscles. The role that sensory
feedback may play in allowing motor systems to recover normal behavior following perturbation has received a lot of interest, in particular due to its clinical applications in the
treatment of spinal cord injury (for reviews see [44,151]. Research has shown that following complete transection of the spinal cord cats can regain near-normal locomotion after
repeated treadmill training. Some success using treadmill training to recover locomotion
in humans with spinal cord injuries has also been observed. In both cats and humans, it
is clear that this recovery depends on activation of sensory afferents, as success is related to repeated movement of the limbs and the load supported during movement. The
neural basis for sensory-mediated recovery has not been established, but current speculation includes the idea that the influence of existing afferent input to the locomotor CPG
is increased by training to the extent that it can take over the function of lost pathways.
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Indeed, growth of additional sensory processes such as might underlie strengthened
input has been observed following spinal cord injury in some systems. Other work has
suggested that afferent stimulation may increase excitability and decrease inhibition in
locomotor networks. Thus, it is possible that “persistent errors in behavior are detected
by proprioceptors and these error signals recalibrate the magnitude of feedforward commands” (pg. 743, [151]). In our experiments similar mechanisms might have been at
work such that altered crawling behavior in knockdown animals, perhaps experienced
during the two larval stages prior to the one we examined, led to persistent changes in
sensory feedback that ’recalibrated’ the system to eventually produce a similar output
to that seen in WT animals. A variety of sensory cells that could provide the necessary error signals are present in Drosophila [21], and though their synaptic partners are
not known, their axons do terminate within the ventral nerve cord [140, 178] where the
networks of cells sufficient for generating the crawling rhythm reside [31]. Certainly, the
role of sensory feedback in compensating for altered firing of MNs is an important area
of future investigation. However, such studies should be preceded by a better understanding of the precise role of sensory feedback in shaping rhythmic motor output in WT
Drosophila and a dissection of the circuitry underlying rhythm generation in this system.
The latter would also aid in the identification of possible feedback paths between MNs
and their presynaptic partners.
In sum, we hope that this work has contributed to the understanding of the potential
role MN K+ currents play in shaping rhythmic motor activity and pointed to several directions for promising future research, particularly examining the role of cell-autonomous
and network mechanisms of compensation in maintaining crucial motor behaviors.
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APPENDIX A

Materials for publication

The following constitutes a draft for publication of select experiments presented in detail
in Chapters 4 and 5. After the figures for the draft, a list of experiments is included which,
if completed, could strengthen the publication.

Role of the Ca2+ -activated potassium channel, Slowpoke, in shaping rhythmic motor
activity in Drosophila larvae
Abstract
Rhythmic muscle contractions underlie a number of crucial behaviors, such as respiration, ingestion, and locomotion. These motor behaviors are produced due to a combination of synaptic interactions and intrinsic properties of neurons within what are called
central pattern generating (CPG) networks. Much work has focused on the role specific
ionic currents play in shaping responsiveness and firing of neurons, and ultimately the
motor behavior to which the neurons contribute. In particular, potassium (K+ ) currents
can affect cellular excitability and firing in a number of ways. The large conductance
calcium (Ca2+ )-dependent K+ current, Slowpoke (Slo), contributes in vertebrate and invertebrate neurons to action potential repolarization, regulation of firing frequency and
interspike interval, dendritic integration, repetitive firing, and burst termination. Mutations of the Slo gene in vertebrates and invertebrates lead to a variety of motor disturbances. Specifically, adult Slo mutant Drosophila melanogaster display a number of
locomotor defects, including reduced flight, heat- and light-induced semi-paralysis, and
shaking under ether anesthesia. We investigated the role of Slo in shaping rhythmic
locomotor activity in Drosophila larvae. Our results show that, in contrast to adult Slo
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mutants, the incidence and persistence of rhythmic motor activity is similar in larval Slo
mutants relative to wild-type (WT). However, the timing of the motor pattern is altered in
mutant larvae. Slo mutants show decreased burst durations, cycle durations, and quiescence intervals, and increased duty cycles relative to WT. To investigate the role of Slo in
identified motor neurons (MNs), we also expressed Slo RNAi in two MNs, MN1-1b and
MNISN-1s (RRA; Slo). Again, these larvae were able to generate rhythmic motor activity, but the timing was altered when compared to WT. RRA; Slo larvae showed similar
effects to Slo mutant larvae with respect to cycle duration, quiescence interval, and duty
cycle. However, burst duration was unchanged, indicating that Slo does not play a role
in larval MNs in regulating burst termination. Overall, these results suggest an important
role for Slo in shaping the timing of motor output in larval Drosophila.

Introduction
Rhythmic motor behaviors such as those involved in feeding, respiration, and locomotion
are vital to the survival of organisms. The timing and sequence of muscle contractions
underlying a rhythmic motor behavior is known as a motor pattern and is generated by
collections of synaptically connected neurons called central pattern-generating networks
(CPGs) [4, 81, 134–137, 159]. Though the organization of these networks varies, a common feature is that the final production of the motor pattern results from the combination
of synaptic interactions between cells in the network and the intrinsic properties of the
cells themselves. In particular, the role that specific ionic currents play, for example
in allowing cells to endogenously burst or rebound from inhibition, is an area of active
research.
Neurons, including motor neurons (MNs) which drive the muscles involved in a
given behavior, express a number of K+ currents that can shape their responsiveness to synaptic inputs and their firing output (for general reviews of K+ channels in
vertebrates and invertebrates see [50, 92, 106, 139, 156, 214, 224]; for reviews of K+
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channels in MNs see [82, 143]). Thus, these currents could play an important role
in shaping the timing of rhythmic motor behaviors. Of particular interest are Ca2+ activated K+ currents (IKCa ) carried through ’maxi K’ or ’B (Big) K’ channels (for reviews on these channels see [60, 168, 169, 171, 205]). BK channels require both an
increase in cytosolic Ca2+ and membrane depolarization to activate. In some cells,
the duration of BK currents is determined only by the time course of changes in membrane potential and the concentration of Ca2+ , while in other cells BK channels show
inactivation [2, 80, 131, 169, 171, 176, 183, 194]). BK channels have been shown to
play a role in action potential repolarization, fast afterhyperpolarization, high-frequency
firing, spike frequency adaptation, dendritic excitability, and neurotransmitter release
[2, 17, 18, 80, 82, 131, 171, 183, 194]. Importantly, BK channels have also been implicated in enhancing or preventing bursting (depending on the system), and in regulating
intraburst firing frequency, interspike intervals, interburst intervals, burst duration, and
burst termination [75, 80, 108, 193, 202, 222]).
BK channels are encoded by the Slowpoke (Slo) gene, which was originally cloned
in Drosophila [7, 57, 184]. Several different Slo genes in invertebrates and vertebrates
have been identified with varying sequence homology and functional characteristics (for
review see [171]). Specific mammalian variants are also known as Slick (Slo 2.1) and
Slack (Slo 2.2) [171].) Deletion of a Slo gene in mice results in tremor, abnormal locomotion, and a number of other motor impairments. Mutations in the human Slo1
gene have been linked to epilepsy and paroxysmal dyskinesia [52]. Slo in Drosophila
has been shown to be responsible for transient IKCa measured at both the whole
cell [5, 6, 23, 56, 57, 184] and single channel [123] level in larval and adult muscle. In
contrast, Slo appears to contribute to both transient and sustained IKCa in Drosophila
giant cultured neurons [170]. Reduction or elimination of Slo currents in Drosophila
causes slow spike repolarization and spike broadening, changes in firing patterns, and
abnormal synaptic transmission [5, 6, 23, 56, 57, 73, 129, 170], and can disrupt behaviors
such as habituation [59] and circadian patterns of locomotion [32]. Work in the labo-
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ratories of Dr. Richard Levine (University of Arizona) and Dr. Carsten Duch (Arizona
State University) indicate that Drosophila MNs do display Slo-mediated IKCa (personal
communications from Subhashini Srinivasan and Stephanie Ryglewski of the Levine and
Duch laboratories, respectively), though the role of these currents in MN firing has not
been reported. Locomotor phenotypes are observed in adult Slo mutants, such as reduced ability to fly, semi-paralysis in response to heat or bright light, and shaking under
ether anesthesia [5, 6, 23].
Thus, we were motivated to ask, what role does the Slo current play in locomotion of
larval Drosophila? More specifically, what role does the Slo current play in larval MNs in
shaping the rhythmic motor output underlying crawling? We addressed these questions
by first examining the activity of Slo mutant larvae, and then by expressing Slo RNAi in
identified MNs. Our results show that Slo plays an important role in shaping the timing
of rhythmic locomotor activity.

Methods
Fly lines and rearing
Drosophila melanogaster were reared in an incubator (Thermo Electron Corporation,
model 818) at 25 ◦ C under a 12:12 light-dark cycle and on standard yeast-sugarcornmeal media. Wandering third-instar larvae were used for all experiments. w1118
larvae were used for all wild-type (WT) experiments. RRA-GAL4 was used to restrict
expression to just two identified MNs per nervous system hemisegment, known in the
larva as MN1-1b and MNISN-1s, or by their embryonic identity as aCC and RP2, respectively [66]. An extra copy of the Dicer enzyme was included in the RRA-GAL4 construct
to increase the strength of the RNA interference (obtained from S. Srinivasan, laboratory
of Dr. Richard Levine). To manipulate the Ca2+ -dependent K+ channel gene, Slowpoke,
the following lines were used: Slowpoke mutant, St1 Slo1 (Bloomington Drosophila Stock
Center at Indiana University, stock number: 4587), and UAS-Slowpoke RNA interference
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(Vienna Drosophila RNAi Center, transformant identification number: 6723).

Larval preparations
Larvae were dissected and recorded in HL3.1 saline [63] with a pH between 7.1 and 7.3.
All chemicals were obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, Missouri). Larvae were dissected
with one of two methods. The first method, referred to herein as the ’dorsal midline
dissection’, is the same as used in previously published electrophysiological studies of
Drosophila larvae [12, 31, 38, 65, 188, 204]. Briefly, larvae were pinned at the head and
tail in silicone elastomer (Sylgard)-lined dishes for dissection. A cut was made up the
dorsal midline and the dorsal-most body wall muscles pinned at four corners. All organs
and fat bodies were removed, while the muscles and nervous system were kept intact.
Because reliable access to intact dorsal-most body wall muscles was required for our
experiments, a second dissection method was developed in which these muscles did not
risk damage from cutting down the dorsal midline or pinning. Larvae were pinned at the
head and tail. A cut was made to the right of the dorsal midline, typically through muscle
4, which left all muscles and the axons on one side of the larva intact for recording.
The opposite side suffered damage to the muscles through which the cut was made.
In addition, the peripheral nerves which lie in the muscle field were cut as a result of
the incision, leaving the majority of muscles in the dorsal group on the cut side without
functional innervation. This dissection method is referred to herein as the ’off midline
dissection’. Larvae dissected in this way were still able to generate rhythmic activity (see
Results pg. 262).

Electrophysiology
Intracellular recordings were made dorsal muscles 1 and 2 in abdominal segments 2-6,
as described previously by others [12,31]. Sharp electrodes were pulled from thin-walled
borosilicate glass using a filament puller (Sutter Instrument Co., P-87 Flaming/Brown) to
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a resistance of 30-50 MΩ. Using a long and flexible electrode tip was crucial for allowing
the electrode to move with the muscle during peristaltic waves of contractions. To allow
for additional flexibility the electrode was fixed to the headstage using only molding clay
rather than inserting it in to the part of the holder which would normally screw into the
headstage. Electrodes were filled with 3 M potassium chloride or potassium acetate
for recording. Recordings were amplified using a Axoclamp 2B amplifier (Molecular
Devices) in bridge mode and digitized at a sampling rate of 10 kHz by Digidata 1320A
(Axon Instruments). Recordings were stored using PClamp 8.2 (Molecular Devices) and
were imported into Spike2 (Cambridge Electronic Design) for analysis.

Data Analysis
Selecting episodes of rhythmic activity
Preparations were observed through an Olympus BX51WI microscope. The incidence
of observed peristaltic waves, including the direction of the waves, was recorded manually and/or marked with electronic timestamps so that analysis could be restricted only to
these episodes. In this way, activity such as tonic firing or bursts of action potentials associated with muscle contractions that were not coordinated into peristaltic waves were
not included in the analysis. Furthermore, when selecting bouts within a recording for
analysis the following criteria had to be met for the bout to be included: (1) the episode
was a minimum of 1 minute in duration, and bursts occurring more than 60 seconds
apart were considered to belong to separate bouts, (2) the bout consisted of a minimum
bursting frequency of 3 bursts per minute, (3) the activity was underlying posterior (P)
to anterior (A) waves, as this was the most prevalent type of activity, (4) the appropriate
phase relationships and segmental delays were present that again identified the activity
as underlying P to A waves1 , and (5) the activity was regular enough and did not include
1

This criterion could only be applied in cases where two segments were simultaneously recorded.

Though most of the recordings were dual, activity from a few single channel recordings were included in
the samples based on manual and electronic timestamping of P to A wave episodes.
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too many ’extraneous’ bursts, such that only bursts belonging to the wave cycles could
easily be marked by hand.

Quantification of rhythmic activity
Burst start and end times were marked manually using cursors in Spike2, and these
timestamps exported to spreadsheets in Open Office (www.openoffice.org). Completed
spreadsheets were exported as .csv files to be read by Matlab (The Mathworks). Custom
software was written in Matlab to extract burst durations, cycle durations, duty cycles,
and quiescence intervals from the data (see Supplemental Material). Burst duration was
calculated as the time elapsed between the start and end of the burst. Cycle duration
was calculated as the time elapsed between start times of successive bursts. Duty cycle
was calculated as burst duration divided by cycle duration. Quiescence interval was
calculated as the time elapsed between the end of one burst and the start of the next.

Statistical analysis
Many previous studies analyzing bursting activity in a population have simply pooled all
observations of a particular measure (e.g. all burst durations), irrespective of the animal
in which they were recorded, and performed analyses on these pooled data (e.g. in
Drosophila see [65]). This is incorrect, as most statistical tests performed on data have
as an assumption that the observations in the sample are independent of one another
[94,128,144]. Multiple bursts gathered from the same animal are clearly not independent
of one another. Treating them as such constitutes pseudoreplication, and represents a
prevalent problem in the scientific literature, particularly neuroscientific studies [128]. To
avoid this problem, we calculated representative distributions for groups, as delineated
by genotype, where the independent observations were the distributions from the single
animals. The calculations of single animal and group distributions are described below.
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Single animal distributions.

A set of intervals [xi − ∆x /2, xi + ∆x /2] spanning the

range of observations from all animals in all conditions was selected for each variable.
The relative frequencies of b, c, d, and q were calculated for each animal by counting
the observations that fell within each interval. The resulting frequency counts Cb , Cc ,Cd ,
and Cq were normalized by their sum

fx (xi ) = P

Cx (xi )
{Cx (xj ) : j = 1, ..., Nx }

x ∈ {b, c, d, q}.

(A.1)

where xi is the center of the ith of Nx intervals of the form [xi − ∆x /2, xi + ∆x /2]. Nx
is the number of bins for the variable x ∈ {b, c, d, q}, The functions fb , fc ,fd , and fq are
assumed to approximate the probability density functions of b, c, d, and q and will be
referred to hereafter as density functions. From the density functions, functions Fb , Fc ,

Fd , and Fq of the form
Fx (xi ) =

X

{fx (xi ) : i = 1, ..., Nx }

(A.2)

were calculated to approximate the cumulative distribution functions of b, c, d, and q .

Genotype distributions An average of the cumulative distribution functions obtained
from each animal within a given data set, F̄b , F̄c , F̄d , and F̄q , was calculated. Since
the resulting averages can be thought of as idealized cumulative distributions for the
variables b, c, d, and q obtained from animals having the same genetic background,
the functions F̄b , F̄c , F̄d , and F̄q will be referred to hereafter as genotype distribution
functions, or simply genotype distributions. Note that the observations obtained from
any two animals constitute independent samples and, as such, the corresponding genotype distributions constitute independent measures representing a data set which can
be compared against independent measures from a different data set. The genotype
distributions were not well fit by standard one-parameter distributions (eg. poorly described by a single quantity, such as the mean or median). Therefore, for each of the
measured variables, the minimum, maximum, and quartile values will be reported to give
a description of the whole distribution.
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To statistically test differences between genotype distributions, it was necessary to
use a non-parametric test, as most distributions were not normal (confirmed by tests for
normality e.g. Lillie test; data not shown). We used the Mann-Whitney U test (also known
as the rank sum test) due to its lack of assumptions about the distribution of the data and
its ability to test for shifts in one distribution relative to another [83, 94, 144, 219]. The alpha value for the test was set at 0.05. Computationally, randomized samples of quantiles
were drawn from the genotype distributions, sorted, and tested against a corresponding
sample from another genotype distribution. The sensitivity of this interpolated sampling
was assessed by choosing different sample sizes (Fig. ? in supplementary materials).
Note that this analysis rests on the assumption that the observations obtained from each
of the animals (and therefore the corresponding distribution) were representative of the
variable under consideration (eg. burst duration). Since the shape and range of the
distributions of a given variable obtained for individual animals were qualitatively similar
within a genotype, the average of the distributions from all those animals represents the
distribution of values that can be observed in a recording from any subject from that
genetic background.

Results
Activity in dorsal midline dissected WT larvae
Incidence of rhythmic motor activity
In agreement with previous work [12, 31], anterior to posterior (A to P) and posterior to
anterior (P to A) waves were both observed during intracellular recordings from wild-type
(WT) larvae prepared using the dorsal midline dissection (see Fig. A.1A for a schematic
of the preparation). Representative recordings of P to A wave activity can be seen in Fig.
A.1C. All 20 larvae (100%) showed spontaneous bouts of P to A and/or A to P waves.
Only 4 of 20 larvae (20%) showed A to P waves. Of the 23 total bouts recorded from all
active larvae, 3 consisted of only A to P waves and 2 were combination bouts including
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both wave types. Combination bouts typically consisted of relatively few A to P waves
interspersed between P to A waves. A to P bouts lasted only 1 minute, while combination
bouts lasted 2 minutes. In contrast to the low occurrence of A to P waves, all 20 larvae
(100%) showed P to A waves. Of the 23 total bouts recorded from all active larvae, 18
(78%) consisted of only P to A waves, and 2 (9%) were bouts including both wave types.
P to A waves ranged from 1 to 9 minutes in duration, while combination bouts were 2
minutes. Thus, P to A waves were the predominant form of activity.

Quantification of rhythmic motor activity
Because A to P waves occurred so infrequently, we did not attempt to further quantify
this activity, but focused instead on P to A waves. Burst duration, cycle duration, duty
cycle, and quiescence interval were quantified. As analysis showed that there was no
difference between anterior (A2-A4) and posterior (A5-A7) segments on any measure
(data not shown), recordings from both locations were pooled for analysis, with no more
than one recorded segment per animal included in the sample. Plotting the distributions
for each measure revealed that the distributions were not normal, which was confirmed
with tests for normality in Matlab (normplot, lillietest; data not shown). Since the distributions are poorly described by a single quantity, such as the mean or median, for each
measure we will report the minimum and maximum values from the raw data and the
quartiles from the average distribution (see Data Analysis). These values for the measures of burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle, and quiescence interval as calculated
from larvae prepared using the dorsal midline dissection can be found in Table A.1. The
values reported agree with previous studies of rhythmic motor activity in dorsal midline
dissected larvae [31].
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Activity in off midline dissected WT larvae
To minimize the likelihood of damaging muscle 1 segments from which we wanted to
record, we developed a second dissection method we call the ’off midline dissection’ (see
Larval Preparations and Fig. A.1B for a schematic of the preparation). We examined the
activity recorded from off midline dissected preparations to establish: (1) the incidence
of rhythmic activity, and (2) whether the activity recorded exhibited the same features as
that recorded from the dorsal midline preparation.

Incidence of rhythmic motor activity
Of 27 larvae dissected using the off midline dissection, 25 (93%) showed rhythmic activity. Both A to P and P to A waves were observed with the appropriate segmental
progressions and delays observed in dorsal midline dissected larvae. As with the dorsal midline dissection, P to A waves were the predominant form of activity, while A to P
waves were observed very infrequently. Only 5 of 25 (20%) active larvae displayed A to
P waves, while all 25 (100%) larvae displayed P to A waves. Representative recordings
of P to A wave activity can be seen in Fig. A.1C. Of 24 total bouts in which activity type
could be determined, 20 (83%) were P to A waves, while 4 (17%) were combination
bouts included P to A and A to P waves. No bouts of exclusively A to P waves were
recorded. P to A wave bouts ranged from 1 to 9 minutes, while combination bouts lasted
between 4 and 9 minutes. In sum, dissecting larvae off the midline did not appear to
affect the incidence or persistence of rhythmic activity compared to dorsal midline dissected preparations.

Quantification of rhythmic motor activity
As previously, we focused our quantification on the more prevalent type of activity, P
to A waves. Burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle, and quiescence interval were
quantified. Minimum, maximum, and quartile values for each measure from dorsal and
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off midline dissected larvae can be found in Table A.1. Comparisons of the average
distributions of each measure from dorsal and off midline dissected larvae can be seen
in Fig. A.2. All statistical comparisons between dorsal and off midline dissected larvae
were made using a Mann-Whitney U test with an alpha value of 0.05. Overall, the results
show that activity in off midline dissected larvae was faster than that recorded from
dorsal midline dissected preparations. Specifically, burst durations were shorter than
those observed in dorsal midline larvae (p= 2.53 x 10−32 ). Calculating the differences
between each quartile from dorsal and off midline larvae showed that burst durations in
the interquartile range were 4.99 to 6.37 s shorter in the latter preparation relative to the
former. Cycle durations were also shorter in off midline larvae (p= 8.83 x 10−19 ), with
quartile differences of 3.96-5.35 s. Duty cycles were smaller in off midline larvae (p=1.06
x 10−23 ) by 0.15-0.17, indicating that the decrease in cycle duration was not as large as
the decrease in burst duration. Finally, quiescence intervals in off midline larvae were
larger (p= 9.99 x 10−10 ), with quartile differences between 1.01 and 1.23 s.
In sum, these results show that rhythmic activity recorded from larvae dissected off
the midline is quantitatively different from activity recorded from dorsal midline dissected
larvae. The reason for this is not known, but it is possible that differences in sensory
feedback between the two preparations may be responsible for altering the motor output
(see Discussion). Most importantly, these results made it clear that activity recorded from
genetically manipulated animals, in which we intended to use the off midline dissection,
would have to be compared only to WT larvae dissected using the same method.

Effects of eliminating Slo in the whole animal
The Slo1 mutation eliminates a large-conductance Ca2+ -dependent K+ current in the
whole animal and results in a number of locomotor abnormalities in the adult fly [5,6,23].
For this reason, we were interested in what effects the Slo1 mutation has on rhythmic
locomotor activity in the larva. We recorded intracellularly from dorsal muscles 1 and 2
in 18 Slo1 larvae dissected off the midline. Their activity was compared to off midline
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dissected WT larvae.

Incidence of rhythmic activity
17 of 18 (94%) Slo1 larvae displayed spontaneous bouts of P to A and/or A to P waves.
As in WT larvae, both P to A and A to P waves were observed in Slo1 larvae, with the
former more prevalent that the latter. Examples of P to A wave activity recorded in a
Slo1 larva can be seen in Fig. A.3. Of 16 active larvae in which wave type could be
determined, 15 of 16 (94%) showed P to A waves and 3 of 16 (19%) showed A to P
waves. Of 18 total bouts, 14 (78%) consisted of only P to waves and 4 (22%) of only A to
P waves. P to A waves bouts ranged from 1 to 9 minutes, while A to P wave bouts were
between 2 and 6 minutes. Thus, the Slo1 mutation did not affect either the incidence or
persistence of rhythmic activity in the larva.

Quantification of rhythmic activity
Burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle, and quiescence interval were quantified. As
with previous analyses, we focused our quantification on the more prevalent type of activity, P to A waves. Minimum, maximum, and quartile values for each measure from WT
and Slo1 larvae can be found in Table A.2. Comparisons of the average distributions of
each measure from WT and Slo1 larvae can be seen in Fig. A.4. All statistical comparisons between Slo1 larvae and WT were made using a Mann-Whitney U test with an
alpha value of 0.05. Overall, the results show that activity in Slo1 larvae was much faster
than that recorded in WT. Specifically, burst durations were shorter than those observed
in WT (p= 2.38 x 10−15 ). Calculating the differences between each quartile from Slo1
and WT larvae showed that burst durations in the interquartile range were 2.16-2.55 s
shorter in the former compared to the latter group. Cycle durations were also shorter
in Slo1 larvae relative to WT (p= 6.18 x 10−25 ), with quartile differences between 4.48
and 4.84 s. Duty cycles were slightly larger in Slo1 larvae (p= 1.37 x 10−6 ) by 0.06-0.07,
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reflecting the larger decrease in cycle than burst durations. Finally, quiescence intervals
were shorter in Slo1 larvae compared to WT (p= 4.80 x 10−28 ), with quartile differences
of 2.03-2.78 s.
In sum, the data reveal that on all measures rhythmic activity in Slo1 larvae was
quantitatively different from that of WT. Thus, the Slo current is important in the larva
for shaping the timing of rhythmic motor activity. However, because the mutation is
expressed in every cell of the animal, it is not possible from these data to determine in
which group(s) of cells the loss of Slo is most important for shaping motor output. To
determine what role the Slo current plays in MNs and specifically which effects in the
mutant might have been caused by the loss of Slo in MNs, we next targeted Slo RNAi to
identified MNs.

Effects of expressing Slo RNAi in MNs
To express Slo RNAi in just two MNs per nervous system hemisegment we used RRAGAL4, which expresses in the larval MNs, MN1-1b and MNISN-Is (also known by their
embryonic identities as aCC and RP2, respectively) [66]. The construct included an
additional copy of the Dicer enzyme designed to increase the strength of the RNAi. We
recorded intracellularly from the muscle target of MN-1b and MNISN-1s, dorsal muscle
1 (M1), in RRA-GAL4; UAS-SloRNAi (abbreviated RRA;Slo) larvae. Their activity was
compared to off midline dissected WT larvae.

Incidence of rhythmic activity
22 of 23 (96%) RRA;Slo larvae displayed spontaneous bouts of P to A and/or A to P
waves. As in WT larvae, both P to A and A to P waves were observed in RRA;Slo
larvae, with the former more prevalent that the latter. Representative recordings of P to
A wave activity recorded in a RRA;Slo larva can be seen in Fig. A.5. All active larvae
showed P to A waves, while only 3 (14%)showed A to P waves. Of 25 total bouts in
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which wave type could be determined, 22 (88%) consisted of only P to waves and 3
(12%) were combination bouts including a small number of A to P waves. No bouts
consisting of only A to P waves were recorded. P to A waves bouts ranged from 1 to 10
minutes, while combination bouts were between 6 and 9 minutes. Thus, expression of
Slo RNAi in identified MNs did not alter the incidence and prevalence of rhythmic motor
activity in the larva.

Quantification of rhythmic activity
Burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle, and quiescence interval were quantified. As
with previous analyses, we focused our quantification on the more prevalent type of
activity, P to A waves. Minimum, maximum, and quartile values for each measure from
RRA;Slo larvae can be found in Table A.2. Comparisons of the average distributions
of each measure from WT and RRA;Slo larvae can be seen in Fig. A.6. All statistical
comparisons between RRA;Slo larvae and WT were made using a Mann-Whitney U test
with an alpha value of 0.05. Overall, the results show that activity in RRA;Slo larvae
was quantitatively different from that of WT on most measures. The one measure which
did not differ between RRA;Slo and WT larvae was burst duration (p= 0.083). Cycle
durations, however, were slightly shorter than those observed in WT (p= 2.26 x 10−4 ).
Calculating the differences between each quartile from RRA;Slo and WT larvae showed
that cycle durations in the interquartile range were 0.38-1.35 s s shorter in the former
compared to the latter group. Because burst duration did not change but cycle duration
decreased, duty cycles were larger in RRA;Slo larvae relative to WT (p= 2.47 x 10−12 ),
with quartile differences of 0.09-0.10. The largest effect was on quiescence interval,
which was smaller in RRA;Slo larvae compared to WT (p=3.76 x 10−16 ) by 1.55-1.61 s.
In sum, the results show that expressing Slo RNAi in MN1-1b and MNISN-1s altered
rhythmic motor output as measured from their muscle target, M1. Both cycle durations
and quiescence intervals were smaller in RRA;Slo larvae, while duty cycles were larger
compared to WT. The only measure on which there was no effect was burst duration,
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which was similar in the two groups. Comparing the effects observed in RRA;Slo larvae
to those observed in Slo1 mutant larvae, many of the effects were similar though smaller
in magnitude in RRA;Slo larvae. Cycle duration decreased in both groups relative to WT,
but was shortened by nearly 5 s in Slo1 larvae while changing by fractions of a second
to little over 1 s in RRA;Slo larvae. Similarly, quiescence interval was shortened in both
groups compared to WT. However, in Slo1 larvae the decrease was nearly 3 s, while
in RRA;Slo larvae quiescence intervals only decreased by around 1.5 s. Both groups
also displayed increases in duty cycle, though this time the effect was slightly larger in
RRA;Slo relative to Slo1 larvae. The measure on which the two groups differed most
drastically was burst duration. In Slo1 larvae burst durations were much smaller than in
WT, while in RRA;Slo larvae there was no change in burst duration.

Discussion
Rhythmic motor activity in WT larvae
The first goal of this work was to fully characterize the WT motor pattern and establish whether the newly-developed off midline dissection method was a viable one for
studying rhythmic motor activity in the larva. Our results showed that larvae dissected
off the midline were just as capable of producing rhythmic motor activity as larvae dissected using the established dorsal midline preparation. Thus, the off midline dissection
provides an alternative preparation method for researchers wishing to minimize the likelihood of damage to dorsal-most muscles. Interestingly, though the incidence of motor
activity was not altered in off midline dissected larvae, the timing of motor activity was
very different from dorsal midline dissected preparations. Briefly, larvae dissected off
the midline showed shorter burst and cycle durations compared to larvae dissected on
the dorsal midline. Though we cannot rule out that a number of differences between
the two dissection methods are responsible for such a result, it is also reasonable that
differences in sensory feedback between the two preparations contributed to the change
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in motor output. The cut off the midline, usually through muscle 4, severs the nerves
to many of the dorsal muscles on one side of the preparation. Thus, the nervous system no longer receives sensory feedback from an entire set of muscles on that side.
Sensory feedback has been established as playing an important role in shaping rhythmic motor output in a variety of systems (for reviews see [28, 81, 134, 137, 151]). For
example, studies in lamprey have shown that activation of stretch receptors within the
body wall can alter the frequency of the swimming motor pattern [78]. Sensory feedback
has been shown to be especially important in segmented animals for coordinating the
activity of multiple pattern-generating networks controlling separate segments [28, 137].
The idea that sensory feedback could alter bursting in this system is in line with previous studies showing that sensory feedback is important, if not essential, in shaping the
rhythm underlying crawling [65, 103, 188]. The interesting question is, why did the pattern remain regular and only accelerate under the new dissection conditions? Previous
work [65, 103, 188], and our own studies of the motor pattern after deafferentation (data
not shown), show that the rhythm often gets more irregular when sensory feedback is
removed. Differences in the regularity of the pattern in the two cases may be related to
different effects on the nervous system of removing all sensory feedback versus removing the feedback from only one set of muscles. In sum, though far from conclusive, our
results regarding the change in motor pattern in larvae dissected using different methods
raises questions about the role of sensory feedback from different groups of muscles in
this system, and certainly warrants further investigation.

Rhythmic activity in Slo1 mutant larvae
Having characterized the activity in off midline dissected WT larvae, we next examined
the role of the Ca2+ -dependent K+ current, Slo, in shaping rhythmic motor output. We
began by examining the activity of Slo1 mutant larvae in which the Slo current is eliminated in all cells. The first important observations were that Slo1 larvae were capable of
generating rhythmic motor activity and the pattern was regular. There was no obvious
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difference between the Slo1 and WT larvae in the incidence or persistence of regular
rhythmic activity. This was surprising, considering that Slo1 adult flies show reduced locomotion [5, 6, 23]. Unfortunately, without further information on which cells in the adult
and larva use Slo and it what ways, we cannot conclude from these data why such a
difference in the locomotor phenotypes of Slo1 larvae and adults exists. It is possible
that different neurons in the larva and adult preferentially use the Slo current. It is also
possible that compensatory responses to the loss of Slo, including which other ion channels may be upregulated and where, are different in the larva and adult. Further studies
expressing manipulations of Slo in a number of different cell types, including but not limited to cholinergic neurons, GABAergic neurons, and sensory cells, would be needed to
dissect apart the mechanisms underlying the phenotype observed in Slo1 larvae. Even
then, it is possible the phenotype might not be reproducible with the reduction of the Slo
current in just one group of neurons, as the loss of Slo in several different groups of cells,
and consequent changes in the interaction between those groups, might be responsible
for the change in motor output observed in the mutant.
Though the incidence of rhythmic activity in Slo1 larvae was similar to WT, the activity
looked very different when we quantified burst durations, cycle durations, duty cycles,
and quiescence intervals. Specifically, Slo1 larvae showed shorter burst durations, cycle
durations, and quiescence intervals, and larger duty cycles compared to WT. So, not only
did Slo1 larvae not show a reduction in the amount of rhythmic activity they displayed, the
rhythmic activity that was present was much faster than that recorded from WT larvae.
Again, this seems in contradiction to the results reported in Slo1 adult larvae, and may
reflect differences in the role and/or expression pattern of Slo channels between the larva
and adult. Interestingly, a study in C. elegans also reported that Slo mutants showed
increased rates of locomotion relative to WT [30], though other studies have reported
similar or slightly slower rates of locomotion in Slo mutants (for review see [95].
Overall, the conclusions we could make from these data regarding the role of Slo
in specific cells were limited given the expression of the mutation the whole animal.
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However, these results did demonstrate that Slo is important in the larva for shaping the
timing of rhythmic motor activity.

Rhythmic activity in RRA;Slo larvae
To investigate the role of Slo in shaping MN firing during rhythmic activity, and specifically
to determine which of the effects observed in Slo1 larvae might be due to elimination of
Slo in MNs, we targeted Slo RNAi to identified MNs. We expressed Slo RNAi under the
control of RRA-GAL4, which expresses in MN1-1b and MNISN-1s, and recorded from
their muscle target, M1. As observed in Slo1 larvae, RRA;Slo larvae were capable of
producing rhythmic motor output and the activity was regular. There was no difference
in the incidence or prevalence of rhythmic activity between RRA;Slo and WT larvae.
However, when we quantified the activity we did find differences between the motor
output recorded in RRA;Slo and WT larvae. Cycle durations and quiescence intervals
were shorter in RRA;Slo larvae compared to WT. These effects were the same as those
we observed in Slo1 larvae. We also observed an increase in duty cycle in RRA;Slo
larvae relative to WT, which was seen as well in Slo1 larvae. Interestingly, though there
was a decrease in burst duration in Slo1 larvae, there was no change in burst duration in
RRA;Slo larvae. These results suggest that Slo does not contribute to burst termination
in larval MNs.
Several of these results were contrary to what we predicted. We hypothesized that
as in many other systems, the MNs in Drosophila larvae are not part of the network of
cells responsible for generating the basic motor rhythm. Therefore, we predicted that
expressing Slo RNAi in MNs could affect measures such as burst duration (and consequently duty cycle and quiescence interval), but not cycle duration. Instead, we observed the opposite, with no measurable change in burst duration, but a clear decrease
in cycle duration. One explanation for these results is that we again ran into issues
with non-specificity of the driver. RRA-GAL4 targets not only the two MNs, MN1-1b and
MNISN-1s, but also an interneuron known by its embryonic identity as pCC [66]. There-
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fore, expression of Slo RNAi would also have been present in pCC. If pCC provides input
to MNs, either directly or indirectly, then a change in the activity of this interneuron might
help explain a change in cycle duration.
An alternative explanation is that our hypothesis was incorrect and that MNs, as in
the stomatogastric nervous system, are actually part of the rhythm-generating network
and thereby influence cycle duration directly. Further experiments expressing Slo RNAi
with the use of the FLP/FRT system could allow us to tease apart these two possibilities. With the use of the RN2-GAL4 driver containing a FLP/FRT cassette, we could
mosaically express Slo RNAi in MN1-1b and MNISN-1s, and examine the activity of WT
and manipulated MNs in the same animal. Importantly, we could screen these animals
for a lack of Slo RNAi expression in the pCC interneuron to remove any possible influence of a change in its activity on MN firing. If these experiments revealed that the
decrease in cycle duration was due to the expression of Slo RNAi in MNs, how might
Slo act to shorten the cycle? Previous work in the lamprey has shown that blocking
Ca2+ -independent IA reduces the ability of MNs to sustain repetitive firing. During locomotor activity this results in a decrease in cycle duration, as MNs fire less spikes per
cycle and inhibition of contralateral neurons is decreased [91]. Drosophila Slo has been
shown to contribute to Ca2+ -dependent transient (IA -like) currents and could play a similar role in sustaining repetitive firing in Drosophila larval MNs. A decrease in the firing of
MNs could then lead to a decrease in cycle duration, though the mechanism would likely
be different than that in lamprey since locomotion in Drosophila larvae does not involve
right/left alternation. In that case, some type of feedback (from the periphery or between
neurons) could communicate that MN firing had ceased and the next cycle could begin.
In sum, the role of Slo in MNs in regulating cycle duration could present a promising
direction for future research.
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Tables

Table A.1: Burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle, quiescence interval recorded in
dorsal and off midline dissected larvae
Dorsal midline
measure
n min max Q(0.25) Q(0.50) (Q(0.75) p value
burst duration
18 2.90 34.10
11.31
12.94
14.80
cycle duration
18 7.27 > 60
14.61
16.22
18.28
duty cycle
18 0.10 0.99
0.74
0.80
0.84
quiescence interval 18 0.12 > 60
2.57
3.12
4.16
Off midline
measure
n min max Q(0.25) Q(0.50) (Q(0.75) p value
burst duration
21 1.61 17.21
6.32
7.19
8.44
2.53e-32
cycle duration
21 5.19 > 60
10.66
11.81
12.93
8.83e-19
duty cycle
21 0.05 0.93
0.57
0.63
0.69
1.06e-23
quiescence interval 21 0.59 > 60
3.63
4.35
5.18
9.99e-10

Table A.2: Burst duration, cycle duration, duty cycle, and quiescence interval in WT, Slo1 ,
and RRA; Slo larvae
WT
measure
n min max Q(0.25) Q(0.50) Q(0.75) p value
burst duration
21 1.61 17.21
6.32
7.19
8.44
cycle duration
21 5.19 > 60
10.66
11.81
12.93
duty cycle
21 0.05 0.93
0.57
0.63
0.69
quiescence interval 21 0.59 > 60
3.63
4.35
5.18
Slo1
measure
n min max Q(0.25) Q(0.50) Q(0.75) p value
burst duration
10 1.15 27.35
3.77
4.78
6.28
2.38e-15
cycle duration
10 1.89 > 60
5.81
6.94
8.45
6.18e-25
duty cycle
10 0.03 0.96
0.63
0.69
0.75
1.37e-6
quiescence interval 10 0.26 > 60
1.60
1.92
2.39
4.80e-28
RRA;Slo
measure
n min max Q(0.25) Q(0.50) Q(0.75) p value
burst duration
22 2.35 29.72
6.44
7.73
9.41
0.083
cycle duration
22 4.91 > 60
9.31
10.62
12.55
2.26e-4
duty cycle
22 0.08 0.98
0.67
0.73
0.79
2.74e-12
quiescence interval 22 0.33 > 60
2.09
2.74
3.60
3.76e-16
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Figure Legends
Fig. A1. Intracellular recordings of spontaneous rhythmic motor activity in dorsal and off
midline dissected WT larvae. A: Schematic showing the dorsal midline preparation for
recording. Larvae were cut up the dorsal midline (dashed line) and pinned out so that
muscles (rectangles) and central nervous system (in solid black) were exposed. Muscles
are arranged in repeated segments. Abdominal segments A5 through A7 are labeled.
The main hemisegmental nerves exit the ventral nerve cord and innervate muscles in
each segment. Recordings were made by inserting sharp electrodes into one or two
dorsal muscle fibers as shown. Note that for clarity, not all muscles, segments, or nerves
are pictured. B: Schematic showing the off midline preparation for recording. Larvae
were cut to the right of the dorsal midline (dashed line) such that when pinned out the
left side of the preparation included a larger portion of the muscle field than the right
side. This ensured that the entire string of muscle 1’s from left-side segments A2-A7
was kept intact. Note that for clarity, not all muscles, segments, or nerves are pictured.
C: Representative intracellular recordings from muscle 1 (M1) in A5 during P to A waves
in dorsal (top trace) and off (bottom trace) midline dissected larvae. Scale bar is 20
seconds.

Fig. A2. Quantification of motor activity in dorsal and off midline dissected WT larvae.
A.-D. Distributions of the relative frequencies of burst durations (A.), cycle durations (B.),
duty cycles (C.), and quiescence intervals (D.) from dorsal midline dissected (black) and
off midline dissected (white) WT larvae. The light gray area in each plot represents the
area of overlap between the two distributions.

Fig. A3 Loss of Slo in the whole larva alters rhythmic motor output. A. Dual intracellular
recordings from WT larva (top two traces) and Slo1 larva (bottom two traces). Activity
was recorded during P to A waves in adjacent M1’s or M1 and M2, as indicated. Scale
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bar is 10 seconds. B., C. Enlargement of dual recordings in A from WT (B) and Slo1
larvae (C). Note the shorter burst and cycle durations in Slo1 larva compared to WT.
Scale bars in each are 2 seconds.

Fig. A4. Quantification of motor activity in Slo1 larvae. A.-D. Distributions of the relative
frequencies of burst durations (A.), cycle durations (B.), duty cycles (C.), and quiescence
intervals (D.) for WT (black) and Slo1 (white) larvae. The light gray area in each plot
represents the area of overlap between the two distributions.

Fig. A5. Expressing Slo RNAi under the control of RRA-GAL4 alters rhythmic motor
output. A. Dual intracellular recordings from WT (top two traces) and RRA;Slo (bottom
two traces) larvae during P to A waves. Scale bar is 10 seconds. B., C. Enlargements
of bursts from recordings seen in B for WT (B) and RRA;Slo (C) larvae. Note that burst
durations are similar in WT and RRA;Slo larvae. However, quiescence intervals are
decreased, and consequently duty cycles are increased, in RRA;Slo larvae. There is
also a small decrease in cycle duration in the RRA;Slo larva relative to WT. Scale bars
are each 2 seconds.

Fig. A6. Quantification of motor activity in RRA;Slo larvae. A.-D Distributions of the
relative frequencies of burst durations (A.), cycle durations (B.), duty cycles (C.), and
quiescence intervals (D.) for WT (black) and RRA;Slo (gray) white. The light gray area in
each plot represents the area of overlap between the two distributions.
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A.

B.
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Figure A.1: Intracellular recordings of spontaneous rhythmic motor activity in dorsal and
off midline dissected WT larvae.
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A.

B.

C.

D.

Figure A.2: Comparison of rhythmic activity in dorsal and off midline dissected larvae.
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A.

C.

D.

Figure A.3: Loss of Slo in the whole larva alters rhythmic motor output.
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B.

C.
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Figure A.4: Comparison of motor activity in WT and Slo1 larvae.
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D.

Figure A.5: Expressing Slo RNAi under the control of RRA-GAL4 alters rhythmic motor
output.
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B.

C.

D.

Figure A.6: Comparison of motor activity in WT and RRA;Slo larvae.
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Suggested experiments

• Patch clamp recordings from MN1-1b and MNISN-1s expressing Slo RNAi under the control of RRA-GAL4 (plus Dicer). These recordings, in concert with the
use of specific pharmaca, would assess whether and to what extent Slo-mediated
K+ current is reduced in MN1-1b and MNISN-1s due to expression of Slo RNAi.
Using additional pharmaca, the upregulation of currents mediated by other channels could also be assessed. Square pulse and ramp current injection protocols
could be used to determine how the responsiveness and firing properties of these
MNs are affected by Slo RNAi expression.

• Muscle recordings from segments innervated by WT MNs and MNs expressing Slo RNAi in the same animal. Mosaic expression of Slo RNAi could be
achieved using the RN2-FLP driver. This would allow a comparison of motor activity from segments innervated by WT and Slo RNAi-expressing MNs in the same
animal. Furthermore, we could screen animals so that recordings were made only
from animals in which the interneuron pCC, also targeted by RN2-GAL4, does not
express Slo RNAi. This would allow us to determine whether the effect on cycle
duration observed in the RRA;Slo larvae was due to expression of Slo RNAi in
pCC or the MNs.

• Muscle recordings of motor activity in animals expressing Slo RNAi acutely,
rather than chronically. With the use of temperature-sensitive drivers, we could
control the temporal expression of Slo RNAi. This would allow for expression of
the RNAi shortly before experiments are conducted, rather than throughout the
development of the animal. In this way, compensatory upregulation of other ion
channels could hopefully be avoided and might reveal different effects of reducing
Slo-mediated currents.
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APPENDIX B

Matlab scripts for data analysis

Code to extract data from csv files
function bdata=StatsFromCSVFile(csvfile,plotnoplot,varargin)
% Example:
% csvfile1=’HL31_67mMSucrose_WTBerlin_Spontaneous_NoDuplicates.csv’
% csvfile2=’HL31_67mMSucrose_WTBerlin_Spontaneous_PosteriorNerves.csv’
% plotnoplot=1; savenosave=1
% If you want to plot the graphs of the distros:
% bdata= StatsFromCSVFile(csvfile,plotnoplot);
% If you want to plot the graphs of the distros and save the data
% to a matfile:
% bdata1= StatsFromCSVFile(csvfile1,plotnoplot,savenosave);
% bdata2= StatsFromCSVFile(csvfile2,plotnoplot,savenosave);
% See also CreateSample.m
% Last modified: 20100531 ECM

% Import the csv file first. It is assumed that the file is read
% into two arrays called data and textdata
% Then separate the contents to get the burst starts and
% ends in different arrays
if nargin>2
savenosave=1;
else
savenosave=0;
end
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% Import csv file
d= importdata(csvfile);
data=d.data;
% Count rows cols and get space assigned for data
nrows_per_sheet = size(data,1);
maxcols = size(data,2);
burststarts=cell(nrows_per_sheet,1);
burstends=cell(nrows_per_sheet,1);
burstdurs=cell(nrows_per_sheet,1);
nrows_per_sheet = size(data,1);
maxcols = size(data,2);
qis=cell(nrows_per_sheet,1);
burststarts=cell(nrows_per_sheet,1);
burstends=cell(nrows_per_sheet,1);
burstdurs=cell(nrows_per_sheet,1);
cycledurs=cell(nrows_per_sheet,1);
bfreq=cell(nrows_per_sheet,1);
nbursts=zeros(nrows_per_sheet,1);
% Separate indices in even and odd because the columns
% contain starts and ends for each burst, in that order.
oddinds = [1:2:maxcols];
eveninds = [2:2:maxcols];
% Starting values for the distributions;
minburstdur=1; maxburstdur = 50;
mincycledur=1; maxcycledur = 500;
minbfreq = 1/maxcycledur; maxbfreq=1/mincycledur;
minqi = 0; maxqi=500;
% For each row (sample), get the data, get the burst starts,
% ends, and do some calculations.
for n = 1:nrows_per_sheet
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thisrow=d.data(n,oddinds);
startinds = oddinds(find(~isnan(thisrow)));
endinds= startinds+1;
nbursts(n) = numel(startinds);
burststarts{n} = data(n,startinds);
burstends{n} = data(n,endinds);
burstdurs{n}= burstends{n}-burststarts{n};
cycledurs{n}=diff(burststarts{n});
badinds1=find(burstdurs{n}<0);
badinds2=find(cycledurs{n}<0);
% Check for errors in the raw data e.g. cursors in the wrong
% order when marking bursts
if ~isempty(badinds1)
sprintf(’Bad BD at cell %d, entries %s’,n,num2str(badinds1))
end
if ~isempty(badinds2)
sprintf(’Bad CD at cell %d, entries %s’,n,num2str(badinds2))
end
qis{n}=burststarts{n}(2:end)-burstends{n}(1:end-1);
badinds3=find(qis{n}<0);
if ~isempty(badinds3)
sprintf(’Bad QI at cell %d, entries %s’,n,num2str(badinds3))
end
dutycycle{n} = burstdurs{n}(1:end-1)./cycledurs{n};
badinds4=find(dutycycle{n}>1);
if ~isempty(badinds4)
sprintf(’Bad DC at cell %d, entries %s’,n,num2str(badinds4))
end
bfreq{n}=1./cycledurs{n};
if mincycledur>min(cycledurs{n})
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mincycledur=min(cycledurs{n});
end
if maxcycledur<max(cycledurs{n})
maxcycledur=max(cycledurs{n});
end
if minqi>min(qis{n})
minqi=min(qis{n});
end
if maxqi<max(qis{n})
maxqi=max(qis{n});
end
if minburstdur>min(burstdurs{n})
minburstdur=min(burstdurs{n});
end
end

% Setup common axes for the different variables of interest
% and calculate the relative frequencies. Note the histograms
% are setup so that each column represents one sample
% (one row in the file).
minburstdur=1; maxburstdur = 50; burstdur_bin=1;
burstdur_ax=[minburstdur:burstdur_bin:maxburstdur];
mincycledur=1; maxcycledur = 500; cycle_bin=1;
cycledur_ax=[mincycledur:cycle_bin:maxcycledur];
minqi = 0; maxqi=500; qi_bin=1;
qi_ax=[minqi:qi_bin:maxqi];
minduty = 0; maxduty=1; duty_bin=0.02;
duty_ax=[minduty:duty_bin:maxduty];
minbfreq = 1/maxcycledur; maxbfreq=1/mincycledur; bfreq_bin=minbfreq;
bfreq_ax=[minbfreq:bfreq_bin:maxbfreq];
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% Setup arrays for histograms
burstdur_hist=zeros(nrows_per_sheet,numel(burstdur_ax));
cycledur_hist=zeros(nrows_per_sheet,numel(cycledur_ax));
qi_hist=zeros(nrows_per_sheet,numel(qi_ax));
bfreq_hist=zeros(nrows_per_sheet,numel(bfreq_ax));
duty_hist=zeros(nrows_per_sheet,numel(duty_ax));
% Setup arrays for quantiles
quants= [0:0.01:1];
nquants = numel(quants);
burstdur_quant=zeros(nrows_per_sheet,nquants);
cycledur_quant=zeros(nrows_per_sheet,nquants);
qi_quant=zeros(nrows_per_sheet,nquants);
bfreq_quant=zeros(nrows_per_sheet,nquants);
duty_quant=zeros(nrows_per_sheet,nquants);
% Calculate the histograms of relative frequencies for each measure
for n = 1:nrows_per_sheet
counts1=histc(burstdurs{n},burstdur_ax);
burstdur_hist(n,:) = counts1/sum(counts1(:));
counts2=histc(cycledurs{n},cycledur_ax);
cycledur_hist(n,:) = counts2/sum(counts2(:));
counts3=histc(qis{n},qi_ax);
qi_hist(n,:)= counts3/sum(counts3(:));
counts4=histc(bfreq{n},bfreq_ax);
bfreq_hist(n,:)= counts4/sum(counts4(:));
counts5=histc(dutycycle{n},duty_ax);
duty_hist(n,:)= counts5/sum(counts5(:));
% Calculate the quantiles for each measure
burstdur_quant(n,:)=quantile(burstdurs{n},quants);
cycledur_quant(n,:)=quantile(cycledurs{n},quants);
qi_quant(n,:)=quantile(qis{n},quants);
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% Note that the bfreq quantiles can be calculated in different
% ways (see below); check if these are different
% bfreq_quant(n,:)=quantile(bfreq{n},quants);
bfreq_quant(n,:)=1./cycledur_quant(n,:);
duty_quant(n,:)=quantile(dutycycle{n},quants);
end

% Store everything in a structure
bdata=struct();
bdata.csvfile=csvfile;
% Store the histograms/distributions
bdata.burstdur_hist =burstdur_hist;
bdata.cycledur_hist =cycledur_hist;
bdata.qi_hist =qi_hist;
bdata.bfreq_hist =bfreq_hist;
bdata.duty_hist =duty_hist;
% Store the quantiles
bdata.burstdur_quant =burstdur_quant;
bdata.cycledur_quant =cycledur_quant;
bdata.qi_quant =qi_quant;
bdata.bfreq_quant =bfreq_quant;
bdata.duty_quant =duty_quant;
% Calculate and store the average distributions
bdata.burstdur_meanhist =mean(burstdur_hist);
bdata.cycledur_meanhist =mean(cycledur_hist);
bdata.qi_meanhist =mean(qi_hist);
bdata.bfreq_meanhist =mean(bfreq_hist);
bdata.duty_meanhist =mean(duty_hist);
% Calculate and store the average quantiles
bdata.burstdur_meanquant =mean(burstdur_quant);
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bdata.cycledur_meanquant =mean(cycledur_quant);
bdata.qi_meanquant =mean(qi_quant);
bdata.bfreq_meanquant =mean(bfreq_quant);
bdata.duty_meanquant =mean(duty_quant);
% Include axes in structure for ease of plotting
bdata.burstdur_ax=burstdur_ax;
bdata.cycledur_ax=cycledur_ax;
bdata.qi_ax=qi_ax;
bdata.duty_ax=duty_ax;
bdata.bfreq_ax=bfreq_ax;

% Plot the cumulative distributions; Set plotcumdistros=1 to plot.
plotcumdistros=0;
if plotcumdistros
rows =3; cols =2
figure()
subplot(rows,cols,1);
plot(burstdur_ax,cumsum(burstdur_hist’),’LineWidth’,1); hold on;
plot(burstdur_ax,cumsum(bdata.burstdur_meanhist’),’--’,
’LineWidth’,3);
ylim([-0.05,1.05]);
xlabel(’burst duration (secs)’); ylabel(’cumulative sum’);
subplot(rows,cols,2);
plot(cycledur_ax,cumsum(cycledur_hist’),’LineWidth’,1); hold on;
plot(cycledur_ax,cumsum(bdata.cycledur_meanhist’),’--’,
’LineWidth’,3);
ylim([-0.05,1.05]);

alpha(0.2)

xlabel(’cycle duration (secs)’); ylabel(’cumulative sum’);
subplot(rows,cols,3);
plot(qi_ax,cumsum(qi_hist’),’LineWidth’,1); hold on;
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plot(qi_ax,cumsum(bdata.qi_meanhist’),’--’,’LineWidth’,3);
ylim([-0.05,1.05]);

alpha(0.2)

xlabel(’quiescence duration (secs)’); ylabel(’cumulative sum’);
subplot(rows,cols,4);
plot(bfreq_ax,cumsum(bfreq_hist’),’LineWidth’,1); hold on;
plot(bfreq_ax,cumsum(bdata.bfreq_meanhist’),’--’,’LineWidth’,3);
ylim([-0.05,1.05]);

alpha(0.2)

xlabel(’burst frequency

(1/secs)’); ylabel(’cumulative sum’);

subplot(rows,cols,5);
plot(duty_ax,cumsum(duty_hist’),’LineWidth’,1); hold on;
plot(duty_ax,cumsum(bdata.duty_meanhist’),’--’,’LineWidth’,3);
ylim([-0.05,1.05]);

alpha(0.2)

xlabel(’duty cycle’); ylabel(’cumulative sum’);
subplot(rows,cols,6);
text(0.1,0.1,[’N =’,num2str(nrows_per_sheet)]);
axis off;
end

% Plot the histograms; Set plothists=1 to plot.
plothists=0;
if plothists
a1=mean(burstdur_hist);
a2=mean(cycledur_hist);
a3=mean(qi_hist);
a4=mean(bfreq_hist);
a5 =mean(duty_hist);
figure(’NumberTitle’, ’off’ ); set(gcf,’Name’,’csvfile’,
’Position’,[1,1,1200,300]);
nrow=2; ncol=4;
subplot(nrow,ncol,1)
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size(burstdur_hist)
maxindex_bd = ceil(size(burstdur_hist,2)/2)
imagesc(burstdur_hist(:,1:maxindex_bd));
%imagesc(burstdur_hist);
xlabel(’Burst duration (secs)’);
set(gca,’XTick’,[]); %colorbar;
set(gca,’XTickLabel’,[]); %colorbar;
%set(gca,’YTickLabel’,d.rowheaders)
subplot(nrow,ncol,1+ncol)
plot(burstdur_ax(1:maxindex_bd),a1(1:maxindex_bd));
axis tight;
xlabel(’Burst duration (secs)’);
ylim([0,1.1*max(a1(:))]);
subplot(nrow,ncol,2)
size(duty_hist)
maxindex_duty = ceil(size(duty_hist,2)/1)
imagesc(duty_hist(:,1:maxindex_duty));
xlabel(’Duty cycle’);
set(gca,’XTick’,[]);%colorbar;
subplot(nrow,ncol,2+ncol)
plot(duty_ax(1:maxindex_duty),a5(1:maxindex_duty));
xlabel(’Duty cycle’);
axis tight;
ylim([0,1.1*max(a5(:))])
subplot(nrow,ncol,3)
size(qi_hist)
maxindex_qi = ceil(size(qi_hist,2)/8)
imagesc(qi_hist(:,1:maxindex_qi));
xlabel(’Quiescence interval (secs)’);
set(gca,’XTick’,[]);%colorbar;
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subplot(nrow,ncol,3+ncol)
plot(qi_ax(1:maxindex_qi),a3(1:maxindex_qi));
axis tight;
xlabel(’Quiescence interval (secs)’);
ylim([0,1.1*max(a3(:))])
subplot(nrow,ncol,4)
size(cycledur_hist)
maxindex_cd = ceil(size(cycledur_hist,2)/8)
imagesc(cycledur_hist(:,1:maxindex_cd));
xlabel(’Cycle duration (secs)’);
set(gca,’XTick’,[]);%colorbar;
%set(gca,’YTickLabel’,d.rowheaders)
subplot(nrow,ncol,4+ncol)
plot(cycledur_ax(1:maxindex_cd),a2(1:maxindex_cd));
axis tight;
xlabel(’Cycle duration (secs)’);
ylim([0,1.1*max(a2(:))]);
%subplot(nrow,ncol,5)
%size(bfreq_hist)
%maxindex_bfreq = ceil(size(bfreq_hist,2)/3)
%imagesc(bfreq_hist(:,1:maxindex_bfreq));
%xlabel(’Burst frequency (Hz)’);
%set(gca,’XTick’,[]);%colorbar;
%subplot(nrow,ncol,4+ncol)
%plot(bfreq_ax(1:maxindex_bfreq),a4(1:maxindex_bfreq));
%axis tight;
%xlabel(’Burst frequency (Hz)’);
%ylim([0,1.1*max(a4)])
end
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% Plot the quantiles; Set plotquantiles=1 to plot.
plotquantiles=0;
if plotquantiles
rows =3; cols =2
figure()
subplot(rows,cols,1);
plot(burstdur_quant’, quants,’LineWidth’,1); hold on;
plot(bdata.burstdur_meanquant’, quants,’--’,’LineWidth’,3);
ylim([-0.05,1.05]);
xlabel(’burst duration (secs)’); ylabel(’quantiles’);
subplot(rows,cols,2);
plot(cycledur_quant’, quants,’LineWidth’,1); hold on;
plot(bdata.cycledur_meanquant’, quants,’--’,’LineWidth’,3);
ylim([-0.05,1.05]);
xlabel(’cycle duration (secs)’); ylabel(’quantiles’);
subplot(rows,cols,3);
plot(qi_quant’, quants,’LineWidth’,1); hold on;
plot(bdata.qi_meanquant’, quants,’--’,’LineWidth’,3);
ylim([-0.05,1.05]);
xlabel(’quiescence duration (secs)’); ylabel(’quantiles’);
subplot(rows,cols,4);
plot(bfreq_quant’, quants,’LineWidth’,1); hold on;
plot(bdata.bfreq_meanquant’, quants,’--’,’LineWidth’,3);
ylim([-0.05,1.05]);
xlabel(’bursting frequency (Hz)’); ylabel(’quantiles’);
subplot(rows,cols,5);
plot(duty_quant’, quants,’LineWidth’,1); hold on;
plot(bdata.duty_meanquant’, quants,’--’,’LineWidth’,3);
ylim([-0.05,1.05]);
xlabel(’duty cycle’); ylabel(’quantiles’);
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subplot(rows,cols,6);
text(0.1,0.1,[’N =’,num2str(nrows_per_sheet)]);
axis off;
end

% Create lump-arrays that contain all the data.
% This is used if you want to look at all the values from
% a given sample or animal by pooling all the observations
% rather than calculating the average distributions.
lumping=1
if lumping
ntotbursts = sum(nbursts);
all_burstdurs=zeros(ntotbursts,1);
all_cycledurs=zeros(ntotbursts-nrows_per_sheet,1);
all_ibis=zeros(ntotbursts-nrows_per_sheet,1);
all_dutycycles=zeros(ntotbursts-nrows_per_sheet,1);
all_bfreqs=zeros(ntotbursts-nrows_per_sheet,1);
startinds_burst=zeros(nrows_per_sheet,1);
stopinds_burst=zeros(nrows_per_sheet,1);
startinds_cycles=zeros(nrows_per_sheet,1);
stopinds_cycles=zeros(nrows_per_sheet,1);
for n = 1:nrows_per_sheet
if n<2
a=1;

aa=1;

else
a=b+1;

aa=bb+1;

end
b=a+nbursts(n)-1;

bb=aa+nbursts(n)-2;

startinds_bursts(n)=a;
startinds_cycles(n)=aa;
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stopinds_bursts(n)=b;
stopinds_cycles(n)=bb;
all_burstdurs(a:b,1)=burstdurs{n};
all_cycledurs(aa:bb,1)=cycledurs{n};
all_qis(aa:bb,1)=qis{n};
all_dutycycles(aa:bb,1)=dutycycle{n};
all_bfreqs(aa:bb,1)=bfreq{n};
sprintf(’Done with loop %d’,n);
end

ncols=ceil(ntotbursts/10);

[burstdur_counts, burstdurbins]= hist(all_burstdurs, 0:0.5:60);
burstdur_rf=burstdur_counts/sum(burstdur_counts);
[cycledur_counts,cycledurbins] = hist(all_cycledurs,0:0.5:100);
cycledur_rf=cycledur_counts/sum(cycledur_counts);
[qis_counts,qisbins] = hist(all_qis,0:0.5:100);
qis_rf=qis_counts/sum(qis_counts);
[dutycycle_counts,dutycyclebins] = hist(all_dutycycles,0:0.01:1);
dutycycle_rf=dutycycle_counts/sum(dutycycle_counts);
[bfreq_counts, bfreqbins]= hist(all_bfreqs,0:0.003:1.0);
bfreq_rf=bfreq_counts/sum(bfreq_counts);

% Add lumped data to complete the structure
bdata.all_burstdurs=all_burstdurs;
bdata.all_cycledurs=all_cycledurs;
bdata.all_qis=all_qis;
bdata.all_bfreqs=all_bfreqs;
bdata.all_dutycycles=all_dutycycles;
bdata.startinds_bursts=startinds_bursts;
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bdata.startinds_cycles=startinds_cycles;
bdata.stopinds_bursts=stopinds_bursts;
bdata.stopinds_cycles=stopinds_cycles;
bdata.nbursts=nbursts;
bdata.burststarts = burststarts;
bdata.burstends = burstends;
bdata.csvfile=csvfile;
bdata.ch_names = d.textdata;
bdata.burstdur_counts=burstdur_counts;
bdata.cycledur_counts=cycledur_counts;
bdata.qis_counts=qis_counts;
bdata.dutycycle_counts=dutycycle_counts;
bdata.bfreq_counts=bfreq_counts;
bdata.burstdurbins=burstdurbins;
bdata.cycledurbins=cycledurbins;
bdata.qisbins=qisbins;
bdata.dutycyclebins=dutycyclebins;
bdata.bfreqbins=bfreqbins;
bdata.burstdur_rf=burstdur_rf;
bdata.cycledur_rf=cycledur_rf;
bdata.qis_rf=qis_rf;
bdata.dutycycle_rf=dutycycle_rf;
bdata.bfreq_rf=bfreq_rf;

% Uncomment section below to plot histograms and compared lumped and
% average distributions

%

figure(’NumberTitle’, ’off’ ); set(gcf,’Name’,’csvfile’,

%

’Position’,[1,1,1200,300]);

%

nrow=3; ncol=5;
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%

subplot(nrow,ncol,1)

%

imagesc(burstdur_hist); xlabel(’Burst duration (secs)’);

%

set(gca,’XTick’,[]); %colorbar;

%

set(gca,’XTickLabel’,[]); %colorbar;

%

%set(gca,’YTickLabel’,d.rowheaders)

%

subplot(nrow,ncol,2)

%

imagesc(cycledur_hist); xlabel(’Cycle duration (secs)’);

%

set(gca,’XTick’,[]);%colorbar;

%

%set(gca,’YTickLabel’,d.rowheaders)

%

subplot(nrow,ncobl,3)

%

imagesc(qi_hist); xlabel(’Quiescence interval (secs)’);

%

set(gca,’XTick’,[]);%colorbar;

%

subplot(nrow,ncol,4)

%

imagesc(bfreq_hist); xlabel(’Burst frequency (Hz)’);

%

set(gca,’XTick’,[]);%colorbar;

%

subplot(nrow,ncol,5)

%

imagesc(duty_hist); xlabel(’Duty cycle’);

%

set(gca,’XTick’,[]);%colorbar;

%

subplot(nrow,ncol,6)

%

plot(burstdur_ax,a1);

%

xlabel(’Burst duration (secs)’);

%

ylim([0,1.1*max(a1(:))]);

%

subplot(nrow,ncol,7)

%

plot(cycledur_ax,a2); xlabel(’Cycle duration (secs)’);

%

ylim([0,1.1*max(a2(:))]);

%

subplot(nrow,ncol,8)

%

plot(qi_ax,a3); xlabel(’Quiescence interval (secs)’);

%

ylim([0,1.1*max(a3(:))])

%

subplot(nrow,ncol,9)

%

plot(bfreq_ax,a4); xlabel(’Burst frequency (Hz)’);
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%

ylim([0,1.1*max(a4)])

%

subplot(nrow,ncol,10)

%

plot(duty_ax,a5); xlabel(’Duty cycle’);

%

ylim([0,1.1*max(a5(:))])

%

subplot(nrow,ncol,6)

%

plot(burstdur_ax,a1);

%

xlabel(’Burst duration (secs)’);

%

ylim([0,1.1*max(a1(:))]);

%

subplot(nrow,ncol,7)

%

plot(cycledur_ax,a2); xlabel(’Cycle duration (secs)’);

%

ylim([0,1.1*max(a2(:))]);

%

subplot(nrow,ncol,8)

%

plot(qi_ax,a3); xlabel(’Quiescence interval (secs)’);

%

ylim([0,1.1*max(a3(:))])

%

subplot(nrow,ncol,9)

%

plot(bfreq_ax,a4); xlabel(’Burst frequency (Hz)’);

%

ylim([0,1.1*max(a4)])

%

subplot(nrow,ncol,10)

%

plot(duty_ax,a5); xlabel(’Duty cycle’);

%

ylim([0,1.1*max(a5(:))])

%

subplot(nrow, ncol, 11)

%

plot(burstdurbins,burstdur_rf); xlabel(’Burst duration (secs)’);

%

ylim([0,1.1*max(a1(:))])

%

subplot(nrow, ncol, 12)

%

plot(cycledurbins,cycledur_rf); xlabel(’Cycle duration (secs)’);

%

ylim([0,1.1*max(a2(:))])

%

subplot(nrow, ncol, 13)

%

plot(qisbins, qis_rf); xlabel(’Quiescence interval (secs)’);

%

ylim([0,1.1*max(a3(:))])

%

subplot(nrow, ncol, 14)
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%

plot(bfreqbins,bfreq_rf); xlabel(’Bursting frequency (Hz)’);

%

ylim([0,1.1*max(a4(:))])

%

subplot(nrow, ncol, 15)

%

plot(dutycyclebins,dutycycle_rf); xlabel(’Duty cycle’);

%

ylim([0,1.1*max(a5(:))])

end

Code to run analysis code on multiple csv files

function [y,csvfiles]=MultipleCSVFileStats(sourcedir,varargin)
% MultipleCSVFileStats
% Extract data and calculate statistics from multiple csv files
% sourcedir=’/usr/local/home/erin/ErinData/DataSpreadsheets/
% ExportedBurstTimeSheets/’;
% alldata=MultipleCSVFileStats(sourcedir);
% If you want to run calculations without saving the data
% savenosave=0;
% sourcedir = pwd;
% alldata=MultipleCSVFileStats(sourcedir,savenosave);
% To save the mat files from each csv file in the directory
% sourcedir=’/usr/local/home/erin/ErinData/DataSpreadsheets/
% ExportedBurstTimeSheets/’;
% savenosave=1;
% alldata=MultipleCSVFileStats(sourcedir,savenosave);
%
% % Last modified: 20100531 ECM
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% Search through the source directory for csv files and
% run the code which extracts all the data from the csv files
if nargin>1
savenosave=1;
else
savenosave=0;
end

d=dir([sourcedir,’*.csv’]);
nfiles=size(d,1);
plotnoplot=0;
y = cell(nfiles,1);
csvfiles=cell(nfiles,1);
for n=1:nfiles
csvfiles{n}=d(n).name;
y{n}=StatsFromCSVFile(csvfiles{n},plotnoplot, savenosave);
sprintf(’Done with file %s’,csvfiles{n})
end
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